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Preface
The present thesis comprises four distinct approaches to the problem of how the
visual system encodes complex visual structure within the cerebral cortex. In the
present context complexity refers to visual structure defined by spatial relationships
(correlations) between multiple points (greater than 3) within an image (higher-order
spatial correlations). Such spatial structure, for example comers or intersections,
constitutes the visually meaningful elements of an image. While the encoding of these
spatial correlations is of central concern, some findings 1nay point to the types of
computations performed within cortical (pyramidal) neurons in general.

The four approaches fundamentally differ in the scales at which visual encoding has
been explored. In Chapter 2 encoding has been studied at the behavioural
(psychophysical) level. Findings in Chapter 2 suggest that the range of complex
spatial relationships that we are capable of detecting is highly restricted relative to the
set of all possible spatial relationships. Further, such detection may be accounted for
by relatively few statistically independent driving mechanisms. Chapter 3 then
considers the above results within the context of information theory, exploiting
measures of image information to identify both the spatial and computational limits of
structure encoding mechanisms. These findings suggest that correlations up to

9 th

order may be locally computed over highly restricted spatial domains. Chapter 4 then
studie encoding at the level of neurotransmitters their receptors and subcel1ular
structures such as dendrites and dendritic pines. The results in this section
demon trate ho

uch subcellular components confer indi idual neuron

(recon tructed from morphological data)

ith the computational power to detect

1

relationships between the activities of three or more synapses. The detection of these
higher-order correlations by individual neurons suggests that these fundamental units
of cognition are capable of performing computations significantly more complex than
is generally supposed. Such computations confer neurons with the ability to detect
meaningful complex relationships within patterns of synaptic input.

Finally, by approaching the problem of encoding from the scale of human visual
ecology, Chapter 5 attempts to place the above results within a broader theoretical
context. Work in this section further exp lo its information theory, suggesting that the
encoding properties of some visual neurons are adapted to efficiently encode visual
structure at the centre of gaze.
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Chapter 1:

An Overview: Image Statistics, Neural Encoding and
Motivations for Enquiry

"Use the word cybernetics, Norbert, because no body knows what it means. This will
always put you at an advantage in arguments." Claude Shannon

Chapter 1: Introdu ction

2

Introduction

This thesis, written as four separate papers, employs four very different approaches to
understanding how complex information may be encoded in the nervous system. The
information of most concern is co1nplex i1nage structure, though it is expected that the
results of Chapter 4 extend to co1nplex neural data in general. Broadly speaking, the
different approaches explore encoding through the computational (Chapter 3) and
theoretical (Chapter 5) constraints that may shape it, and the mechanisms that may
underlie it (Chapters 2 and 4). In the later case, these mechanisms are examined both
at the behavioural and broad statistical level (Chapter 2); and at the cellular,
subcellular ( dendritic) and receptor level (Chapter 4). While different, all four
approaches are for the most part applications of information theory. This work
therefore owes 1nuch to the elegant ideas of Claude Shannon (1) and Dennis Gabor
(2,3) among others ( 4,5).

Because the fonnat of this thesis is cellular - being written as four distinct papers,
background information specific to each paper is covered within the individual
introductions, n1ethods and discussions of each chapter. To avoid excessive
redundancy the brief overview provided in this Chapter is restricted to general
background information. As hinted at above, this information centres on the two
related issues of neural encoding and the nature of the stimulus ( co1nplex image
structure) that is to be encoded. The extent to which these two issues are inti1nately
related ( 6-9) is a central topic of Chapter 5. Fro1n an introduction to the overlapping
topics of image statistics and visual encoding the 1notivations for each subsequent
chapter can be outlined.
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Image Statistics, Image Structure and Insights from Isotrigon
Textures

To pre-empt the next section ( on encoding), it follows that the goal of a sensory
system is to detect potentially meaningful events encoded in its input. For a visual
system events such as the approach of a predator can be broken down into smaller
particles of information. These particles, for example the relative motions of different
parts of an object, can themselves be deconstructed. Beginning at the retina, sensory
mechanisms start separating out colour, motion, and fine and course grained
positional infonnation. Of these information streams it is the positional information
that is of most interest in the subsequent discussion. While it is convenient to treat this
subset of inforn1ation as distinct from colour or motion this abstraction should not be
taken literally. The relative motion of different parts of an object describe important
aspects of its structure ( 10), as too can changes in colour ( 11 ). Presumably for this
reason the visual system allows so1ne mixing of these separated but nonetheless
re lated strea1ns of information ( 12).

The particles of vision described below are concerned with relationships between the
brightness (lu1ninance) of different points (pixels) within an image. Within the set of
i1nages encountered in everyday life (so called natural images) exist regularities
(iinage statistics) that 1nay provide clues as to why the visual syste1n takes the form
that it does (5,6). Image spaces provide a context for describing some of these
relationships and are an intrinsic part of Chapters 2 and 3. In each of these spaces any
particular monochro1natic image of the same size (say 100 x 100 pixels) may be
represented as a point that uniquely specifies that image. For 100 x 100 pixel images
3
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this space would span 10,000 dimensions, each axis giving the lu1ninance value of
each of the 10,000 pixels (Fig 1.1). Useful concepts arise from considering how
subsets (e.g. natural images) within these spaces differ (see below).
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Figure 1.1. A depiction of a simple image space (Left), and four (100 x 100 pixel,
each of 256 levels/pixel) images belonging to a much larger (256 10000 dimensions)
space (Right). In the si1nple image space three pixel intensity values (2,2, 1) from a
simple image, I(x,y), (Left) are each mapped to their corresponding axes in image
space. Every unique image of the same size has a unique point in this space. Here (*)
marks the location of the simple example within a space. Right: Only a small subset
of the possible 100

x

100 images appears structured. The distribution of such points

within their space is considered in Chapter 5. Image structure necessarily implies the
possible range of pixel values at one location in an i1nage are constrained by the
values at other locations. This redundant or mutual information (see Chapter 3)
between pixels implies that natural images contain on average considerably less
(approximately 20%) statistical information (Shannon Entropy) than random
counterparts belonging to the same space (13).

5
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Figure 1.1 (Right) demonstrates that of all the images that may occur within an image
space (e.g. for an 8 bit image 100 pixels square a total of256 10000 ) only a small subset
appear structured and many fewer resemble everyday i1nages (botto1n right). The
probabilistic distribution of a subset of these points (in image space) is of central
concern in Chapter 5. A fundamental feature of those images that look structured is
that their neighbouring and nearby pixels tend to have si1nilar values. Collections of
these pixels therefore provide similar (redundant) information and as such have lower
(Shannon) entropies. Image entropy is central to the investigations in Chapter 3. It has
been recently estimated that natural images have approxi1nately 20o/o of the entropy of
Gaussian white noise images, and approximately 50% of the entropy of noise with a
similar (1/f) power spectrum to natural images (see below) (13).

Probabilistic approaches to describing and reconstructing images, in particular
Bayesian inference have been of considerable use both in computer vision (14) and
neuroscience (15). Unlike the statistical methods reviewed below, these approaches
capture something of the ecological tuning of visual systems to the prior probabilities
of i1nage structures or their funda1nental ele1nents (i.e. hidden variables s) ( 16). In a
related 1nanner, Chapter 5 assumes a generative causal model (or inversely a
recognition model) of natural images that represents images as a linear co1nbination
of basis functions whose structure reflects such probabilities ( 17). A com1non
Bayesian approach to esti1nating these probabilities (p(s)) is from the maxima of
image (I) having probability densities of the form:

6
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p(sl/) oc

p(Ils)
p(I) EQ.1.1

With such estimates of s (s) being the values of s that maximize these densities:

s ==argmaxp(s II) EQ.1.2
s

Once formulated in the statistical framework of estimation, knowledge of s (s)
naturally extends to Bayesian inference. The richness of this general approach lies in
exploiting the patterns induced in p(s I I) by characteristic regularities in images (18),
or indeed regularities introduced by an observer (19). Estimates (s) pointing to
particular visual features can yield an effective method of identifying objects or
segregating patterns or textures (20).

Theoretical investigations along these lines suggest for example that the visual cortex
may serve to integrate feedforward visual signals with feedback context driven (prior
probability based) infonnation from other visual areas to which it is densely
interconnected (15). Barlow has argued that approaching neural encoding from the
perspective of transforming sti1nulus energies into responses is unrealistic (21).
Rather he argues that processing in the central nervous system is more likely to reflect
an uncertain environ1nent and be Bayesian-like. Therefore representations of a visual
stimulus should be thought of as approximate estimates of the probable truth of
hypotheses about the visual environment (21). Work such as this should be kept in
mind during the discussions below where static spatiotemporal filters and the statistics
upon which they are based will be the main topics.

7
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The most elementary of these static spatial statistics (1 st order) describes the average
brightness of an image, or a patch of an i1nage (i.e. a sum over individual pixel
values). Illustrated by the autocorrelation function, C2 ,/(h,v) (EQ.1.3), second-order
statistics describe two point correlational structure. The discrete zero 1nean secondorder spatial correlation function for an image (I(x,y)) of size N is:

c2J(h,v)

1
= NL:~)(x,y)l(x+h,y+v)~Ay (EQ.1.3)

This tessellation pointwise multiplies each pixel in x and y E I(x,y) by all possible
fixed steps ( AxAy), horizontal (h) and vertical (v) copies of I(x,y) . The range of
pixels over which these average second-order correlations are calculated is left
arbitrary here. Figure 1.2 demonstrates via 2D amplitude and power spectra (the
Fourier transform of C2 ,/Ch, v) ) the type of image structure described by these
correlations. The power spectra (rotationally averaged) of 2 example i1nages (top left,
Fig 1.2) demonstrate the well known l/frequency2 property of natural images (22).
The early visual system is tuned to efficiently encode this statistical regularity ( i1nage
redundancy) (23). Also shown (Fig 1.2, lower half) are the contributions from the
phase spectra of two distinct images, one uniform noise the other a sausage dog.
While a 1nixture of the phase ( ¢) spectru111 fro111 the structured i1nage and random
amplitude spectru1n produces an identifiable image, the same cannot be said for the
alternative 1nixture (random phase and sausage dog spatial frequencies). This
illustrates an important point: image structure is defined by relationships between the
simultaneous states of pixels at 1nore than two i1nage locations. In Figure 1.2 phase
infonnation was needed to align second-order information to an image location.

8
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Power Spectrum

I
10

1

Figure 1.2. Some properties of second-order image structure. Top: 2D Fourier

analysis reveals that even quite different "natural" images tend to have 1/frequency2
power spectra (top right, rotationally averaged). The only significant differences
being at the lowest spatial frequencies (Hindenburg image, Red spectrum, has more
power at these frequencies). Bottom: Mixing the phase (<D) and spatial frequency (sf)
spectra of a natural and a random image (Left) demonstrates that image structures
(lines, edges etc.) are largely defined by spatial relationships of higher-order than 2
(higher-order spatial correlations). Only the top Right image contains an identifiable
image. While second-order information may be used for example to auto focus a
camera lens, much of this (redundant) information is vvhitened-out in the retina, i.e.
the power spectrum (e.g. Top Right) is essentially flattened (24).

9
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It is therefore only when information is combined from three or 1nore points that
meaningful visual structure emerges. Knowledge of the intensity ofone pixel for
example is a poor predictor of the state of its neighbours. To predict structure such as
a line at least a second point is needed, for structure such as comers three points (e.g.
EQ 1.4), and intersections at least four (25). As suggested in Figure 1.2 phase
alignments ( correlations between the phases of some nu1nber of Fourier co1nponents)
provide a (traditional) method of examining higher-order image structure (e.g. (26)).
Unfortunately determining higher-order spectra for such phase harmonics involves the
computation of a potentially vast number of terms. In the case of a 16 x 16 pixel
image a 6th order phase spectra would require the estimation of approxi1nately 10 12
coefficients (25). By using series of implicit Weiner functionals such terms can be
computed implicitly via polynomial kernels (25).

Nonetheless, the implicit Weiner series method of characterising i1nage structure
remains computationally intense, limiting analysis to around 8th_order. This is a key
reason why, despite their importance, considerably more effort has been placed on
characterising the second order (spatial frequency) and orientation encoding
properties of visual syste1ns (see next section). This has led to a com1nonly held
narrow spatio-te1nporal filter view (e.g. (27)) of early cortical visual processing that is
at odds with the known response properties of even the 1nost supposedly simple
cellular encoders (28). Historically, a considerable amount of evidence against this
narrow abstraction has co1ne from work using images whose lower-order statistics are
controlled (28-31). Sets, called ensenzbles, of these texture-like images that share their
average second-order statistics (EQ.1.3, mean C2,f(h.v)= 0) are termed isodipole, those
sharing their average 3rd_order statistics (EQ.1.4) are called isotrigon. The most

10
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common sharing of 3rd_order statistics used is that ensembles of textures A and Bon
average each have 3rd _order correlation functions that on average are O everywhere, as
in the case of uniform binary textures. That being the case, the ensembles differ on
average only in their 4th and higher-order statistics, and so human discrimination of
them must rely on those statistics. Isotrigon texture ensembles are employed
extensively in most chapters of this thesis. A detailed discussion of their generation
and statistical properties is left until the chapters more relevant to those topics
(Chapters 2 and 3).

The essential concept of isotrigon textures is that in order to differentiate between
them or uniform noise patterns that share their average third and lower-order statistics
(e.g. equal to zero, see above) one must detect the structural (higher-order) features
characteristic of each ensemble (30,32-35). It is the probability of these statistics
rather than the definitive statistics of a single member of an ensemble that are
important. While any finite image may be specified exactly by its third-order statistics
(36), or its second-order histogram (37), this is not the case for isotrigon texture
ensembles, whose properties are defined by probabilities (38). The definitive image
statistics of any member of an ensemble are not necessarily descriptive (i.e. a good
example) of the ensemble to which it belongs (38). These texture ensembles, sets of
binary (pixel luminance values of -1 and 1) (e.g. (39,40)) or ternary (-1,0,1) (41)
patterns, therefore provide a means of directly probing the visual system's sensitivity
to complex image structure (i.e. described by 4th and higher-order information)
(33,42).

11
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From their inception, isotrigon/isodipole texture ensembles have provided key
evidence that complex visual structure is extracted early in visual processing
(32,43,44). This work challenged the generally held view that the striate cortex was
essentially a filter bank whose function was to extract orientation and spatial
frequency information from positions within visual space (33). This view coloured the
initial discovery that a set of isodipole textures that could be discriminated under
preattentive viewing conditions (70-200 ms presentation times) (33). Pointing to a
much larger set of isodipole textures that appeared unstructured, Julesz conjectured
that dipole statistics in addition to some simple feature (texton) detector based
processing sufficed to account for preattentive texture analysis (29,33).

Given a fast growing population of effortlessly discriminable isodipole textures (43),
Julesz reneged on his original hypothesis (30). The repeal of this conjecture motivated
a broad range of isotrigon texture based studies that relied primarily on the eighteen
binary texture classes proposed by Gilbert (45), and perhaps overly on the Even Box
ensemble (presented in Fig. 1.3) (40,46). The ense1nbles are named after the
geometric rules used by the detenninistic cellular automata methods that generate the
members of each ense1nble (touched on in Chapter 2). Recent work (including by the
author) has shown how son1e sets of rules governing the generation of various
ense1nb les 1nay be related to each other by si1nple arith1netic operations (41 ,48).
Beyond the scope of the present Chapter, these rules, and the prope1iies of the
ensembles that they generate are fully explored by Maddess et al. (2007) (48 , see also
41).

12
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Two i1nportant variants of texture ensembles are produced by either randomising the
intensity values of a fixed number of pixels (sporadic decorrelation) or by
exponentially increasing the number of pixels that are randomised with increasing
distance from the centre of a texture (propagated decorrelation). The latter variant
corrupts long-range higher-order correlations and by comparison with the first variant
was used to explore the distance over which the visual system is sensitive to higherorder correlations (47). Work with these variants demonstrated that computation is
somewhat scale invariant over a range of scales, with sensitivity to pixel interactions
extending in a decaying fashion over several pixels (28,34,40,47).

13
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Figure 1.3. Single examples from 18 binary isotrigon texture ensembles (Triangle
textures are isodipole) (45) (n.b. the triangle textures are only isodipole relative to
random textures). These ensembles range from being clearly structured (e.g. the
frequently studied Even Box ensemble), to those whose me1nbers cannot be
differentiated fro1n uniform noise patterns (pixels assigned luminance contrast values
of-1,1 with equal probability) (see Chapter 2). Texture ensembles can only be
differentiated from one another (or noise) by detecting their characteristic complex
(4th and higher-order) image structure. Subsequent chapters e1nploy ternary variants
that cover a wider range of complex i1nage structures (e.g. ternary images in 3 x 3
pixel i1nage space). The reader is referred to the pioneering work of Gilbert and coworkers (45) for an in depth description of these patterns and insight into the
1notivations of early research in this field. Maddess et al. provide a 1nodem and
detailed exploration (see also 41) of both the generation and properties of isotrigon
textures (along with others) (48).
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The discrete third-order correlation function

CV(hivlJi2,v2 )

(see Chapter 3) may help

illustrate the isotrigon property of isotrigon textures:

1

c3,f(hl,vl,h2,v2)

== N LLI(x,y)I(x + hl, y+ vl)I(x + h2,y+ v2)~y (EQ.1.4)

When this tessellation between pairs of images ( I(x + h],y+ vl), I(x + h2,y+ v2)) is
applied to binary or ternary isotrigon textures the average of these accumulated triple
products is equal to zero (for an illustration see Maddess (41)). This property holds
when very small numbers of textures of as few as 12 x 12 pixels are analysed (41).
That is to say, even for samples of isotrigon textures of that size the mean 3rd_order
correlation function converges to O as quickly as for random textures of the same size,
or quicker (48). Single binary examples of some of the most commonly studied
ense1nbles are presented in Figure 1.3, these include examples that appear highly
structured such as the Even Box example (the most studied ensemble), and others that
despite being purely deterministic appear less structured (e.g. the Odd Wye example).

The question of why some textures appear structured is raised in Chapter 3. Recently
it has been suggested that such texture saliency relates to the emphasis the visual
syste1n places on transmitting unpredictable and therefore potentially more
informative information (39). In this sense the transmission of complex aspects of a
visual scene may follow similar principles as the redundancy reductions described
above. The efficient representation of complex image structure is the central topic of
Chapter 5.
15
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Given their history, it is surprising then that isotrigon texture ensembles are so little
used, with many researchers prepared to adopt the statistically unwieldy sti1nuli of
natural images instead (e.g. Chirimuuta (49), Geisler, (50) Valerio, (51)). While it
may well be argued that too much emphasis has been placed on contrived stimulus
such as gratings (52), it does not necessarily follow that all "artificial" sti1nuli should
be dismissed. Indeed it is difficult to capture what precisely is natural about an image
(see Chapter 5), or at least what is salient or useful within a natural image. It is
interesting that the widely touted (53) standard for such images being termed
"realistic" is based on a second order 1neasure: the lif form of a power spectrum. As
depicted in Figure 1.2, this information likely contains little useful infonnation (54).
Interestingly, when the regions of natural images that fall under the centre of a
subject's gaze (foveal images) are analysed they are found to have similar third-order
statistics (evenly distributed bispectrum) to isotrigon textures ( 55).

Neural Encoding in the Visual Cortex

A key finding fro111 the isotrigon texture approach is that the responses of ~70% of all
neurons in all layers of the visual cortex (including Layer IV, and both si1nple and
complex cells) are 1nodulated by higher-order correlations (28). Supported by imaging
and visual evoked potential (YEP) studies of the striate cortex (3 5,5 6,5 7), this work
points to the i1nportance the visual syste1n places on extracting information describing
i1nage structure. Nonetheless 111ost conventional models of early cortical processing

16
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ignore this sensitivity, focusing instead on the extraction of orientation, local position
and spatial frequency information (e.g. Figure 1.2). By doing so fundamental features
of cellular processing have been ignored. The goal of the present section is to map out
some standard models of cortical visual processing to provide information on why the
investigations in subsequent chapters were undertaken. While some abstraction is
always necessary in modelling complex phenomena, it is argued that too much
simplification has often led to an unhelpful approach to the problem of encoding
complex image structure.

Part of this deficit arguably lies in ignoring key physiological phenomena such as
back-propagating action potentials (58,59) and dendritic spiking (60). These
physiological processes facilitate non-linear processing of synaptic inputs and are a
topic of Chapter 4 where they are described in some detail, in a model of pyramid cell
function. A key argument of this thesis is that when such non-linear physiological
mechanisms are taken into account they point to the powerful computational abilities
of single cortical neurons. Discussed below, these computational abilities may include
the capacity to compute correlations (Chapter 5).

Encoding of visual signals is a potentially vast topic, discussion here is therefore
restricted to potential computations carried out within the earliest stages of monocular
cortical processing, as these still poorly described stages are the primary focus of this
thesis. Retinal and lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) processing (outside redundancy
reduction) is left to later chapters. In Chapter 4 for example, a full spatiotemporal
receptive field is described for LGN encoders along with an account of non-linear
normalisation of populations of such units. The possible role of bursting-type spike
17
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codes in transmitting information from the LGN is also considered later. While
feedforward processing is the main topic below, it should be noted that both parvoand magnocellular pathways are characterised by significantly 1nore corticogeniculate
feedback projections than retinal feedforward projections ( 61,62). As such, from the
outset the central processing of visual signals is a two-way process.

At issue then is how correlations (i.e. products) are computed. If one takes a strictly
Hebbian view of neural processing (e.g. (63)) the answer to this question is networks.
From this perspective cortical neurons effectively trans1nit the averaged sum of their
inputs (when it exceeds a threshold). It follows then that, besides detennining whether
sufficiently many inputs are activated, no correlational information is computed. This
limitation is embedded in standard n1odels ofVl simple cells where the thresholded
convolution of a visual signal with a linear kernel drives the model cell's responses
(EQ 1.5 below) ( e.g. Liner Nonlinear Poisson (LNP) models). This approach is not
unique to human spatial vision, being employed to describe the response ofHl fly
neurons to moving images for example (64).

For spatial vision these models are based on the observed peak responses of a s1nall
subset of pyra1nidal visual neurons to oscillating sinusoidal surfaces described by
their spatial frequency and orientation in time (65). As sin1ple-cell receptive fields are
important to a discussion of encoding, and in particular to Chapter 5, it is informative
to describe their extraction from experimental data (here by spike-triggered/averaging
reverse correlation (66)). To rephrase the linear scheme outlined above, responses (at
time t, r(t)) are the assumed result of a thresholding operation (static nonlinearity F)
and a linear response function (L(t)) plus noise (ro), that is:
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r = r0

+ F(L(t)). (EQ.1.5)

where the linear part of the response L(t) is the integral of the past history of a
stimulus (s) whose light intensity depends on position (x,y) and time (t--r) with a
kernel (receptive field) weighting function K(x,y,-r):

L(t)=

Ja-rj dx4Y K(x,y,r)s(x,y,t-r).(EQ.1.6)
0

where '"C is the delay between stimulus onset and response. The stimulus s(x,y,-r) can
either be white noise or an orthonormal subset of images such as sinusoidal surfaces
( 67) with so1ne variance parameter 0/. The use of a subspace necessarily implies not
all dimensions of a cell's encoding may be measured. Over a number of stimulus
presentations of duration T, a correlation (or spike-triggered average, not shown)
between firing rates at ti1ne t (r(t)) and s(x,y,t+'"C) can be computed as:

f
dt
To

Q..,(x,y, r) = .!:..

r(t) s(x,y,t+ r) (EQ.1.7)

From this correlation between stimulus and response, K(x,y,-r) can then be computed
to predict how a sti1nulus at the point (x,y) and time

t-T

alters the cell's firing rate at t:

K(x,y, r)= Q~(x,;, r) (EQ.1.8)
(Ys
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Often this space-time receptive field can be separated into its spatial (Ks(x,y)) and
temporal (Kt(r) (68)) components (i.e. K(x,y,-r) = Ks(x,y)Kt(-r)). The close rese1nblance
between the Ks(x,y) ofVl simple cells and 2D Gabor wavelets (69) (see below) is
exploited by many models of visual processing. At least in small part such models
necessarily reflect a simplifying assumption made by experimentalists employing the
above technique, namely that

1st

order kernels are all that is needed to describe a

cell's responses. The reader may recognise that EQ.1.6 is the 2

11

d

term ofa Volterra or

Weiner series. Taking r 0 as the first term, the Volterra expansion of L(t) in powers of
the stimulus up to a second kernel (for brevity) is:

J f

L(t) =r0 + di- dxdy K(x,y,i-')s(x,y,t-i-)+ ...
0

s(~,yPt-r2 )s(~,yi,t-r2 )s(xi,y2 ,t-r2 )s(xi,y2 ,t- r1 ) ...
s(x2 ,y1 ,t-r1 ).s(x2 ,y1 ,t-r2 )s(_xi,y2 ,t-r1 )+ ...

Beyond the first linear kernel (EQ.1.6) spatial correlations ( e.g. for all pairs of pixels,

s(Xi_,Y1, t-r2 )s(Xi_,Y2 ,t-r2 )) beco1ne integral to the estimate of L(t). When co1nputed
for simple and complex cell responses, second and higher nonlinear kernels have
significantly i1nproved the accuracy of estimates of L(t) (70). This suggests that
information 1nay be lost when only considering K(x,y,1:), and models based on these
kernels may therefore be incon1plete. For example, a range of nonlinear pheno1nena
reported for V 1 units such as saturation (71 ), expansion (72), cross-orientation
inhibition (73) and phase advance (74) seem beyond simulation with LNP type
rnodel , requiring further nonlinear computations.
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Despite these limitations, it is not argued that first order kernels cannot explain a
significant proportion of a simple or complex cell's response. Moreover, a compelling
feature of such receptive fields is their resemblance to Gabor functions (Fig. 1.4)
(69, 75). This similarity has considerable appeal from the perspective of efficient (9)
and accurate (75) encoding. Gabor proved- that a signal's specificity in both frequency
and time is fundamentally bounded by the product of its bandwidth and duration (2,3).
From this proof he developed the uncertainty relation for information and determined
the (optimal) encoder that most 1ninimised joint uncertainty between time and
frequency was the product of a Gaussian kernel and complex sinusoid (2). Daugman
(7 5) showed that for joint representation of position and spatial frequency information
the 2D spatial variant of this Gabor function (Ks(x,y)) provides optimal resolution of
these dimensions (i.e. minimal joint uncertainty between position and frequency).
Theoretical exploration (see below) of these functions (Fig 1.4) provides insight into
the observed parameters of simple cells (75). The co1nplex, real and imaginary forms
of Ks(x,y) are:
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Figure 1.4. A Gabor filter (KsRe(x,y), EQ.1.10) with para1neters: 0=1 °, y=0.5, cD=OC,

"A=2, 8=0. Position is in arbitrary units (e.g. degrees visual angle), with origin at the
centre of the filter. Inset at top right is a birds-eye view of a quadrature pair
( approxi1nately) of filters corresponding to real and imaginary parts of the complex
filter defined in EQ. l 0. A 1nechanism (energy mechanism) that sums over the squares
of responses fro1n such pairs has unmodulated responses to drifting sinusoids (68). It
has therefore been suggested that complex cells are well described by energy
mechanis1ns (76 ,77).
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(EQ.1.10)

where Bx and By are given by:

Ox =xcosO+ysin()
()Y

=-xsinO+ycosO

The extent of Ks(x,y) in x and y is determined by the spatial extent of the Gaussian
envelope and By scaled by the aspect ratio term y which controls the ellipticity of the
support of the function. Spatial frequency is determined by "A, the wavelength of the
sinusoidal factor. The half-response spatial frequency bandwidth is related to the ratio
"A/0. Orientation of the filter within its window is specified by B, and phase offset by
¢. Relevant to Chapter 5, the Fourier transform of the impulse response of Ks(x,y ) (i.e.

harmonic function 1nultiplied by a Gaussian) is conveniently the Fourier transform of
the Gaussian centred on the transfonn of the harmonic function. The real part of this
filter accurately captures the structure of linear simple cell receptive fields (69).

To 1nake the results of convolutions of a stimulus with a Gabor filter more
physiological, some basic static nonlinearities are needed in addition to the inclusion
of a threshold. That is, in the model of equation 1.5 some function(s) F (i.e. F(L(t))
are required to prevent negative values being transmitted and to capture physiological
phenomena such as contrast saturation. The simplest method to obtain only positive
firing rates would be rectification, such as F = a[L ]+, with the scalar a fit to the
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1nagnitude of the measured firing rate. A linear function of contrast ainplitude does
not however capture neural response saturation with increasing contrast ainplitude.
Reeger (78) observed that a more accurate description of a responser would be: r

oc

An/( An 112 + An), where A 112 is a parameter equal to the contrast that produces a half1naximal response and n is close to 2. From this observation the following static
nonlinearity was found to reproduce the observed response-contrast dependence (78):

F(L) =

a[L]!
(EQ.1.11)
A~ +a[L]!

Variations and extensions of the above equation have for example included adding
terms to the denominator that describe activity in nearby neurons with similar ( or
different) tuning properties. Such adjustments can account for the influence of some
visual stimuli outside the classical receptive field of the cell, such as surround
inhibition (79) .

These scaling and rectification operations however cannot confer sensitivity to
correlations of sufficiently higher-order for the cell to be modulated by the unique
features of isotrigon textures (47). Nonetheless 70% of units in Vl, including both
simple and complex cells are modulated by such correlational structure (28).
Importantly though, such nonlinearities do provide mechanisms for extracting
correlations, as for example the rectification of an odd symmetric function enables
edge detection (independent of edge polarity) , which is equi alent to local pairwise
multiplication (4 7). An upstream mechanism that combined responses of such secondorder mechanisms u ing second-order operation

ould be 4th _order (34,4 7). An
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important point is that simple nonlinearities such as those above ( e.g. rectification)
can reduce higher order-correlations to lower orders (80).

EQ.1.10 may be extended to consideration of complex cells by thinking of the sine
and cosine components as roughly being quadrature (Hilbert transform) pairs ( 68).
The sum of the squared output of such pairs (energy mechanisms) is, like complex
cells, unmodulated by phase, giving a maintained response to drifting sinusoids (68).

It has been proposed therefore that complex cells may be formed of subunits of
simple cells of si1nilar amplitudes and different phases (7 6, 77). Interestingly, pairs of
adjacent simple cells in cat visual cortex have been reported to be in quadrature (81).

Daugmam's investigation of the above parameters (EQ.10) revealed how their
variation alters the resolution with which a Gabor filter can detect changes in the
dimensions (position, orientation and frequency) to which it is sensitive (75).
Important to Chapter 5, the trade-offs incurred by increasing resolution along a
particular dimension ( e.g. spatial frequency bandwidth) can yield insight into the
distribution of receptive field parameters observed experimentally (75). For example,
when holding the volume of a Gabor function constant, changing the aspect ratio to
improve orientation resolution ( decreasing orientation bandwidth) comes at the cost
of decreasing bandwidth orientation. Conversely, holding the aspect ratio constant
and allowing variation in filter volume inverts this relationship such that improving
orientation resolution also improves frequency resolution (i.e. narrows bandwidth).
This latter approach appears to be favoured by the visual cortex, where the positive
correlation between orientation and frequency tuning is well established (82).
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Discussed at length in Chapter 5, another appeal of Gabor-like receptive fields is that
they resen1ble optimally efficient linear encoders of the higher-order image structure
encountered in natural i1nages (8,9,83). Algorith1ns (e.g. Independent Component
Analysis (84)) that seek to represent natural images with a basis set of filters whose
activity is statistically independent converge on filters rese1nbling Gabor functions
(83). Here the criteria of statistical independence (see appendix Chapter 5 for details)
implies that with little overlap in the information they transmit, only a s1nall number
of filters (belonging to an efficient basis set) is needed to describe a stimulus. Such

sparse codes produce filters whose response probabilities 1nimic the kurtotic
distributions of those observed for cortical visual neurons. That is, cells are rarely
active (peaked around r 0 ), although they respond robustly when sti1nulus parameters
approach the conditions to which the cell is tuned (80).

Some authors have pointed out that the linear nature of efficient coding sche1nes
limits their usefulness (85,86). A key point is that efficient encoding sche1nes such as
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) are lin1ited by the extent to which the
1nultivariate distributions (D) they seek to esti1nate (e.g. the distribution of natural
i1nages) are linearly separable. That is, the extent to which D is well described by the
product of its linear esti1nated projections (1narginal probabilities). The considerable
dependencies that remain in linear wavelet representations of natural images reflects
this lack of separability (87). This lack of separability arguably makes atte1npts to
predict more nonlinear cell types by essentially performing a second layer of ICA
upon si1nple cell-like responses (88) inherently flawed. This is especially true given
that the nonlinear properties of so-called simple-cells is poorly understood. .
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An alternative approach is to first reduce higher-order correlations to lower orders
where efficient linear encoding schemes for these simplified signals can be examined
(80). This method produced classical cortical nonlinearities such as end-stopped,
complex and hypercomplex cells (80). Moreover it has been shown that including
nonlinear processes such as nonlinear gain control and overcomplete basis sets offers
a better approximation of D, with units that are more selective for their inputs (85,86).

While the above discussion has focused on Gabor-type filters, it is important to note
that si1nple and co1nplex cells may account for less than 10% of the neurons found in
Vl ( 52). Of the approximately 20% of cells characterised ( 52), a considerable number
cannot be described as spatial frequency analysers (89). In particular, grating cells,
thought to account for 5% of units in Vl, are not activated by edges or bars and do not
signal the higher harmonics of a grating stimulus (89). Rather these cells are chiefly
modulated by the number of cycles of a grating pattern within a narrow range of
orientations (89). The converse of grating cells are bar cells which signal the presence
of a solitary bar have been less studied (89,90). The role of such cells in form
perception is unclear, grating-cells for example 1nay serve as texture analysers, while
bar cells may signal the presence of form (90). In such a system it has been suggested
that these cells add a context ( e.g. texture vs. object) to the responses of simple and
co1nplex units (90). For isotrigon texture stimuli on average responses to different
ensembles from either type of cell would be expected to differ little.

Despite a range of more nonlinear encoders, most approaches to modelling complex
form perception take edge-detectors as the elementary encoders of a stimulus (91,92).
A common theme for example is the combination of such edge detectors along visual
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contours (93 ) or,, ithin predefined regions ( 40,94) sometimes chosen to match
connecti ity patterns observed in Vl. From the abo e discussion such ab traction
ma ignore critical nonlinear aspects of proces ing.

onetheles these methods ha e

afforded reasonable success at describing both psychophysical (34 ,48) and single cell
discrimination of comp le image structure (28).

N1addess and Nagai (34) observed for example that the variance (i.e. second-order
measures) of simple orientated and unorientated (blob) filters multiplied w ith
isotrigon textures pro\ ided sufficient information to allo vv human-like performance of
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From this data Victor and Conte (40) proposed their provisional model of texture
discrimination. This model provides a lower bound on the complexity of models
capable of generating antisymmetric-like responses to isotrigon stimuli (i.e. 70% of
recorded units in Vl (28)). The essential components of this model are two nonlinear
stages. The first contains nonlinear subunits that perform edge detection by rectifying
the combined summed outputs of adjacent pairs of positive and negative sign circular
receptive (Gaussian) fields. Mentioned earlier, edge detection (rectification of an odd
symmetric function) is analogous to local pairwise multiplication. The second stage
computes the average of the responses of these mechanisms then applies a threshold
(since its applied to the average, it could also be the threshold per unit). This threshold
generates a co-operation interaction between subunits. To reiterate, it is the presence
of two concatenated nonlinearities that defines the model, other nonlinearities such as
squaring instead of rectification or an alternative accelerating nonlinearity instead of
thresholding could be used. Also important is the arrangement of nonlinear subunits
along narrow strips corresponding to the range over which computational mechanisms
appear sensitive (47). This latter feature is particularly relevant to Chapter 3.

The above model therefore presents a solution to solving the problem of computing
correlations (products) through nonlinear operations carried out on sums of subunits.
The potential for such operations to arise from recurrent interactions between
encoders has also been explored (94). Given the extent of recurrent connections and
processing in the cortex, these interactions may potentially be the source of
correlation-sensitive computations (16,96). In Nagai and Maddess (94) a small
number of nonlinear units (oscillators) driven by a small sample of pixel values from
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an isotrigon texture

ere coupled according to linear weighting before the recur ion

inherent in the oscillator mechanism. The output of this network was then fed to a
single readout oscillator that pro ided the data for discrimination analysi

based
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Current Investigations

The different approaches outlined in subsequent chapters explore the 1nechanisms
underlying the encoding of complex image structure (Chapters 2 and 4) and the
computational (Chapter 3) and theoretical (Chapter 5) constraints that may shape
them. The contra lled statistical properties of isotrigon texture ensembles provides a
means of directly probing such mechanisms and are therefore employed and analysed
extensively. As a starting point, Chapter 2 seeks an accurate picture of the range of
complex structure to which the visual system may be sensitive. To this end human
performance at discriminating a wide range of texture ensembles was studied. The
psychometric functions obtained from this work have served to constrain models of
higher-order structure discrimination both in Chapter 3 (98) and in other work
(48,94).

Chapter 2 also investigates the underlying structure of psychophysical data describing
human performance at detecting complex structure under preattentive (stimuli
presented for

~

200 ms) and attentive (presented for 3 0 s) viewing conditions, and

following learning. The number and shape of the statistical 1nechanis1ns driving this
data was investigated with generative models (e.g. PCA and ICA).

Chapter 3 (98) seeks to determine the computational and spatial biases of encoding
mechanisms through the use of biased measures of image information designed to
detect redundancy to the same degree as human observers detect structure ( Chapter
2). Psychometric functions only report one aspect of the visual structure, namely the
31
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degree to which it is detectable. Having recast the problem into information theoretic
quantities it was then possible to consider dimensions beyond saliency, measures such
as mutual information for example made it possible to predict why some
discriminable ensembles should appear different from each other.

The lack of physiological detail in most models of visual encoding provided the
motivation for Chapter 4. Given a wealth of physiological data pointing to the
computational abilities of cortical neurons (59,60,99-101) and indeed dendrites (102106), current abstractions (e.g. standard models ofVl simple cells) may no longer be
justified. Chapter 4 is therefore an atte1npt to clarify the role of single cortical neurons
in encoding complex image structure. To achieve this, reconstructed pyra1nidal
neurons with realistic active and passive properties, were driven by
LGN/thalamocortical-like patterns of synaptic activity differing only in their higherorder correlations. Using information-theoretic techniques, the ability to detect
complex data structure (not just image structure) was then assessed.

Finally, Chapter 5 seeks to better understand how the visual system is adapted to the
signals that it encodes. Previous work on the efficient representation of natural images
has relied on random image patches that frequently lack comp lex visual structure.
Chapter 5 seeks to determine how meaningful image structure may be efficiently
encoded. Eye-tracking data from subjects viewing natural images was therefore used
to extract image patches falling under the centre of gaze. The efficient encoding of
these foveal i111ages was then compared to both the efficient encoding of random
i1nage patches and data from electrophysiology.
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Overall the complexity of the problem of visual encoding requires numerous
approaches. In the following chapters the problem is traced from the scale ofhu1nan
behaviour (Chapter 2) to the level of receptor proteins (Chapter 4) and then reexamined at the scale of human visual ecology (Chapter 5).
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Psychophysics and Structural Modeling of Complex Form
Perception

Previous publications: The data in this chapter has been reported in: (1-3). S01ne text,
figures and images in this chapter have also appeared in these publications. All
i1nages and data presented here are the author's original work.
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Abstract
Not all complex visual structure is meaningful or visually salient (Chapter 3). The aim
of the present work is to characterize human sensitivity to a wide range of higherorders of image structure. This in tum may yield insights into the mechanisms
underlying such sensitivities. To this end a relatively large number of subjects (N=24)
were exposed to ensembles of 21 texture types. This set covered a diverse range of
image structure. For example, this extensive set exposed subjects to about 2/3 of the
possible 3x3 pixel ternary cliques (N = 39 =19683) (Table 2.1). Individual differences
within the psychometric data, giving performance at discriminating members of a
given ensemble from random, are next exploited to gain insight into the statistical
mechanisms driving performance and learning. These results suggest relatively few
independent mechanisms may be driving the observed variance in subject
performance. Subsequent analysis (Independent Component Analysis) also suggests
that these mechanisms may act differently on different subsets of image structures
(different ternary isotrigon ensembles). The psychometric functions derived below
also serve as a baseline for judging the performance of different models of visual
processing (Chapter 3).

The psychophysical data employed in this chapter and the next (Chapter 3) is
introduced in detail (Psychophysics section), prior to the body of the main text.
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Psychophysics
Introduction

Natural images abound in complex visual structure (see Chapter 5), not all of this
structure is meaningful, or useful to an organism, and perhaps for this reason not all
complex spatial relationships (defined by high-order correlations) are encoded by the
visual system (see Chapter 3). The goal of the present work was to characterize
performance at discriminating complex visual structure within the contexts of
learning, attention and preattentive processing.

Related prior studies have for the most part only considered preattentive processing
(where textures are presented for around the average time of a single cascade= 200 to
300ms) (e.g. (4-6)). Additionally, most previous work has focused on a single,
typically binary ensemble (e.g. (7-10)) and degraded variants of such ensembles ((5)).
Here the approach of (4) was taken, such that human performance was characterized
across 21 texture ensembles (Fig.2.1 ). This approach provided a controlled 111ethod of
probing the mechanis1ns of complex form perception across a wide variety of i1nage
structures. Numerous other ense1nbles (and variations of the 21 ense1nbles inFig.2.1)
were explored, though for reasons of brevity and relevance, these results are either
01nitted from this work, or mentioned only in passing.
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Examples of Each Ensemble and Corresp:>nding Glider

Cl)
Cl)
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0

bO
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N
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bO

Gliders

M1
Io
Rule Grol1p

1,

Figure.2.1. Examples from the ensembles of 21 texture types with which subjects
ere tested. Each texture ( and the ensemble from which it comes) is generated by a
cellular automata method combining a 3 x 3 pixel glider ( column 1) defining three
input pixels (grey) and an output pixel (white) and five simple arithmetic rules (Mo,

M 1, Io, I1, b). The glider and rules together specify how the values of each input pixel
are combined to gi e a alue for the output pixel. Each texture is initialized w ith
ternary noise and the glider is then mo ved across the matrix recursively interacting
matrix elements according to the rules. That is newly set pixel values may in turn
feedback into the process (fall under an input pixel) as the glider moves across the
initial texture.
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Texture Ensembles ·
The present test battery (Fig.2.1) includes many of the possible ensembles generated
by 3-input gliders (First column, Fig.2.1) (11 ). In order to reduce the length of
experiments some ensembles that cannot be easily discriminated from random were
excluded. Nonetheless, ensembles that appear random were included in order to
examine where the visual system fails. This exhaustive set was chosen because it
contains a large range of structure variants. An additional reason for employing the
present ensembles is that they have been studied previously and therefore facilitate
direct comparison between the present work and other studies (1,3).

The present textures are generated by 5 gliders (Fig.2.1 Left) and 5 isotrigon rules
MO, Ml, IO, Il, and I2 (1). Texture ense1nbles generated by the sa1ne glider and
different rules share some important relationships ( 11 ). Examples generated by the Irules may be transformed between ensembles by adding 1 to each pixel and applying
inodulo-3 arith1netic. The inodulo-3 based rules are formally equivalent to
expressions constraining 1st to 6th order interactions between pixels in the textures
(1). Exan1ples generated by the M-rules and the same glider 1nay be interchanged by
simple 1natrix addition with a periodic increment matrix. For a discussion of these
generating the reader is referred to ( 1).

As outlined in the introduction, a further i1nportant characterization of the textures
invo Ives analysis of pixels contained within specified spatial domains (e.g. 3 x3 pixel
cliques) of exa1nple textures from each ensemble. To pre-empt subsequent chapters, it
has been shown that the visual system is particularly sensitive to spatial patterns
co1nprised of around 8-10 pixels contained within sets of narrow ( 1 pixel wide)
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horizontal and vertical spatial domains (3). Importantly, it was found that textures that
appear similar share cliques defined by these spatial domains (3). Although some
ensembles look unstructured, the number of possible mini-textures in each ensemble
can be many times less than those that may occur in random patterns (1,3). Every
texture type has a unique histogram of cliques in which each of the restricted number
of cliques is equally likely (1,11).

The cellular automata method means that the textures are all deterministic such that
the gliders and the first few rows and columns of the initial random texture determine
the final texture. This means that the total number of cliques also is fixed for any
texture type as shown in Table 2.1. It is also worth mentioning that all these textures
are isotrigon, that is their mean correlations at any orientation are all O. Although
some of the textures, for example the Box types, may appear to have a net orientation
in fact they do not. These properties mean that the features that make ensembles
discriminable are based on forth order spatial correlations (1,3).
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Table 2.2 The nu111ber of 3 x3 pixel cliques found in so111e of the deterministic
textures used here. It is i111portant to note that while ensembles may varying in the
nu111ber of unique cliques they contain, within an ensemble each clique is equally
likely.

Methods
Materials and Stimulus Presentation:

Achron1atic sti111uli were presented on a model CCID 7 5 51 monitor (Barco, Kortrjk,
Belgiu111) at a refresh rate of 101 Hz, with a resolution of 512 x420 square pixels and a
n1ean luminance of 45 cd 111-2 . Testing was conducted in a darkened room in which
a111bient light was provided by the display 111onitor. Using a chin re t, subjects were
required to fixate on a s111all dot in the centre of the screen viewed binocularly at a
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distance of 60cm. All software was written in MatLab (The Math Works, Natick,

MA).

For investigations of preattentive visual processing stimuli were presented for 297ms,
which is less than the time required for focused attentive scrutiny (4, 12). For the
attentive processing tests each stimuli was presented for 3 0 seconds. For each
presentation the contrast of the test stimulus was increased from O to 1 and
subsequently decreased following a Blackman function (Fig.2.2):

B lack1nan(t) = 0.42-0. 5 x cos(2n-(t-t0)l r)+O. 08 x cos( 41r(t-t0 )/r)
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Blackman Temporal Window
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Figure. 2.2. The above Black1nan function detennined the contrast of the textures
during each presentation. The ramping increase and decrease of the function were
employed to counter nonlinearities induced by rapid contrast changes (Maddess et al.
2001).
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Each ternary pattern, either noise or a member of an ensemble, was a region
comprised of 16 x 16 black, white or grey checks centred in the middle of the screen.
Each check covered approximately 0.54° x 0.54° of the retina. Previous work has
shown that performance changes little if at all with textures greater than 16 x 16,
humans appear not to use spatial correlation information beyond about ± 6 pixels for
texture discrimination over a wide range of pixel scales (4,5,13). Moreover at a size of
16 x 16 each example is likely to contain all mini-textures belonging to that particular
ensemble (1). This pattern size also allows the computational models in the following
chapters to run faster.

In keeping with the approach of previous studies (4,6) patterns were presented within
an evenly distributed ternary random background of 64 x52 pixels (Fig.2.3, Right). A
key reason for this is that higher-order cues may exist at the borders of patterns and
neutral backgrounds (5), although similar results appear to be obtained with or
without a rando1n background (4). Ternary noise patterns were generated using the
state variable of the inbuilt Matlab 'rand' function to assign pixels to contrasts -1, 0, 1
with equal probability. Prior to testing each ensemble ( ensembles were tested in
rando1n order) subjects completed a trial run of 6 examples from an ensemble
presented without the random background (Fig.2.3, Left).
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Figure 2.3. (Left) A 16 x 16 Box texture without a rando1n background, as presented
in trial runs. (Right) A 16 x l6 Box texture set in a random background (as presented
in during experi1nents).
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Subjects and Procedure:
24 subjects, 11 female and 13 male (mean age= 28.3) with normal to corrected-tonormal vision were tested, 9 of whom were highly familiar with the isotrigon texture
discrimination tasks and ensembles, and 15 for whom the tests were novel. Each
subject completed 16 two alternative forced choice trials (2AFCs) for each of the 21
ensembles. Each trial required subjects to decide whether a presented pattern was
either a random pattern (see above) or belonged to the ensemble being tested. Before
each block of 16 2AFC trials subjects were given 20 printed examples from the test
ensemble and 20 evenly distributed noise patterns to study. All these texture examples
were 3 3 pixels square presented on a grey background. To facilitate learning during
2AFC trials, feedback on performance was provided by a tone that sounded for
incorrect choices (entered by either a left or right mouse click). A total of 10,416
responses were recorded from the three groups of subjects: preattentive inexperienced
( 15 subjects), preattentive experienced (9 subjects) and attentive experienced (7
subjects). It should be noted that some of the 24 subjects contributed data to more
than one group (e.g. preattentive inexperienced and preattentive experienced groups).

Human performance was characterized by psychometric functions (PFs) indicating the
probability of correct discrimination for each texture comparison. The responses to
each texture presentation (right click or left click) were recorded as either a 0
( incorrect choice) or 1 ( correct choice) for the 16 repetitions in each comparison.
These responses were then sorted and arranged into a format suitable for analysis by a
Matlab program that retrieved and plotted PFs for each subject in each experiment
(seeFig.2.4c ), along with functions in which data had been averaged across subjects
and standard errors computed.
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Results and Discussion

As reported in other isotrigon/isodipole studies performance was found to vary widely
between ensembles and less so between subjects ( 1,4, 13 ). Figure 2.4A,B co1npares
performance between the different subject groups for each of the 21 ense1nbles tested.
Figure 2.4C gives an example of how performance for a typical subject (f2la) varied
between preattentive and attentive conditions.
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Psychometric Data
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Figure 2.4. Psychometric functions (PFs). Group averaged performances (A and B)
and a single subject example (C). A) PFs for the preattentive discrimination task, in
which subjects had to decide whether a briefly presented (297ms) texture was uniform
noise or belonged to a given ensemble. Average(± SE) inexperienced subject (black
line) performance is plotted with the av·erage experienced (grey line) PF. B)
Compares average performance(± SE) of experienced subjects in the preattentive
experiment (grey line) to the same subjects given 30 s to view ensembles (black line).
C) Preattentive (grey) vs. attentive (black) performance of a typical experienced
subject (f2la). (+=P<0.0083, *=P<0.01). Visual differences between 2.4A and B were
not significant following Bonferroni correction.
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It is worth noting that across the different subject groups the distributions around
so1ne data points (in particular ZigZag b, in the experienced attentive condition)
exhibit some degree ofnon-gaussianity (characterized by non-normal skew and
kurtosis). Nonetheless 2 significant differences were found in the learning
experiments (+ in Fig.2.4A). Learning significantly i1nproves performance for both
MO and 12 Box ensembles (p<(0.05/6=0.0083)). P-values were Bonferroni corrected
to take into account 6 comparisons (for ense1nbles where error bars are nonoverlapping). The only significant difference (a=0.05/5=0.0l) between attentive and
preattentive conditions shows an improvement in discriminating b Comers ensen1bles
with conscious scrutiny (P=0.007, * in Fig.2.4B).

Wben an overall view of changes in discrimination performance is taken, i.e.
averaging over ense1nbles where perfonnance is better than chance, it appears that
learning led to a significant improvement (P=0.041) of 1.17 (Ratio, Experienced :
Inexperienced). Attention led to an improvement 1.09 (Experienced Preattentive :
Experienced Attentive), though this proved to be insignificant (P=0.180).

Sin1ilarly, average variance decreases significantly with learning (attentive v .
preattentive) (Red and Blue functions Fig.2.5 Left, and 1st data points on R_ight). Thi
patte111 of decreased variability is consistent with subjects learning to di criminate
between texture . Interestingly, conscious crutiny further reduces between-subject
variability (Fig.2.5 Right) , and 1nay reflect, at least in part, a reduction in error due to
fast sti1nuli presentation (e.g. looking away from the screen). All differences in
Fig.2.5 Right are significant (P<0.05/3). Anecdotally it wa noticed that during the
course of e periment impro ement in performance tended to level-out

ith
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repetition (i.e. after 2-3 tests) - this observation was not further pursued, but agrees
with previous experiments on binary isotrigon textures (4). As may be expected, as
the 2AFC paradigm becomes easier for subjects, there is less variability in their
responses.
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Subject Group
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Figure 2.5. (Left) Average variation expressed as the Standard Deviation (SD) for
each discriminable ensemble and subject group (Red=inexperienced, Blue =
experienced and Black =Attentive) . For easily discrirninable ensemb les average SD
deviations are less (e.g. ensemble 3 = M 1 Box). It is also apparent that there is
considerably less variation in the attentive and experienced conditions relative to the
inexperienced group of subjects. This difference is confirmed in the Right graph
showing average group standard deviations over all ensembles. These differences
were confinned (paired sample t-test, P<0.01).
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Overall, neither experience (Figure, 2.4A, B grey lines) nor conscious scrutiny (black
line, Fig.2.4B) led to greatly i1nproved performance relative to nai:ve preattentive
viewing (black line, Fig.2.4B). This may not be surprising where discrimination
performance is either at a maximum (e.g. M 1 Box textures), or there is no discernible
structure (e.g. I 1 Oblong) and therefore there is nothing to learn. Despite containing
higher-order features that are easily identified statistically (1,3) some classes of
isotrigon textures remain indiscriminable even after extensive practice.

It is interesting that for one ensemble, performance may decrease with conscious

scrutiny (Figure2.4 B bZigZag), although this was not significant when multiple
comparisons were taken into account. Also notable are ensembles where it appears
that average performance is below chance (e.g. Mo Cross). It was observed during the
course of the experiment that for some ensembles some subjects ascribed a poverty of
"interesting" structure to being a property of random patterns. In a sense these
subjects still correctly recognised higher order structure, although the limited range of
such structure seen in some ensembles may have been mistakenly attributed to a
random process. This possibility is relevant to Chapter 3, where the information
content (entropy) of ense1nbles is studied. Similar results for isotrigon textures have
been obtained elsewhere using a very different psychophysical method (13).

Structural Modeling of Complex Form Perception
Previously Factor analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) have been used to
uncover the spatial frequency channels underlying contrast sensitivity functions ( 14-
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20). Si1nilarly, the present section exploits variations in subject performance (e.g.
Fig.2.4C) across a wide range of stimuli in order to determine whether the
discri1nination of complex image structure is the result of a sn1all number of driving
mechanisms. In particular the preattentive inexperienced and experienced data sets
were used (introduced in Fig.2.4A, also in Fig.2.6) . This allowed for an investigation
of the mechanis1ns underlying pre-attentive discrimination of higher-order spatial
structure within the context of learning. Here PCA and ICA have been e1nployed to
achieve the above aims. Resultant mechanisms are discussed within the constraints
and li1nitations of encoding and decoding of neurons and networks.

Methods
The Data Set
Outlined above and presented in 1nore detail in Figure.2.6 (also Fig.2.4 and (3)). The
data are derived fro1n 22 subjects, 9 of whom were reasonably to highly familiar
(greater than 3 repeats of the present ense1nbles) with the isotrigon texture
discri1nination task, and 15 for who1n the tests were novel.
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Figure 2.6. Average subject performance (percent correctly discriminated in 16
2AFC trials) across 21 texture ensembles, for 15 subjects for whom the test was novel
(solid line) and 7 subjects who had previous experience with the ensembles (dashed
line). Ensembles are arranged by rule group (MO, Ml, Il , I2, IO) and gtider type (Box,
Comers, Cross, Oblong, Zig-Zag) (see Fig. 2.1).
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Analysis

Our analysis of the psychometric data was based on the complementary techniques of
principal components analysis (PCA) (21) and independent component analysis (ICA)
(22-24). Both methods assume that the vector x of sampled observations (x = {x 1, x2 .
. , Xi, ... Xn}) is the result of a linear mix of some vectors of mechanisms or signals (s

= {s1, s2, ... ,Sj, ... ,sk<n}) and a mixing matrix A, in addition to noise (n). As such

they assume a generative model:
x = As+ n

(EQ 2.1)

In the present case x would contain each of the psycho1netric functions ( contributing
to the means and standard errors in Fig.2.6). The complexity lies in the fact that both
A ands are unknown, such an equation lies in a class of mathematical proble1ns

known as blind source separation (BSS) (22,25). Without 1naking any assumptions
about A ors such a problem is clearly unsolvable. The fundamental concept in both
approaches is to find Sj

E

s that are as linearly independent as possible. That is, the

assumption is made that each mechanism (sj) acts independently of the other. Both
approaches may therefore be viewed as orthogonalization processes (ICA is returned
to in Chapter 5, see that section and its appendix for a lengthier discussion of the
process and its underlying concepts).

2nd-Order Methods (PCA and Factor Analysis):

PCA 111ay be defined as linear transformations that maps a data set to a new cocoordinate syste1n in which the greatest variance by any projection of the set lies on
the first coordinate (the first principle co1nponent), the second largest on the second
coordinate, and o on. In this construct there is no fixed basis set, rather the selected
basi vectors in the transform s image depend on the data. Both methods allow a form
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of dimensionality reduction whereby one may select only those components of the
data that contribute to the largest sources of variance, namely the principal
components. Models based on a small number of components (or factors) are often
referred to as Factor Analysis.

In PCA each component may be understood as an eigenvector and eigenvalue ("factor
loading") derived from a correlation matrix of the observations in x (EQ. l ). In the
present analysis Factor Loadings express the weight or influence each component
(factor) has in determining the observed perfonnance on a particular texture. A data
set that is pri1narily generated by a s1nall number of linear maximally second order
mechanisms will therefore have a small number of eigenvectors that are associated
with large eigenvalues (large variance). Components correspond to the vector s
(1nechanis1ns) in EQ. l, and as is the case for ICA, each may be plotted to depict its
influence across the different texture ense1nbles. A number of studies have
approached psychometric data in this way ( 17, 18,20).

ICA

Second-order methods such as PCA and factor analysis 1nay be described as finding
efficient or faithful representations of the data in tenns of a minimal basis set (e.g.
principal components). Alternatively, higher-order methods such as ICA or the related
projection pursuit approach (26) may be thought of as seeking meaningful or
interesting representations (27). This difference is based on Gaussianity. PCA
represents data in an orthonormal basis determined simply from the second-order
statistics (covariance matrix) of the data matrix. Such a representation assumes that
the 1neaningful data in x is normally distributed, and in which case have distribution
65
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determined by second-order information. In contrast, variants of ICA exploit nonGaussian distributions, only seeking the most independent mechanisms under lying the
observed data.

The reason independence may be understood in terms of non-Gaussianity derives
fro1n the Central Limit Theore1n which states that the distribution of a sun1 of two
independent variables tends (under certain conditions) towards a Gaussian
distribution. As such the original variables have distributions that are less Gaussian
than their sum. If, however, only one

Sj

is Gaussian it can be detected. A reason for

concurrently performing PCA here was to identify such variables.

Data was first pre-processed to orthogonalise/whiten A (EQ. 2 below) and to reduce
the number of parameters to be estimated (24,27). Whitening was performed by
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD), where the data vector x (the set of psychometric
functions

X1

to

Xn)

was transformed into a vector x* of decorrelated components with

unit variance. As in PCA, EVD affords a 1neans of reducing the dimensionality of x
by only including co1nponents co1Tesponding to large and potentially significant
eigenvalues in x*. This reduction potentially allows insight into the number of likely
n1echanis1ns underlying the data. In addition the process has the added benefit of
reducing noise, assumed to be largely contained within the small excluded sources of
variance. As a fu1iher simplifying pre-processing step data was centred to have zero
1nean.

Here ICA ,va perfonned ,vith Fa tICA (23) a fixed point neural algorith1n that
ma imise nongaus ianity in projection-ba ed e timate of s by an approximation of
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an information theoretic Gaussianity measure, negentropy (23). Negentropy, or
equivalently differential entropy, exploits the result that the less predictable and
unstructured (i.e. "random") a variable is, the more Gaussian it becomes and
consequently the higher its entropy (28). In the statistical sense entropy (H) may be
described as the amount of uncertainty of a random variable (x).

While it should be noted that a number of higher-order based minimization (or
maximisation) functions such as kurtosis and analogous BSS methods such as
projection pursuit exist, the FastICA algorithm was employed because of its
efficiency, 1nodifiability and the ability to cluster obtained estimates using the Icasso
software package (Himberg, Hyvarinen, & Esposito, 2004 ). Clustering is necessary
because of the stochastic nature of the ICA gradient decent approach. Many initial
starting points may be needed before the algorithm converges on local !ather than
global minima. The reliability of the estimates of s from a single application of an
ICA algorithm cannot be judged.

Statistical insight into the reliability of estimates and overcoming problems of suboptimal local minima may be achieved by performing repeated runs of an ICA
algorithm and clustering the results (29). Beginning the algorithm on a new initial
point on each run increases the likelihood of convergence to a global rather than a
local minima (29). In terms of reliability, valid estimates of independent components
should be those that are highly similar between runs of the algorithm (29).

In the present context reliability was assessed by hierarchical agglomerative
clustering (29) of estimates from 350 runs of the FastICA algorithm. That is, if m
67
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sources are both reliably estimated and are the primary linear generators of the
observed data then they should form m distinct clusters quantifiable by a similarity
measure. Group-averaged link (AL) was chosen as the agglomerative strategy for this
purpose because of its insensitivity to noise and accuracy (29). In the absence of a
general quantitative 1nethod for estimating the correct number of clusters (30,31), a
si1nple heuristic was adopted: observe how clustering in1proved with
increasing/decreasing nu1nbers of components. Accordingly a successful generative
1nodel was taken to be one consisting of well esti1nated underlying components. Such
components correspond to the centrotypes of each cluster, the set of points that has
the maximum sum of correlation coefficient measured similarities to other
components within a cluster. S01ne insight into the number of important, or well
defined components may be gained both from observing the eigenvalues of a given
data set and the degree to which centrotype estimates reliably recreate the observed
data.

Visual analysis of cluster estimates was supplemented by a statistical si1nilarity
measure. The index Iq, 1nay be used to this end (29). It is determined from a cluster's
compactness and distance from other clusters:

where C is the set of all estimates, Cm is the set of estimates that belong to them-th
cluster, and ICml is the size of the cluster. Correspondingly C_m is the compli1nent of
the set Cm.

CT ij

is sirnply the absolute value of the correlation between each estimate

w ithin each estimation round. In the case of perfectly clustered data the corresponding
Iq-value should be equal to 1.
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Clustering affords both more reliable estimates of s (and also A) and some measure of
the reliability of such estimates. Two funda1nental limits of the analysis need,
however, to be stated. Firstly, the variances or energies of the independent
components cannot be known. This is a basic result ofEQ. l, in which both sand A
are unknown, any scalar multiple of an Sj could be cancelled by division by the same
scalar in the corresponding column of aj of A. Therefore the magnitudes of the
underlying 1nechanisms are unknown. The convention, given that the Sj are random
variables, is to assu1ne that each is of unit variance (22).
An additional ambiguity of unknown magnitudes is that the sign of the components
cannot be known. For example scalar multiplication of Sj by -1 is as equally valid as
1nultiplication by 1. The latter ambiguity 1nay not be problematic if some external
insight into the sign of the obtained functions is available. Another ambiguity
stemming from the unknowns ins and A is that the order of the independent
components cannot be known, that is the terms may be changed such that any Sj 1nay
be called the first element in s. Finally it must be reiterated that the analysis only
accounts for linear interactions of any order.

In summary, the exploratory technique of ICA is well suited to the primary ai1n of
identifying potentially interesting perceptual relationships between different texture
ensembles and also identifying the approximate number of mechanisms underlying
discrimination. This suitability is largely due to ICA's sensitivity to 1nore complex
relationships than those described by second order correlations. By combing a number
of approaches (ICA, cluster analysis and PCA) a more detailed exploration of the
psychophysical data is possible.
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Results

Interesting and potentially informative differences between data sets were observed in
terms of the optimal number of clusters each may be divided into. Overall the data
(from either inexperienced or experienced sets) was extremely well characterized by a
small number of independent mechanisms relative to the number of subjects in each
set and the number of ensembles studied.

Fig.2. 7 presents the PCA derived eigenvalues for each of the 2 data sets (experienced
and inexperienced sets), along vvith the above clustering patterns, it may sugge t the
likely number of underlying mechanisms generating the obtained psychometric
functions. Eigen alues are plotted from largest to smallest proportion of ariance
accounted for. Ideally, in the case

here the critical underlying mechani ms ha e

Gaussian distributions and are separable by second order mechanisms, such plots
should exhibit a small number of large factors (mechanisms) follo ed b a drop in
111agnitude to small values that trail of exponentiall (noi e). The eigen alue deri ed
from the experienced data et (Fig.2. 7 Gre ) exhibit ome drop in ize at both the 1 t
and _nd Yector though the less-than-exponential deca of eigenvalue ma
more Yector ma al o be important. The picture i
eig n\-alue deriYed from the ine, perienced (Fig .-.

ugge ~t

ome,Yhat different for
Black) et. In particular for

in xp rienced ubject it appear that t\YO primar factor ma , drive the ariance.
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Figure 2.7. Scree plot of the eigenvalues for the eigenvectors derived from
experienced (grey bars) and inexperienced data sets (black). In both sets the first
(principal) eigenvalue is a strong source of variance. In both sets eigenvalues also
tend to trail off smoothly after the second eigenvector suggesting that a reasonable
linear second order account of the data may be achieved using only two driving
mechanisms (the two largest sources of variance in each data set), but seeFig.2.8.
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Such ambiguities within PCA estimates may however not be detri1nental given both
data sets exhibit significant non-Gaussianity ( determined by, analysis of skew,
kurtosis and Kolmogorov-smirnov criteria) (Fig.2.5) allowing ICA to detect 1nore
complex forms of variance. Given that skew and some bimodality exist (see
psychophysics section), it may perhaps be understandable why 2nd order accounts of
subject variance (based on the first two principal components) fail to capture the
structure in many ensembles (Fig.2.8).
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Figure 2.8. The quality of two (A) and three (B) principal co1nponent accounts of
variance in experienced ( solid line) and inexperienced ( dashed line) data sets across
texture ensembles as expressed by the communalities: the proportion of variance in
each of the original variables accounted for by an N-factor model. A good model
should account for all the variance in all the data points, communality = 1. A) As one
would expect from the scree plot of Fig. 2.7 two-component accounts are poor, a
potential reason experienced data is better described is that there were less subjects in
this set and perhaps as a consequence of learning there was generally less variance to
account for (see Figure2.5). B) The addition of a third component does little to
improve the description of the inexperienced set, though some improvement occurs in
the experienced group. Interestingly, ensembles that are more easily discriminated are
well described by a 3-component model of the experienced data, suggesting a large
source of variance for these ensembles corresponds to random (Gaussian) noise.
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Fig.2.8 plots the proportion of performance variance ( communalities) for each texture
type that may be accounted for by the first two (Fig.2.8A) and three (Fig.2.8B)
principal components in each texture ensemble. Two component accounts are poor for
both subject groups, in that 2 mechanisms are insufficient to describe most of the data
points well. Adding a third principal component does little to improve description of
either data set (Fig.2.8B). Overall, a good account of all data points is not achieved
until six (experienced data set) or nine principal components are added to the 1nodel.
Interestingly for the experienced set (solid lineFig.2.8B) variance in the Box textures
is well explained (Fig.2.8B), this may reflect the fact such textures are generally
easier to differentiate and may for example involve a single ( or fewer) mechanis1ns.
Subject variance on such textures may largely reflect random (Gaussian) error, which
may be well detected by 2nd-order methods (i.e. PCA).

Figure 2.9 illustrates the clustering behavior observed when either, 4 (Fig. 2.9A) or 5
(Fig. 2.9B) eigenvector/co1nponent ICA models are considered for the experienced
data set (9 subjects). As described above, a general heuristic was to observe how the
quality of clustering changed with the nu1nber of clusters considered for a given data
set. A starting point was first to examine the case where the number of clusters
equalled the number of psychometric functions/subjects. For both data sets significant
EVD reduction was needed before well separated clusters e1nerged. Visual analysis
was matched with corresponding Iq-values for clusters derived from each model. For
experienced subjects a four component model was the most reliably estimated (Iq =
0.88 , 0.79, 0.71, 0.66) (Fig. 2.9B), with the lower two (Iq = 0.58 , 0.58), and 3 (Iq =
0. 78, 0. 72, 0.52) cluster results (not shown) being visually ambiguous. The 5-cluster
model showed considerable deterioration (Iq = 0.62, 0.54, 0.41, 0.38) (Fig. 2.9B). Iq-
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values tended to be lower in the experienced subject data set, a result perhaps of there
being fewer data points. Nonetheless, there was both strong visual and Iq-value based
support for the four-component case.
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Figure 2.9. Examples of group-averaged link clustering of individual ICA esti1nates.

Both examples were generated from the experienced subject data set. A) 4 Distinct
and compact clusters emerge when the data set is reduced to its four largest
eigenvectors prior to ICA. Clusters are non-overlapping, and single ICA estin1ates are
highly similar within each cluster. B) Increasing the nu1nber of components generates
poorer ICA estimates, corresponding to clusters that are less compact and
occas ionally overlapping.
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Estimated clustering in the inexperienced subject group (N= 15) was markedly
different. For inexperienced subjects ICA estimates based on 2 or 3 components
clustered almost perfectly, with Iq scores of 0.99 for each of the 2 or 3 clusters.
Visually such clusters appeared almost point-like and were highly separated. In
contrast the reliability of the components estimated in four component and higher
models were significantly worse. For example, clusters in the four-component model
had at best Iq-scores ranging from 0.63 to 0.46. Generative models based on four or
more components tended to produce some centrotype estimates that varied
considerably between runs of the algorithm with different settings. Moreover, where
in the three-cluster case two centrotypes were highly similar to the two centrotypes
derived from two component/cluster results, higher nu1nbers of clusters did not
reproduce these estimates reliably.

The most reliable centrotype estimates of the underlying mechanisms (independent
components (I Cs), and principal component in Fig. 2.10, line 2 *) for each data set are
given in Fig.2.10. The most similar I Cs (between inexperienced and experienced
groups) are placed together, the dotted line through each pair denotes zero variance.
Silnilarity between ICs from each data set and from different numbers of eigenvectors
was confirmed though clustering based on a correlation distance metric (one minus
the correlation between corresponding points) and group averaged linkage/clustering
(not shown). The order with which sets of components in Fig.2.10 are presented is
somewhat arbitrary, and is based on the reliability of estimates (Iq score) from the
overall data set. Mentioned above, a fundamental limitation of ICA is that the
orientation of the components is also arbitrary. The observed similarities between
corresponding components is rather weak; adjusting the 5% significance level to the
77
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number of tests (i.e. 0.05 /5 = 0.01) leaves only the statistical certainty that
components in the second set are significantly similar (Fig.2.10, 2). This may suggest
a mechanism that changes little with experience.
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Figure 2.10. Centrotype estimates of independent components in data from

experienced (dashed line) and inexperienced (solid line) subject sets. Dotted lines
represent zero variance. Highly correlated components from each data set were placed
together. Some components isolate (weight in the same direction) different ensembles
based rule groups, the MO textures are for example weighted in the same direction by
the two components in the top row. In addition some components separate ensembles
based on their glider type, as for example the component unique to the experienced
data (row 4) weights all Cross ensembles in the same direction, and all Box ensembles
are isolated by the experienced component in row 3. The thick so lid line in ro w two
corresponds to a PCA component derived from the inexperienced data set reduced to
its three largest components (a similar component can be obtained from experienced
data) and correlates with ICA components suggesting the latter may correspond to a
Gaussian variable.
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Discussion

Interestingly, the functions inFig.2.10 appear to group ensembles together in term of
shared cliques ( 1,3), and ease of discrimination (Fig.2.6). The ICA and PCA (heavy
line plotted over component 2 of Fig. 2.10) derived functions in the second set isolate
all the Mo ensembles and oppositely, three ensembles predicted to be highly similar
based on shared mini-textures occurring within horizontal strip-like spatial domains
((1,3), also see Chapter 3). The same group of ensembles is isolated by the third
experienced-subject ICA component ( dashed line for component 3 of Fig. 2.10,
component 3). The third set of components is also the only set that weights all
discriminable ensembles in the same direction. The component unique to the
experienced data set (bottom component of in Fig. 2.10, 4) weights ensembles
generated by the Cross glider and different rules in the same direction, suggesting the
possibility that experienced subjects may make discriminations based on a property
conferred by the shape of the Cross glider itself. This is supported by the observation
that experienced subjects tend to be better at discriminating Cross textures than
inexperienced subjects (seeFig.2.6). Interestingly, in Chapter 3 it i

hown that

identifying the unique structures within this group is difficult.

In summary, re ults, though somewhat ambiguous as to the exact number of
mechani ms and their varying role in texture discrimination, trongly ugge t that
relati

ly few mechanisms are invol ed (po sibly 3-4) and that learning may invok

an additional mechanism. This i intere ting in that PET tudie
acti ity from po terior to anterior brain centre a

how a progre ion of

ubject learn to di criminate

i otrigon texture from random one (8). That i from the 1nore than 10 000 data
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points collected, it possible to arrive at an account of the data that robustly explains a
large majority of the variance using only a handful (3-4) of independent mechanisms.
Less certain is the true behavior of components across the different ensembles, though
the above results (Fig.2.10) suggest some interesting possibilities.

Despite considerable redundancy reduction in the retina and LGN (32-34) the cortical
visual system is still presented with a vast array of information. It is perhaps therefore
not surprising that 70% of all Vl units extract higher-order structural information
(notably this was demonstrated using only binary Even Box textures, see Chapter 1)
from their inputs (3 5). The large array of computations that are possible even within a
single arbour of a dendritic tree may well facilitate this (36-38). Given the limited
range of image structure that we are capable of recognizing (e.g. Fig.2.6) it is likely
that some constraint exists on the range of these computations. No~etheless even in
the Vl pyramidal neurons of layer IV, one may expect nonlinear combinations of
recepeptive field inputs to produce a considerable variety of responses (see Chapter
1). From this encoding the visual system is presented with the challenge of
recognizing meaningful patterns of responses.

Each PF reflects the end point of this process. Ultimately each binary decision is
based upon what the subject believes characterizes a random pattern as distinct from a
particular ensemble (or indeed group of ensembles). Following signal detection theory
for example, one possibility is a Bayesian system ( e.g. (39)) in which log likelihood
ratios of network activity (e.g. firing rates of sets of neurons) are co1npared with
previous or expected responses (e.g. prior probabilities). Whatever the system, some
critical variables must necessarily exist. Firstly, only a limited range of structures
81
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may be encoded, and this encoding may vary both from example to example and al o
between subjects. Secondly the decision-making process ( decoding) i itse If likely to
vary.

In tum, there at least 2 sources of variability in a general decision-process. Firstly, the
accuracy of a binary-decision necessarily relies on the accuracy of prior expectations
( e.g. prior probability distributions) regarding how responses to a given texture
example should look. In the binary case this may take the form of an adaption of the
log posterior ratio to repeated trial invoked spike rates (39-41). Secondly, threshold
at which it is decided that there is sufficient evidence in favour of a choice may vary
( e.g. with prior experience). This notion is implicit in a number of models of
isotrigon texture discrimination (1,4,5,13,42). For example, in (4) thresholds vary o
as to minimize type I and II error.

The situation may be further complicated if estimates of stimulus reliability form part
of the decision process. In this case an optimal Bayesian observer (i.e. from ignal
detection theory (43)) would be augmented such that observations (cues) would be
weighted according to their respective reliabilitie when combining them into a
probability distribution (44-4 7). There is a growing body of evidence that in a ariety
of psychophysical contexts in both human ( e.g. vi ual peed discrimination (48)) and
animal (49) such cue-combination bayesian model are mo t accurate. Intere tingly
Ma (44) ha demon trated that at lea t in the ca e of a neuron code being entirely
de cribed by firing rate ( ee Chapter 1) uch pro babi Ii tic information (contained
\ ithin the high r-moment of probability di tribution ) can only b tran mitted in a
population cod .
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In sum, limits and variability both in encoding and decoding likely underlie the
observed variance in PFs. Given that performance differs little when subjects are free
to view textures for as long as they like (Black line,Fig.2.4B also (3)) such variables
may confer sensitivity that is little improved with prolonged viewing and additional
mechanisms. Although the magnitude and direction of these mechanisms cannot be
determined, they do suggest the possibility that ensembles may be perceptually
related or grouped together (see Chapter 3 and (3)). For example, Ensembles that are
weighted in the same direction (seeFig.2.8) might be said to be similar in terms of that
dimension or mechanism.

In the broadest sense, the pattern taken by ICA and PCA derived mechanisms across
the 21 ensembles implies that either a model must be suitably comp_!ex so as to allow
its dominant components to vary across the ensembles, or that a small number of
models acting in parallel are needed to capture the full range of human performance.
This later iew is consistent with modeling of texture discrimination across a large
battery of ensembles (90 M rule and 90 I rule texture types) (l)The present results
suggest that if only the linear co ariance in subject performance is important then a
ery complex model or many simple parallel models are needed to give a sufficient
account of the data (see Fig. 4). Altemati ely, if higher-order interactions are
important then fe er linearly independent mechanisms are needed to describe the
obser ed ariability. Such interactions may be ubiquitous in nature (e.g. (5 0-52)).

At least for the present textures one thing is clear: to discriminate the ensembles a
measure related to fourth order spatial correlations is required (1,4, 53 ). This
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necessarily involves some pooling of high order products of pixel contrast values.
Many discrimination tasks are assisted by casting the problem in a higher dimensional
feature space. This is often done by exploiting the fact that products of the input
variables are statistically independent of the original variables. Thus, for example if
one had the input variables a and b, that were measures drawn of texture ensembles E
and F, it might be that E and F cannot be distinguished in the 2D space defined by the
measures a and b, but E and F may be discriminable in the 3D space spanned by a
and band ab (54). A natural way of creating higher order products in pixel values is
through recursive nonlinear processing by pyramid cells the visual cortex ( 5 5).
Chapter 5 demonstrates that pyramidal units themselves may compute such
information.

Recently simple recursive models of cortical processing have been shown to be able
to discriminate isotrigon textures, and even to emulate human performance across a
range of isotrigon texture ensembles (2). Not surprisingly a high proportion of visual
cortical neurons have been shown to have their responses biased towards higher order
correlations between pixels (35). Thus the mechanisms posited here may repre ent the
dimensions of a feature space created by about 3 independent measures resulting from
simple recursive nonlinear processing in a few alternative cortical pathway . Learning
may expand that feature space, for example by further combination of the initial
variable . Thus the suggestion of a linear combination of a few nonlinear m chani m
is not unreasonable. In the present analysi isotrigon texture were u ed to re eal
aspect of the underlying mechani ms of texture di crimination but the u e of the e
texture ha been made more rele ant given the recent di co ery that the ame type
of higher order patial correlation are rele ant to di criminating natural texture (56).
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The question remains as to whether the obtained components reflect a set of simple
parallel models, a single more complex model containing 3 or 4 linearly independent
parameters for example, or some combination of both. In addition, for complex
models the possibility exists that some number of independent mechanisms may be
reduced to a single complex nonlinear relationship. As such, determining which
combinations of simple and complex, linear and nonlinear are plausible requires some
idea of how the behavior of each alternative should look. The components uncovered
with ICA may provide some insight into this, though in retrospect it is likely that
there are both insufficient signals (subjects) and data points (ensembles) to arrive at a
firm conclusion. From a practical perspective, though useful, ICA would be more
suited to psychophysical data vvhere the accumulation of data points is less time
consuming. In this case the clustering and general heuristic described in the above
methods section is recommend both on theoretical and quantitative grounds.

Conclusions

Subjects differ in their ability to detect image structure defined by 4th and higherorder spatial relationships (Fig.2.4 and 2.6). Analysis of these differences suggests
that a small number of mechanisms (encoding and decoding) may underlie the
detection of complex image structure. While the exact contributions of each of these
mechanisms to the discrimination of each of the ensembles is uncertain, it is evident
that there are clear structural differences between the 2 data sets. Namely performance
following learning needs a more complex explanation (Fig.2.10) - despite this data
set having generally less variance (Fig.2.5). It is tempting to speculate that this
85
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additional mechanism reflects a change in the decoding system such a an increa ed
awareness of the reliability of each texture example.
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Abstract
The decomposition of visual scenes into elements described by orientation and spatial
frequency elements is well documented in the early cortical visual system. How such
2°d-order elements are sewn together to create perceptual objects such as comers and
intersections remains relatively unexplored. The current study combines information
theory with structured deterministic patterns to gain insight into how complex
(higher-order) image features are encoded. To more fully probe these mechanisms

many subjects (N=24) and stimuli were employed. The detection of complex image
structure was studied under conditions of learning and attentive versus preattentive
visual scrutiny. Strong correlations (R2>0.8 , P<0.0001) were found between a
particular family of spatially biased measures of image information and human
sensitivity to a large range of visual structures. The results point to computational and
spatial limitations of such encoding. Of the extremely large set of complex spatial
interactions that are possible, the small subset perceivable by humans were found to
be dominated by those occurring along sets of one or more narrow parallel lines.
Within such spatial domains the number of pieces of visual information (pixel values)
that may be simultaneously considered is limited to a maximum of 10 points.
Leaming and processes involved in attentive scrutiny do little if anything to increase
the dimensionality of this system.
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Introduction

Visual structure is described by sets of relationships between multiple points within
an image. Recently it has been demonstrated that in order to accurately reconstruct
important local image features such as comers or intersections, sets of spatial
interactions between four or more points (higher-order spatial correlations) need to be
considered ( 1,2). In studying how these image features are visually encoded one must
go beyond traditional typically 2nd-order tools such as gratings (3). Unfortunately
higher-order spatial correlations are hard to quantify and experimentally control.
These difficulties have placed strong constraints on studies into the visual processing
of complex spatial information. To a large degree the present work overcomes such
problems by combining information theoretic measures of visual information with an
extension of the pioneering methods of Julesz (4,5).

The current approach allowed us to probe two important issues. The first is whether
local form analysis is restricted to relatively low order spatial interactions. That i , to
test the di1nensionality of the system. The second is an attempt to determine how local
ignals might be spatially combined so as to capture higher-order image tructure.
The roles of learning and attentive versus preattentive proces ing on the e
fundamental elements are also investigated.

To tudy how higher-order image tructure is encoded one need a ufficiently rich
collection of timuli. To thi end a large battery of i otrigon texture timuli (5 6) w r
mpl y d. The battery con i ted of 21 texture type or en emble
indi idual terna,y ( compo ed of 3 contra t alue

each containing

-1 0 1) t xture g nerat d by
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simple arithmetic rules applied recursively to initially random patterns. Single
examples from each ensemble are given in Figure 1. Importantly, even for small
collections of these patterns (> 10) the average third-order (and lower) correlation
functions (3CFs) of each ensemble are not significantly different from zero (5). This
is also the case for uniformly distributed noise patterns (pixel values assigned
randomly to -1,0,1 with equal probability). This means the isotrigon textures are
co1npletely isotropic when considering measures that are third-order and below (see
Methods). To discriminate such ensembles from each other and from noise one must
therefore learn ensemble-specific higher-order features (1,7). The majority of
neurons in primate V 1 have been shown to be sensitive to structure defined at fourth
order and above when stimuli that are able to quantify this have been used (8). In the
present case the average probability of correctly differentiating each of the ensembles
used here from noise textures provides a basis for relating particular_measures of
image information to processes in the visual system. Of central concern is how and to
what extent a large range of complex spatial structures (defined by 4th and higher
spatial co1Telations) are encoded. As such the present investigation lies in the domain
of form perception rather than texture processing, where for example the spatial
integration of simple element properties such as orientation (9-11) or periodicity ( 12)
are more of interest.

The number of unique combinations of pixels (i.e. spatial structures) that may be
observed within a rando1nly selected 3x3 pixel region, or clique, of a 3-level noise
pattern is 39=19683 while for isotrigon ensembles there are between 3 and 81 times
fewer observable cliques (as reported in (5)). In this regard these textures are more
natural than noise having similarly low dimensionality to natural images (13 ). The
95
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present ensembles also share a third-order property (evenly distributed bi pectra l
'energy') that is highly characteristic of regions of natural images that are fixated
upon by human-observers (14). Given a much lower number of possible combinations
of pixel values, it might be expected that all ensembles should appear more tructured
than noise patterns. Despite such statistical structure, psychophysics reveals that many
ensembles are not differentiable from random patterns (5,15). This suggests that some
higher-order features are more readily detected than others.

These biases are perhaps ecologically driven and may expose some of the underlying
features of complex form processing. By varying the shape of the pixel sampling
domains (e.g. to some shape other than the 3x3 example above) used to calculate
ensemble or image information (entropy), and comparing those measures with human
data for each ensemble, it is possible to learn something of both the range and spatial
biases of local form processing. Those results suggest processing of complex higherorder relationships may be biased towards interactions occurring along one to three
parallel one dimensional horizontal or vertical spatial domains. The results al o
suggest that processes involved in learning and attentive visual scrutiny do little to
increase the order of local form analysis which seems to reach capacity at interaction
between at most 10 pixels. In sum, the present study may provide significant in ight
into the local computational and spatial limits of visual form proce ing.
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Methods

The present test battery (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.1) includes almost all ensembles
generated by 3 input gliders (6). In order to reduce the length of the experiment some
ensembles that cannot be discriminated from random were excluded. Nonetheless,
many ensembles that appear random were included. This exhaustive set was chosen
because it contains a very large variety of structure. For example, all possible ternary
3x3 combinations of pixel values (cliques) (N=l9683) occur within this set. An
additional reason for employing the present ensembles is that they have been studied
previously and therefore facilitate direct comparison between the present work and
other studies.

To underline the defining statistical property of isotrigon textures; ensembles and
evenly distributed noise patterns cannot be differentiated by their average third or
lower order (power spectrum and average brightness) spatial structure. This statistical
property defines the current ense1nbles as isotrigon, and is described by the 3rd order
correlation function C3,r(h, .v,,h2,v2) (3CF) for an image J(x,y) comprised ofN pixels each
with an area of 1:

1
C3,J(h 1, v1,h2, v2) = N LLl(x,y)J(x + h1,y + v1)I(x + h2,y + v2)&~y (1)

The 3CF gives the average correlation (products) between all possible triplets of
pixels, where the product is between a pixel (x,y) and two others at horizontally (h)
and vertically (v) shifted locations. The 3CF is thus the third order analogue of the
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second order correlation function (2CF), i.e. the Fourier transform of which i the
power spectrum of I(x,y). Explained in detail below, the mean 3CF of isotrigon
ensembles is everywhere zero (as with evenly distributed noise patterns) (5,6). To
reiterate, this equality implies that only fourth and higher-order information can be
used to identify a pattern as belonging to a particular ensemble or noise.

Many of the textures used here look quite structured and their isotrigon nature
indicates that the structure is due to correlations at fourth order and above (5,6). We
have stated that the patterns show no significant mean orientation bias, i.e. they are
isotropic, for lower order measures like the 2CF or 3CF. This is true even for as few
as 10 to 12 examples, as shown in recent studies of their convergence (5). One feature
of the textures used in our psychophysical tests that is clearly anisotropic is the check
from which the patterns are composed. Clearly the checks have horizontal and vertical
an orientation biases. For the entropy calculations described below the tessellated
elements, e.g. checks, are irrelevant since only the values of the element colourings,
i.e. whether the elements (checks) are black, white or gray (contrasts -1, 0 or 1), enter
the calculations. It is important to note that for the psychophysical stimuli the bia
from the texture elements is at spatial frequencies higher than the inverse of the
distance between the tessellated elements , whatever their hape. This can be een in
Figure 3 .1.
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Figure 3.1. Textures are isotropic (similar in all orientations) at third-order and

below. Each row presents average results from 16 binary Even Box textures. Five
variants (rows, single examples in first column) are investigated to illustrate that the
apparent anisotropy of these highly structured patterns is not due to their component
checks, or to lower-order correlations. The average power spectrum of the tessellated
element of each variant is given in the second column ("elements"). The average
tessellated power spectrum for each set of variants is given in the third column
("textures"). The central portion of these spectrums are given in the fourth column
("central"). All the spectra have been raised to the power of 0.2 to emphasise high
relative to low frequency content. The fifth column presents t-statistics for power
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spectra coefficients calculated for the central frequencies from channels with
bandwidths of 0.8 cpd.

The isotrigon texture type that seems to generate the greatest suspicion of being
anisotropic at lower orders are the binary even Box textures, so a demonstration that
their apparent anisotropic character is not due to the checks, or to structure at lower
correlations would be appropriate. Each row of Figure 3 .1 presents results for 16
different Box textures, 16 being the minimum number seen by any subject in this
study. The textures come in 5 variants, the left-most column shows an example of
each. The top row describes the original textures presented at the size and check
number used in the psychophysical experiments. The next row down describes
properties of blurred Box textures, and the subsequent rows describe textures where
the original checks are replaced by other elements: smaller circles, squares and
dia1nonds, but where the colourings are still those of Box textures. The second
column, entitled "elements" shows the mean of the power spectra of the tessellated
element of each texture variant, except for the blurred textures where the spectrum i
that of the large 2D Gaussian operator that produced the blur. The next column,
labelled "textures", contains the mean power spectra of each et of texture . The next
column, labelled "central" is the central portion of each spectrum. All the pectra
shown in these columns have been raised to the power of 0.2 to emphasize any high
frequency content relative to low.

Several point are clear from the e example (Fig.3.1). Fir t, information about the
colouring of the check i at frequencies below the inver e of the check ize or 1.85
cpd (= 1/0. 54 ). The pectrum abo e that frequ ncy i determin d by the hape of the
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tessellated elements. Some structure is visible in the region below 1.85 cpd but this is
different for each average spectrum, i.e. there is no consistent structure. Also none of
the coefficients is significant, the t-values computed for each of the 2560 (512x5)
coefficients having a mean of 0. 71 ± 0.16 SD. Our brains do not have the spatial
frequency resolution of these spectra. To provide a more realistic model, power
spectra were calculated using channels covering the same central frequencies for
channels having bandwidths of 0.8 cpd. The coefficients are presented as t-statics for
each region (5) as shown in the rightmost column of Figure 3.1. The meant-statistic
for horizontal and vertical coefficients for the 80 texture examples was 0. 71 ± 0.15
SD with a maximum of value 1.15, in other words no coefficient was significantly
different from 0. Note also that the larger t-values tend to originate from where the
power spectrum is smallest. Even if the coefficients were significant they do not show
a preponderance of horizontal or vertical elements, i.e. they are isotrppic for this
second order measure.

While the textures are isotropic for measures computed at third order and below, and
non-significant for an average of 16, or somewhat fewer examples (5), one might
conjecture that significance might occur for averages of fewer textures. To explore
this we computed the t-values for sets of 3 spectra (Fig.3.2). We examined 300 such
sets oft-values, the mean being presented in Figure 3.2. Here the t-values are
somewhat larger (but recall that for N=3 larger t-values are required to reach
significance), the mean spectrum remaining isotropic. The same was true for
amplitude spectra rather than the power spectra. Hence even for small collections
there is no mean orientation bias. One could possibly look for significant horizontal or
vertical components in pairs of different frequency bands in particular examples,
101
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however the action of comparing power1 AND power2 is formally fourth order. Hence
while by definition there may be an orientation bias at fourth order or above there is
none below that, even for these most unisotropic looking textures.
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Figure 3.2. Isotropy holds for averages based on very small sets of examples.

Average t-values were calculated for 300 sets of spectra coefficients averaged over 3
textures. At no orientations are the coefficients significant. Therefore even for small
sets of textures there is no orientation bias.
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It is also worth noting that discrimination of the textures from noise patterns ha been
studied at a range of check sizes ( 15, 16). At the smallest size studied, a degree of
optical blurring would have occurred (15,16) making the spectrum of the stimuli look
like that of the blurred stimuli presented here. Note that even when raised to the
power of 0.2 there is barely any information apparent above the inverse of the check
size (e.g. Fig.3.1 row 2, column4). In those experiments performance was invariant
with check size indicating that discrimination was mainly due to the colouring of the
checks not any higher frequency components (when they were visible). Taken
together those results, and the similarity of the psychophysical results presented here
to the entropy measures (which know nothing of the checks), indicate that the present
psychophysical tests were also mainly determined by the colourings and not the check
properties. As shown in Figures 3 .1 and 3 .2, there is no orientation bias that can be
picked up in the colouring of the isotrigon patterns except for measures that operate at
fourth order and above.

Spatially Biased Measures of Higher-Order Image Information

A benefit of the present texture en embles is that all unique configuration of pixel
alue (-1,0, 1) observed within some specified patial arrangement ( a 'Sampler '),
uch a a ID strip of 9 pixels (see Figure 3.3), are equally likely. Thi fact reduce
mea ure of image information to a tatement about the number of unique
combination of pixel that may be ob er ed under a ampler placed on a gi en
n e1nble. £qui-probability wa confirmed by amp ling e eral million xample for
ach of 1nany ampler

although thi i the theoretically expect d outcome for the e
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textures (18). For example, if each of all observed N pixel configurations (words) is
equiprobable (normal for these textures) ( p(x)

= 1/ N ), the equation for information

entropy is simplified to:

H (X) = -tp(x;) log, p(x;) = -1 x log, (

!J=

log, (N) (bits)

(EQ.3.2)
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•
j

Figure 3.3. Examples of spatial configurations ('Samplers') e1nployed to investigate
image complexity. Only the bright pixels of the sampler domain were selected to
form a word, which was then used as an index into the histogram of observed words.
More than 800 sa1nplers were investigated, including rando1nly generated samplers
and those created by algebraic rules that insure significant differences between
individual sa1nplers (e.g. 01ihogonal, independent). Samplers that best matched the
preattentive inexperienced, experienced and attentive data are boxed (i, ii and iii
respectively). Other exa1nples are 'blobs' (row 3, colu1nn 2), the so called even/odd
don1ains (row 2, column 1), and one of 36 6x6 Welch/Hada1nard functions (Row 3,
colun1n 3).
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As a check the more general entropy (EQ 3 .2 left) was also computed in each case
and was found to be highly consistent with the simpler equi-probable version.
Information theoretic measures also allow quantitative comparisons between
ensembles, to this end conditional entropy was also computed (H(XIY)) (19). The
shapes of samplers, including their number of input pixels (Fig 3 .3) were varied and
the 1neasured ensemble information compared with obtained psychometric functions.
The sampling process is illustrated in Figure 3.4 where a sampler is placed on an
example from the Mo Oblong ensemble (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.1 ). The pixel
combination, or word, is then recorded and the process repeated by shifting the
sampler along to adjacent pixels. This process continues until the sampler has covered
the entire texture, another exa1nple from the same ensemble is then analysed in the
same fashion. Multiple examples are sampled in this manner, ending when all words
within an ensemble have been identified. The final result is the num12er of unique
words (N) occun·ing in a given ensemble and consequently the entropy of the
ense1nble (EQ.3 .2). It is therefore more useful to think in terms ofN rather than
co1Telations. In the case of the theoretically largest value ofN for example there
would be no characteristic correlations, yet in a sense an absence of structure along
this sampling domain may itself me characteristic of an ensemble(s).
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10-100011
Figure 3.4. Illustration of the sampling process for a single texture example. A
Sampler (inset left, input pixels are white) is passed across a 150xl50 element texture
fro1n the Mo Box Ensemble. The values of the pixels falling underneath the sa1nplers
inputs are recorded before the sampler is 111oved to the next location on the texture.
The process continues for multiple examples stopping when each word has been
counted several thousand times. Given that each word is equal probable, the final
result is sin1ply the nu1nber of unique words counted for each ensemble.
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The present analysis seeks samplers that detect structure (lower ense1nble entropy) to
an extent similar to human observers. That is, samplers that yield high entropy for
those ensembles that humans have difficulty discriminating, and low entropy when
humans find the discrimination easy, are deemed to yield similar performance to
humans (i.e. lower complexity= more perceptible). Thus we tended to compare
I/entropy with discrimination probability. Those samplers that yielded measures of
ensemble co1nplexity silnilar to human performance may inform us both about the
dimensionality of the visual system's analysis and how pixel information might be
spatially pooled.

If there is a particular spatial bias in the processing of higher-order interactions then
ense1nbles that share a large number of words should appear perceptually similar. An
obvious counter balance to this similarity is the number of words not shared, for
example ense1nble X 1nay contain every word in Y, although such words may
constitute only a small fraction of the total observable in X (i.e ~X has higher
complexity). Both these factors are captured by a simple dimensionless measure (
S(X, Y)) of the si1nilarity between pairs of ensembles. The measure gives the ratio of

the words shared between X and Y and the total number of unique words found in
bothX and Y:

1x YI

S(x , Y) = I n I (EQ .3.3 )
XuY

That is, S(X, Y) is the cardinality (number of words) of the intersection of X and Y (

\X n Y\) divided by the cardinality (I

I) of the union X

and Y (\Xu

Y\ ). Where no
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words are shared

IXn YI=0, and therefore S(X, Y) = 0. Conversely, where both

ensembles share all their words S(X, Y) = 1. Therefore, in terms of shared words, a
value close to 1 denotes high similarity between ensembles, while a value close to
zero denotes little similarity. If a particular sa1npler perfectly captures the range over
which local interactions are taken then S(X, Y) = l, and it should be impossible to
discriminate between examples of X and Y.

As the number of testable samplers grows exponentially with the number of input
pixels they contain ( e.g. for 3-level textures there are 3

25

possible words in a 5 x 5

clique) only a subset of the total nu1nber were tested. For sa1nple domain shapes and
2

sizes ranging fro1n lines of 4 pixels to 6 pixel 1natrices, this group included vertical,
diagonal and horizontal bar patterns, checker board patterns, all 3 6 matrices
orthonormal of 6 x 6 Walsh/Hadamard functions ( e.g. Fig.3 .3, bottom right). The four
input sa1npler in the second row and first colu1nn corresponds to an often explored
type of easily perceived higher-order structure ( e.g. (20,21 ). As this set reflects a
diverse range of different configurations at least one should be somewhat similar to
the true shape of the human higher-order spatial bias if it exists, if so further "tuning"
of the search is possible by focusing on variants of the successful samplers.
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Results
Ensemble Entropy and Conditional Entropy

Of the large nu1nber of samplers investigated the most 'human-like' are given in
Figure 3.5 (A to C) (see Chapter 2 for a discussion of psychophysical data). Here
1/normalized entropy (obtained by dividing each entropy value by the highest entropy
value) (black) is equated with discrimination accuracy (psychometric function, PF,
grey). The results suggest a clear preference for interactions occurring along some
nu1nber of single pixel wide strips. In the case of inexperienced subjects (Fig.3 .SA,
grey) the best matching sampler (Fig.3.5A, black) is a single horizontal strip of 9
pixels (R2 =0.81, P<0.001) (Fig.3.5A right). Experienced (Fig.3.5B, grey) preattentive
data is best matched by entropy measures based on pairs of short ho~_izontal strips (R2
=0.81, P<0.001). The attentive scrutiny data (Fig.3.5C, grey) is most correlated (R2
=0.78, P<0.001) with measures based on samplers comprised of three strips
containing a total of 10 pixels (though almost the same correlation may be reached
with 9) (Fig.3.5C, black). Using similarly shaped samplers containing more pixels
(not shown) significantly decreased the fit to psychometric data.
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Figure 3.5. Best matches between I/normalised based entropy measures (Black) and

PFs (Grey) with corresponding R 2 and P values. The samplers used to generate each
entropy function are shown at right of each plot. Preattentive data was best matched
by samplers comprised of 1 or 2 strips for inexperienced (A) and experienced (B) data
respectively. For the attentive experienced data set the best sainpler comprised a three
strip sa1npler (C). (D) A 2x2 pixel sampler distinguishes all Box textures fro1n
random, though completely misse structure in the other en embles.
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The high similarity between the attentive and preattentive PFs meant that the best
matching samplers for each were also good models of the alternative data set. In
general, for a sampler to generate a function that was reasonably correlated with a PF
it needed to contain a horizontal or vertical strip-like domain (Fig.3.6) comprised of
more than 4 pixels. Changing the pixel distance between bars of input pixels within
samplers decreased the si1nilarity between measured information and the attentive PF
(not shown). A critical reason strip-like samplers performed so well (Fig.3.5A,B,C
and Fig.3.6) is that, as with human observers, they failed to differentiate a number of
ensembles from random (most notably Fig.3.5A). A reason for employing almost the
full range of ensembles was to examine not only the type of visual structure that is
detectable, but also that which lies outside detection.

Figure 3. SD examines a 2x2 sampler based on an extensively studied type of higherorder structure considered in previous texture isotrigon/isodipole studies (4,21-23).
This sampling domain captures structure in all the Box ensembles extremely well,
though it does not distinguish between random patterns and any ensembles based on
other gliders. The 2x2 sampler information function 1nost closely resembles the
attentive viewing PF, though the correlation is weak (R2=0.52, P=0.07).
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Figure 3.6. A bias for detecting vertical and horizontal higher-order structures.
Averaged C+/- SE) best matching R 2 values between psychometric functions and
entropy functions derived frotn four sets of 15 samplers containing either horizontal

co

0
),

vertical C90°) or oblique C45 °/135 °) input pixel arrange111ents. While each group

differed in orientation, they were similar in tenns of spatial arrangements and number
of input pixels. For all samplers investigated, those containing horizontal or vertical
pixel arrangen1ents C0°, 90°) out performed those containing oblique arrangements of
input pixels.
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By comparing how many words are shared between ensembles it is possible to predict
the degree to which they should appear similar to one another (provided the sampler
entropy is a good match to visual processing). Described above, the similarity
1neasure S(X, Y) was employed to quantify such pairwise relationships. Figure 3.7
presents S(X, Y) values (between O and 1) for all pairs of ensembles calculated using
the sa1npler that best matched the experienced attentive data (see Figure 3.5C). Darker
pixels reflect lower values and therefore lower degrees of measured similarity. For
exa1nple, pixels along the diagonal in Figure 3. 7 are white because they give the
si1nilarity between each ensemble and itself. Other white domains in Figure 3. 7
mostly correspond to high entropy ensembles (e.g. Io and I 1 Cross, Oblong and Zig
Zag ense1nbles), that is, those containing all words that are possible (in this case
59049) (see Figure 3.5C). Such textures appear unstructured (see chapter 2) and
therefore cannot be discriminated from one another, that is, they appear similar to
each other and to noise patterns. It is therefore more useful to think in terms ofN
rather than correlations. In the case of the theoretically largest value ofN for example
there would be no characteristic correlations, yet in a sense an absence of structure
(i.e. correlations) along this sampling domain may itself me characteristic of an
ensemble(s). It is worth noting that a given sampler pixel could never see more than
the texture pixel it was centred on, i.e. there was no possibility of cross-talk or
blurring of texture information.
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Figure 3.7. Measured si1nilarity ( S(X, Y)) between pairs of ense1nbles. Si1nilarity is
based on the nu1nber of words cormnon to each pair of ensembles as found by the
sampler that best matches the attentive psychometric data (see Figure 3.5c). Si1nilarity
values are between O (black= not at all similar) and 1 (white = identical). Highest
entropy ensembles contain all possible words and are therefore predicted to appear
si1nilar ( e.g.

b Cross, Oblong and Zig Zag ensembles). In addition, so1ne low entropy

ense1nb les are also predicted to appear si1nilar to one another. For example the easily
discriminated (highly structured) M 1 Box ensemble is predicted to look most like the
M 1 Oblong and Comers ensembles. The less structured (less discriminable) M1
Oblong and Con1ers ensembles are predicted to be highly similar, as are the M 1 Zig
Zag, Cro

and Mo Cross ensembles. These predic6ons may be examined by referring

to Figures 2.1 , 3.5 and 3.7.
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Interestingly, Figure 3. 7 predicts that some more highly structured (low entropy)
ensembles should also appear somewhat similar. For example, the easily
discriminated M 1 Box ensemble is predicted to most closely resemble the M 1 Corners
and Oblong ensembles (Figure 3.7). Six examples from each of these 3 ensembles are
given in Figure 3.8. It can be seen that the Ii Box (Figure 3.8A) and Oblong (Figure
3.8B) examples share features such as rectangular domains of a single contrast value.
The M1 Corners ensemble is predicted (Figure 3. 7) to be highly similar to the M 1
Oblong ense1nble. The relevant examples (Band C) in Figure 3.7 appear to share
some features in co1nmon, and this similarity was studied psychophysically.
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A

B

C

Figure 3.8. Examples of 3 lower entropy ensembles predicted to be similar ba ed on
their shared words (measured with the sampler that best matched the attentive data).
A) 6 exa111ples from the M 1 Box ensemble. B) M, Oblong ensemble. C) M 1 Comers
ensemble. A and B appear so111ewhat similar both ha ing rectangular regions of a
single contra t for example. B and C are predicted to be highly imilar when
attenti ely iew ed. The visual si111ilarity between these en emble was confirmed
p ychophy icall .
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Eleven subjects from the above experiments completed 16 2AFC attentive _(viewed
for 30 seconds) trials in which they had to discriminate between examples from M1
Oblong and Comers ensembles. It was found that while the task was difficult subjects
can still discri1ninate between ensembles. Although the mean probability of correctly
identifying an ensemble was low (mean probability= 0.6, standard deviation= 0.13),
at-test revealed that discrimination was significantly above chance level (p=0.03).
Nonetheless the task is significantly harder than discriminating between M 1 Oblong
examples and noise (P<0.001). This suggests that some of the visual structures that
differentiate the M 1 Oblong ensembles from noise cannot be used to differentiate
between M 1 Oblong and Comers ensembles. It might therefore be that most of the
perceived structure lies within horizontal parallel domains.

Figure 3. 7 also predicts that the relatively structured (low entropy)

M1 Zig Zag and

Cross ensembles should appear similar under attentive viewing conditions. Figure 3. 9
gives six examples from these two ensembles. Perhaps the most noticeable similarity
between the two ensembles is that both contain structures orientated at 45 °. It is
interesting that obliquely orientated structure may be captured by a sampler
comprised of horizontal seg1nents (Figure 3.3 iii).

A possible issue is whether the contrast levels are themselves a factor in recognition.
In our previous study we showed that the I class of textures are related to each other
by adding 1 and taking modulo 3, repeating that cycling through 10 to band back
again. Fig 3.5 shows clearly that while the entropy measures all produce the same
results for 11 and b the human data for experienced viewers is different. This may
suggest a luminance dependent mechanism and one such mechanism, the blackshot
mechanism, has been proposed to be part of texture discrimination (24).
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Figure 3.9. Examples of 2 lower entropy ensembles predicted to be imilar based on

their shared v\ ords (mea ured vvith the sampler that best matched the attentive data).
A) 6 e amples from the M 1 Zig Zag en emble. B) M 1 Cro

en emble. Perhap the

mo t noticeable imilarit betvveen A and B i that both contain obliquely orientated
tructure .
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Discussion

The utility of statistically balanced texture ensembles has been apparent since Julesz
and co-workers challenged essentially second-order ('filter-bank') views of the striate
cortex (Vl) (4,24) (but see (25)). The battery of stimuli used in the present work has
afforded a more controlled investigation of the interactions between image statistics
and visual encoding than would have been possible with natural images or textures
where accurate statistical categorisation is difficult (e.g. (26,27)). Using a large
ternary battery of isotrigon ensembles that are isotropic below fourth order it has been
possible to extensively examine a wide range of visually detectable and undetectable
spatial structures. The abundance of these varied spatial elements places the present
work, with its emphasis on learning characteristic structure, more in the domain of
feature detection rather than texture processing. The above results may relate to early
stages of this process, lying between representation in Vl and many of the highly
nonlinear operations (feature extractions) that lead to feature specific representations
such as face-selective cells for example (28).

As previously demonstrated the vast majority of complex spatial structure remains
invisible to mechanisms that detect local form (15,24,29-31 ). The above results imply
that this insensitivity continues both with learning and attentive processing. A
comparison of best matching samplers suggests a reason that this may be the case.
Namely, learning and attentive processing continue to modify a single strategy (the
detection of relationships within single pixel wide straight lines) rather than search for
alternative low dimensional spatial domains (e.g. Figure 3.5D) that might better
121
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recognise ensemble structure. Such persistence may point to physiological limits such
as connectivity in the underlying detection mechanisms.

A simple way of understanding some of the constraints on the physiological
substrates of local form detection is to consider a system that can uniquely distinguish
all possible Kth-order correlations within an N pixel image. To have a complete Kthorder description such a system would have to cast its input into a feature space. A
feature space has (N+K-1)!/K!(N-l)! dimensions described by a basis set comprised
of Kth-order products reflecting the order of the correlations being considered (32).
For example, a second order description (e.g. a power spectrum) is based on all
possible second-order products between each pixel in an image. For a two pixel image
{a, b} the space would be three dimensional with a basis {a2 ,ab, b 2 }. With increasing N
or Ka 'combinatorial explosion' quickly ensues, for example a complete 4th order
description of a four pixel image would require a 3 5 dimensional space. Although the
complexity of computing such correlations may be reduced using kernel methods (32)
the task remains extremely complex.

For a mechanism encoding local structure over a small region, it may be better to
restrict analysis to a subset of products (correlations) taken from a ubset of spatial
locations. The current approach is focused on the latter solution and gives no
information about the types of correlation that may be involved. The results uggest
that while the dimensionality may be tretched far enough to take into account at mo t
10 pixel interactions, these are confined to a narrow class of characteristic patial
domain . Modelling is currently being undertaken to determine how such local signal
are combined (e.g. by imp le ummation or multiplication). It is not at all uggested
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the visual systen1 compute anything like entropy, as such a system would be
extremely co1nplex (having to detect all ensemble words and their probabilities).
Rather entropy (the log of the number of distinct words) has been used to point to
regions over which information is extracted. Nonetheless, there could exist
physiologically plausible mechanisms that sufficiently sub-sample the range of visual
input so as to be driven by overall image complexity.

A potential limitation of the current work is that the data (PFs) may have been overfitted by the large number of parameters employed. In one sense the parameter space
is as large as the number of possible words that may occur in a random pattern. There
are several reasons to suppose the current findings are not the result of over-fitting.
Firstly the best performing samplers have predictive validity, in that in addition to
generating human-like entropy functions they also predict that some ensembles
should appear similar to one another (Figure 3.5). For example, the visually structured
M1 Oblong and Comers examples are almost indistinguishable, as predicted by the
number of words that are shared between them.

Importantly, only sa1nplers containing strip-like horizontal or vertical elements
produced closely matching (R2>0.7) functions (e.g. Figure 3.6). Such consistency
would be highly unlikely if the match between entropy functions and data were
si1nply the result of spurious correlations. Moreover the present findings are
supported by other empirical work and have some theoretical appeal (16,30,33).
Successful models of VI Visual Evoked Potential (VEP) responses to interchanges
between random and isodipo le/isotrigon stimuli share critical features with the current
findings (16,30). Such 1nodels are comprised of two nonlinear stages in which
123
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rectified responses of a number of linear high-pass filters ( e.g. Gabor or edge) arrayed
along a line are combined ( accelerating non-linearity) to generate a local response to
higher-order structure. Both the number of filters and the spatial extent over which
their responses are combined are consistent with our information theoretic
investigation.

The present results may help integrate such a model of spatial pooling with findings
that demonstrate behavioural and physiological biases for detecting second-order
stimuli (gratings) with horizontal or vertical (0°/90°) rather than oblique (45 °/ 135 °)
orientations (34-36). If more second-order sensitive units (e.g. simple cells) are tuned
to cardinal rather than oblique orientations (35) then subsequent spatial pooling of
these units may transfer the orientation bias for processing second-order structure to
mechanisms sensitive to higher-order structure.

Currently we are investigating low parameter observational (principal component and
independent component analysis) and two-stage nonlinear models of the texture
discrimination task. In the case of observational 111odels it may be possible to uncover
the number of mechanisms contributing to a subject's decision in the texture
discrimination task. The extent to which each mechanism contributes to
discrin1ination may then be computed, providing insight into to whether some
ensemble are perceptually grouped (e.g. Figure 3 .6). Both fonns of modelling
incorporate elements that may be directly related to the validity of the current results.
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Conclusions

The perception of pattern or structure implies that the visual system detects ways in
which the state of one region of an image may constrain states at other locations. In
this manner the perception of structure corresponds to the detection of redundancy or
lower infonnation content. The current work suggests that an image is more likely to
be perceived as structured or in the present context discriminable from noise, when
redundancies (patterns) fall along narrow horizontal or vertical spatial domains. The
scale-invariant spatial extent of such processing appears to take into account the
values of at most 10 pixels, suggesting a computational limit to local form processing.
By virtue of the shared statistical properties of texture ensembles, natural images
(13,37) and image patches at the centre of gaze (14) such spatial biases and
computational limits are likely general features of both attentive and preattentive local
fonn processing.
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Abstract
The statistical properties of synaptic inputs to a cell influence its output response.
Such properties are not limited to average firing rates or rate variations: when these
are held constant correlated activity between pairs ( 1), triplets or more (2) of synapses
have been shown to significantly influence output response. Cellular processing
therefore amounts to more than reporting when the sum of input activity exceeds a
thresho Id. The present work illustrates how this processing may subserve visual
feature detection (which requires the detection of co1nplex correlations) while
identifying general intracellular mechanisms that facilitate the computation of
synaptic correlations. Realistic bursting patterns of thalamocortical inputs from the
LGN were used to drive activity in a physiological detailed model of a layer IV
pyra1nidal neuron. Importantly, the test stimuli patterns only differed significantly in
their 3-point (i.e. between 3 trains of synaptic inputs) and higher-order correlations.
Nonetheless these differences were sufficient to evoke spike count distributions
reflecting these correlations (differing both in mean and variance). An ideal observer
(using likelihood ratio of spike counts) could discriminate between such responses
with 66% accuracy. Discriminability remained above chance even with
physiologically improbable length and time constants. This sensitivity relied greatly
on NMDA conductances and active processes such as back propagating action
potentials. Cell morphology made less of a contribution, while the removal of
dendritic spines significantly improved discrimination (to 77%). These results may
infonn on both visual processing and cortical processing in general.
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Introduction
There are a number of reasons why correlations between synaptic inputs should be
considered. Firstly because theoretical and detailed anatomical modelling has
demonstrated that they influence the output response of neurons ( 1,2). Secondly, such
input correlations are more than theoretical. Spike count correlations have been
observed experimentally (3), and by virtue of convergent connectivity within the
cortex (4), may be expected to occur throughout it. Correlated activity such as
synchrony and oscillations, thought vital to information processing serve as prominent
examples. Finally, correlations between sources (e.g. synaptic inputs) can describe
important salient features of a stimulus, system or network. For exa1nple, in the visual
system the detection of important i1nage structures such as comers or intersections
requires the detection of relationships (e.g. contrast values) between 3 or more points
(higher-order spatial correlations) within the retinal image ( 5).

It is perhaps not surprising then that the encoding of such infonnation begins at the
earliest stages of cortical processing. Where for example it has been demonstrated that
70% of all units in all layers of the visual cortex (Vl) are modulated by image
structure described by correlations between 4 or 1nore points (6). While this
processing is clearly significant, the majority of work in the visual cortex has focused
on characterising the encoding of spatial frequency and orientation infonnation
( defined by 2nd order correlations). Sti1nuli entirely characterised by these 2 properties
have been used to reduce much processing in Vl to a cascade of weighted linear
su1nmation, rectification and thresholding. Such 1nodels cannot account for the
observed sensitivity of the same units to more complex visual structure as they do not
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contain 1nathematical operations (multiplication or summation with exponentiation)
sufficient to reliably detect the relationships that define it (6-9).

In the present work 2D stimuli (Figure 4.1) sharing their 3rd and lower order spatial
statistics (i.e. mean luminance, spatial frequency content and spatial bi- spectrum)
were used to generate LGN-like responses. The resulting responses consisted of two
sets of spike trains that differed significantly only in their 3rd and higher order
statistics (i.e. they had equivalent average spike rates and variance). These responses
then served as synaptic input to a physiologically detailed model of a layer IV
pyramidal cell. The responses (spike counts) of this simulated cell were then
examined with signal detection methods to determine the extent to which the cell's
output reflected higher-order correlations in its input. Having established that such
correlations are clearly detected, the intracellular mechanisms confef!"ing this
sensitivity were then investigated. Results suggest that multiple mechanisms allow for
a supralinear combination of synaptic potentials, in particular NMDA currents.

Methods
Overview
To reemphasize a critical point, the detection of correlation requires multiplication, if
sensitivity to correlations exists it must necessarily imply that the underlying
functions involve 1nore than linear summation/subtraction of synaptic inputs. To
determine the extent to which this maybe true, a layer IV pyramidal neuron was
reconstructed in high anato1nical and physiological detail and its responses to random,
133
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134

versus isotrigon stimuli (converted to LGN-type responses) were studied. Figure 4.1
gives six examples of each of the 2 stimuli studied. The generation of isotrigon
textures and exposition of their statistical properties has been reported in extensive
detail elsewhere (10-12). The main desirable property here is that patterns ofLGN
responses (here 50 cells) to both noise and isotrigon textures will not differ in their
firing rates, only in their temporal correlation structure. This is explored in detail
below.
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Figure 4.1. Six 64 x64 pixel examples of each of the two classes of stimuli used to

generate synaptic responses. As both groups of stimuli share their average brightness,
spatial frequency and third-order spatial statistics (e.g. correlations between any three
points), visible differences between the groups is due to structure defined by
relationships between sets of 4 or more pixels. A) Examples of the so-called M 1 Box
class of isotrigon texture, this ense1nble of deterministic recursively generated texture
( 10, 12) was chosen as its members are easily discriminable from ternary noise

textures (i.e. in B). B) Noise textures, in these patterns the value of every pixel is
assigned to be Black (-1), Grey (0) or White(+ 1) with equal probability (i.e. average
brightness= 0). In practice, 500 32 x22 pixel examples from each of the two stimuli
classes were used to generate patterns of synaptic activity.
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Physiological detail needed to be sufficiently rich so as to generate co1nplex
phenomena such as dendritic spiking and action potential backpropagation. Early, less
physiological models (e.g. 81) failed to reproduce these experimentally observed
phenomena. These elements as well as others (e.g. the distribution of synapses on
dendritic arbors (13)) are known to contribute to the response properties of cortical
neurons (14-21). Importantly, the present exercise only considers the feedforward
processing of capabilities of cortical neurons ( in particular those receiving thalamic
input). In the absence of rich network behaviour and highly recurrent cell-cell
interactions (22,23) only a lower bounds on the computational range of cortical cells
is investigated.

In summary: input sti1nuli ( isotrigon textures and noise) differing only in their
co1nplex structure (Figure 4.1) were transfonned into patterns of (bursting) spike
trains generated by accurate models of LGN cells encoding two bands of spatial
frequency. These responses were then mapped to patterns of synaptic activity
distributed on the dendritic arbours of a detailed model of a reconstructed layer IV
pyra1nidal neuron. Data analysis and morphological processing, including the addition
of dendritic spines, was carried out in MatLab. Si1nulation of electrophysiology ( using
branched nerve equations) was coded within the si1nulation environments - NEURON
version 7.2 (24) and NMODL (25).

Morphological data:

The detailed 1norpho lo gy of a biocytin-filled layer IV pyramidal cell fron1 the primary
visual cortex of an adult 1nouse was obtained fro1n the NeuroMorpho database (ID:
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NM0 _ 02225 , http://neuromorpho.org) (26). This morphological data describes
neurons as being composed of connected cylindrical segments each with a length,
diameter and spatial position in II!3 relative to the soma. The fully processed cell is
presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. A rnorphological reconstruction of the 1nain Vl layer 4 pyramidal studied
(ID: NM0 _ 02225, http://neuromorpho.org) (26). Reconstruction was perfonned in
MatLab using functions provided in the Trees Toolbox (27).
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Pre-processing sought to increase anatomical plausibility. Firstly, the diameter of
connected segments in a non-branching segment typically changes smoothly rather
than abruptly between segments. In measuring anatomical data discontinuities are
introduced by measuring diameters at discrete intervals. Without removing these
discretization artefacts abrupt changes in diameter would lead to unrealistic
impedance mismatching between segments. Cylindrical segments were converted to
fulcrum-like objects (see Figure 4.3). This transformation does not alter branch
morphology in terms of the original data (the diameter at each measured point
remains the same). A quadratic function was used to taper diameters of adjacent
segments (27) .
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Figure 4.3. Before (left) and after (right) images of the same 2 11 d and

3rd

order

dendrites (note picture on right is shown considerably closer). Dendritic spines can be
seen in the right image. A filament type of spine is visible in the upper right corner of
the right image. Also visible (right) is the co-occurrence of multiple spines on the
same dendritic seg1nent. The radius of head and neck dia1neter of these spines was set
to 1natch published data (28).
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A final preprocessing stage appended spines to dendrites, this was done by selecting
attachment sites matching distributions reported in the literature (e.g. (20,28-32)). For
example, a general trend in pyramidal neurons is for spine densities to increase with
distance from the so1na. Here the first 20 µm of basal dendrites and the 1st 20µm of
apical dendrites were not spined. The cell was appended with an average of 1.01 ±
0.87 spines/µm consistent with reported data (33-35).

In total, the reconstructed cell was given 643 spines, accounting for approximately
50% of the dendritic surface. For comparison, and also to improve somewhat
prohibitive simulation times, some experiments were performed on an a-spiny version
of the 1nodel where the effects of spines were 1nodelled as a doubling of dendritic
capacitance at distances greater than 25 µm from the soma (i.e. to 2 µF / cmz) and
halving specific membrane resistance (see below).

It has been shown that thalamocortical (TC) afferents favour short stubby spines (28).
This may be significant given that spine resistance may vary between 1 and 1OOOQ
(36,37), though more recent direct recordings of spines report a maximum of 5000
leading to at most a 15% reduction ofEPSP amplitude (18). Regardless, spine
morphology is likely to have so1ne role in dendritic computation (15,38). The head
and neck diameters of spines contacting thalamic inputs were set to 0.39µm, as were
the lengths of the neck segments (28). Other spines followed a more distributed
1norphology, with neck lengths ranging from 0.2-1.3 µm with mean 0.4 µm
(27,39,40).
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Active and Passive Properties :
Standard, region specific (i.e. axon, soma, basal/apical dendrites) active and passive
properties were e1nployed in the cell simulations. In the soma and apical dendrites'
axial resistance was set to Ra= 100 Q/cm and 1ne1nbrane resistance to RM =12
kQ/c1n2 . To investigate spatial and temporal integration, some experi1nents varied
these values to change length and time constants (Am and Tm), To make the distal
membrane less conductive (41) RM was decreased from proximal to distal sig1no idally
(42). The capacitance (Cm) was set to lµF/c1n

2

,

noting that no adjustment was 1nade

to account for increased surface area due to spines, as spines themselves were
incorporated in the model, unless otherwise stated. At 37°, at physiological
concentrations, and with an initial V m of -751nV, the reversal potentials were
everywhere set to: EK= -90 1nV, ENa = 60 1nV, Eca = -1 1nV and Eteak = -70mV.

For active properties, the key standard 1nechanisms inserted in basal dendrites ( see
Appendix Table 1 for other regions) were (in mS/cm2): voltage-activated (vg) K
channels= 3, M-type K channels= 0.005, vg-Na channels = 4, high-threshold (Ltype) vg-Ca channels= 0.05, low-threshold (T-type) vg-Ca channels = 0.6 x 10-3 . Na,
Kand high-threshold Ca channels were added using the 1nodel published by Mainen
and Sejnowski (43), low-threshold Ca channels using the model fro1n Ka1npa and
Stuart (44). An extra 1st order model of fast changes/pump extrusion in submembrane
[CaJ due to Ca currents was appended to this 1nodel (45,46). Conductance kinetic
paraineters (Steady-state activation, inactivation and time constants) are given in
Appendix Table 2.
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Synaptic conductances needed to be sufficiently complex so as to reflect activity
dependent pre and post-synaptic processes. In particular N-methyl-D- aspartate
(NMDA) conductances have been shown to contribute significantly to the nonlinear
response properties of dendrites (45,47-49). Following the approach of others (e.g.
(49,50)), NMDAR conductance was implemented as a 10-state kinetic model (51),
with opening and closing rates that were taken from Lester (52) . Following VargasCaballero (53), an unblocked Mg time constant of approximately 1Oms was achieved
by tweaking Mg unbinding rates. Desensitization and unbinding were adjusted to
physiological temperatures (54). A "presynaptic mechanism" described the release of
transmitter and time course of transmitter concentration based on the frequency of
release triggering events (LGN signal detailed below) (see (51) for a discussion). An
internal Magnesium concentration of 1 mmol and a reversal potential of O mV was
assumed (55 ,56).

a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMP A) conductances were
computed using the 1st order model published by (55). The model ' s parameters were
deri ed from a more complex model that described transmitter release in adjacent
terminals along with its diffusion, uptake and postsynaptic binding. The model
captures saturation from single inputs and summation from multiple inputs (55).
Standard parameters were employed in the model such that transmitter duration
(rising phase) lasted 0.4ms, the forw ard binding rate was set to 0.94/ms, the backward
(unbinding) rate was set to 0.18/ms and the reversal potential set to O mV. Each
synapse v as gi en both NMDA and AMP A conductances, and the ratio of these
approximated recorded alues ofNMDA:AMP A =2 (49,56,57). This led to maximum
NMDA and AMPA conductances of 5 nS (max effective= 1 nS ) and 0.5 nS. At
143
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1OOµm from the so1na

a single synaptic event induced a brief change in soma

1ne1nbrane potential fro1n

~

l-2mV above rest, this accords with reported empirical

values (e.g. (58)).

As with all models of this kind, a large range of para1neters are :fixed to known
physiological values. The overwhehning majority of these correspond to membrane
conductances and therefore the temporal and spatial propagation of information. As
l)O

controversial values are chosen within this paper, discussion of the influence of

these is restricted to a general overview main drivers of information flow. In coding
the above model numerous parameters were nonetheless manipulated, predictably
those decreasing conductances improved signal propagation at the expense of
decreased post synaptic event size and vice versa. The reader is free to vary any/all of
the paraineters of the model for themselves (http://senselab.1ned.yale.edu/inodeldb/).

Feedforward Signals and Synaptic distributions:
To si1nulate realistic input from the LGN the responses of linear "ON" and "Off'
receptive :fields (EQ. 4.1-4.3) were fed to Izhikevich neurons (59) (EQ. 4.5.1-4.5.3).
While con1putationally efficient, Izhikevich neurons capture Hodgkin-Huxley (HH)
dyna1nics (EQ 4.5) and generate realistic trains of action potentials for a wide range of
cell types, including the bursting type spike trains of thalamic cells projecting to the
visual cortex ( 60). An alten1ative approach could have been to pass linear filter
responses through a static nonlinearity and a Poisson spike-generator ( e.g. (61 )), this
is the linear-nonlinear-Poisson model (LNP). A more biophysical alternative would be
to pass filter responses to a Hodgkin-Huxley type integrate and fire spike generator,
though this would prevent accurate reconstruction of LGN bursting activity.
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In the author's view the LNP model is flawed, a key reason being that spike trains
from cells in LGN and Vl are not Poissonian (62). The Fano factor (variance to mean
ratio) of LGN spike trains is around 0.2, by definition a Poissonian process has a Fano
factor of 1 (50,63). Recent efforts to improve the LNP have augmented the model
such that it combines a linear filter response with some measure of previous activity
(64). This level of abstraction can be avoided by abandoning Poissonian processes in
favour of a spike generator that directly reflects the intracellular electrophysiology
contributing to spike train dynamics.

Nonetheless, the linear kernel that forms the front-end of such an approach is adopted
here. The optimal kernel of an LGN neuron is thus given as a difference of
Gaussians:

Ds(x,y) = ±(

1

~

2!!i

exp(cen

x 2+y 2

2

cr2

)-

cen

xi + Yi

B

cr2 exp(- d1' )) (EQ. 4.1)

21!,

S11T

2 · sur

where 2 Gaussian kernels are placed at x=y=O, the 1st Gaussian describes the centre,
the

2nd

the surround. The values of CT in each case determine the extent of centre and

surround portions and B controls the balance between centre and surround. Values of
CT

were selected to create LGN cells that would respond to the pattern input over two

spatial scales, namely taking in input from approximately 3 x3 and 6 x6 domains.
These two subpopulations are most likely to respond to such ternary isotrigon stimuli
(i.e. where the mean luminance of image patches of increasing size quickly
approaches zero). The+ causes Ds(x,y) to be either an ON-centre(+) or an OFFcentre(-) recepti e field (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4. An exa1nple of a static LGN-like ON receptive field generated by EQ4.3.

In the LGN the ON and OFF (i.e negative and positive) co1nponents of these kernels
inverts over time as the biphasic temporal kernel evolves (65).
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With increasing time (1:) the ON and OFF components of the receptive fields invert
(65). EQ. 4.1 was therefore modified to take into account these changes which occur
at different rates in the ON and OFF regions:

Ds(x:,y:, r) -_ +(
_

~()
1

.~ 1:

27la

am

2+

2

B~()

2+

2

1
1: exp(- x ~ y )) (EQ. 4.2)
exp( x ~ Y ) .-2
2a cen
27la sur
2a sur

Here separate functions of time (Deen and Dsur) are needed for centre and surround.
Both can be described by the same function, using two different sets of parameters
(65):

Latency in the response of centre and surrounds are specified by the a parameters,
and the change in reversal of each field component over 1: is given by the

~

parameters. These parameters were set to match observed values of 1/a cen = 16ms,
1/a sur = 32ms, 1/~cen = lms, 1/~sur = 64ms (65,66).

To capture a fundamental property of LGN responses, namely saturation at high firing
rates, a nonlinear function F was applied (67) to filter responses (R):

F(R) =

kR2
m+R 2

(EQ. 4.4)
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Here co is the half response saturation value of the filter and k was adjusted to produce
the 1naximum firing rate fro1n the filter co1nbined with an Izhikevich spike generating
process. As in the LGN, maxi1num firing rates were in the range of 90-lOOHz (68).
Given the blocky nature of the stimuli to which these filters were applied, it should be
noted that the maximum response never occurred. Filter responses were recorded as a
time series (over the temporal domain) of convolutions of static kernels with i1nage
patches.

Essentially Izhikevich neurons (IN s) are similar to Poissonian type models, in that
they depend on an input reaching a threshold and that the probability of a spike
occurring at a given time (t) is related to the spike rate r('r). An important difference is
that, as is the-case for real neurons, the thresho Id is not set by the experi1nenter, but
rather by the past history of the membrane voltage. One consequence is that refractory
effects of action potentials do not need to be explicitly 1nodelled (as for example in
Butts(50)). Ad Hoc comparison of firing rates between models with either a
Poissonian or Izhikevich spike generator showed no significant difference in mean
firing rates. Cell responses still reflect whether a scaled filter response can trigger an
action potential. Notably the average Fano factors of Izhikevich cells were around
0.3 , demonstrating greater temporal precision at higher firing rates. Figure 4.5
presents a surn111ary of the si1nulation process.
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Filter

Response

Static Nonlinearity+ Noise (lb)
I
I
I

-.:

Voltage
Generator

I
I

0

t

Figure 4.5. Model LGN unit. Linear filter responses (R) are half-wave rectified then

transformed by a Reeger non-linearity F(R). Poissonian noise (ro) sufficient to drive a
background response rate of ~ 1OHz is then added to this signal which is then used as
a current (I) (EQ.4.5.1) to drive an Izhikevich neuron. The responses of this unit were
then converted to action potentials used to drive glutamate release in the system
detailed below.
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The Izhikevich model is derived from a 1napping of Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) dynarnics
to a 2D system of ordered differential equations (see (60,69)):

dv
dt
du
- =c(bv-u)
dt

- = 0.04v 2 +5v + 140-u+ 1
(EQ.4.5.1)

with variables remapped following a spike according to:

l
lff v > 30mV, then {
aJ
u~u+
v~c

(EQ.4.5.2)

The parameters v (me1nbrane potential) and u (recovery para1neter) are di1nensionless,
as are the variables a, b, c and d. The recovery parameter u describes K and Na
currents that feedback on dvldt (EQ.4.5.1). I is the injected/synaptic current and in
the present case was F(R) (EQ.4.4). The 1st part of the equation for dv/dt was derived
to place the range of the function within the orders of mV and ms. The resting
potential is typically between -70 and -60 and is dependant on b. The variable b sets
the sensitivity (in 111V) of u (recovery variable) to sub-threshold fluctuations of the
n1e1nbrane voltage. Therefore b controls the coupling of u to v. Greater values of b
lead to larger oscillations in v, which in tum can cause low-threshold spiking
dyna1nics. For TC neurons typical values of b are 0.25 (60).

The variab le a determines ( in rns) the ti111e scale of u. Lower values lead to a slow
recovery in vo ltage post AP, TC cells have been well described by values of a around
0.02 (70). d describes the influence of slow high threshold Na and K conductances
follow ing an AP. From EQ.4.5.2 it may be een that d updates u. Following an AP, u
is updated by the paraineter c. Here c reflects K rast current . It typically has a fixed
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value of 65 mV. All parameters, a, b, c, d and u were fixed according to previously
reported values (69,70).

Two forms of noise, pre and post synaptic, were introduced that decreased the extent
to which the above system was a deterministic function of its inputs. Presynaptic
noise was added as an input current to LGN cells such that they produced a
background firing rate between 10-15 Hz consistent with the literature (e.g. (71)).
This variable corresponds to the term r 0 in figure 4.5, and was modelled as the
average (over lms) of a random Poissonian process (mean of 6mV). Postsynaptically, 10% of excitatory synapses were driven by Possonian noise, such that
each synapse (N=5) had an activation frequency of ~ 10 Hz. In the absence of
inhibition this amounts to random gain modulation of the cell's response function
(72, 73).

Despite their simplicity INs accurately recreate the voltage dynamics of cells. A
relevant exa1nple is the two firing patterns of a TC neuron (59). When TC cells are
depolarized significantly fron1 rest they fire in a tonic firing pattern (Figure 4.6A).
Conversely when a negative current is applied (e.g. by cortical feedback) a reboundburst of APs is fired (Figure 4.6B). These dynamics are captured in a single model
without a change in parameters.
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Figure 4.6. The tonic (A) and rebound-bursting responses of a TC neuron in
response to depolarizing current (green trace in A) or inhibitory current (green trace in
B).
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Incorporating the findings of the previous chapter, information provided to
reconstructed cortical neurons was spatially biased. This approach implies that
spatially biased processing is the result of patterns of synaptic input, this may not
necessarily be the case (e.g. it may reflect computational properties within cortical
neurons). Encoding began with 4 sets of filters (EQ. 4.1) centred over the pixels
co1nprising elongated 9-pixel domains. This arrangement is highly similar to that
described in previous work on models of isotrigon texture discrimination ((9, 11,23)).
Given a grating pattern sti1nulus the arrangement of these sets would confer encoding
properties similar to the linear filter of a VI simple cell orientated at zero degrees and
tuned to a spatial frequency= 1.5

x

the width of a stimulus pixel. The complete set of

LGN cells contained equal numbers of ON and OFF cells at 2 spatial scales (such that
the centre domain of each filter was either approximately 1 or 2 pixels wide, thus
encoding two different bands of spatial frequency, Figure 4. 7). OFF c~ntre cells per
positioned 1 centre width (i.e. 1 or 2 stimulus pixels) below their ON centre
counterparts. In total this produced 36 LGN cells whose inputs were either noise or
texture ensembles (Figure 4.1). The array ofLGN neurons (Figure 4.7) were
presented with a different texture exa1nple every 200ms.
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Figure 4. 7. Circles with green centres represent ON cells. The 2 spatial frequencies

are shown at top right. The application of 9 ON filters (see Figure 4.5) aligned across
9 pixels from an M1 Box texture is demonstrated in the centre. The response (1nV) of
model a LGN cell, as it was shown the changing collection of texture examples, is
shown in the inset trace, which includes an image of the input. Visible in this trace is
the change in Vin as the filter inverts at around 1001ns (EQ.4.3). Note, to better
illustrate the linear filter no Reeger nonlinearity or noise was applied.
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During the course of an experiment a cortical cell was "shown" the responses of LGN
cells to 500 32x22 exa1nples from the M1 Box ensemble, with each example being
displayed for 200ms (in cell time). Each presentation was preceded by 100 ms of zero
filter response (i.e. LGN cell noise only). The process was the repeated for noise
patterns. LGN responses were "pre-recorded"(See Figure 4. 8) and "played" as vectors
activating presynaptic point processes within each simulation in NEURON.
Presynaptic activation in such vectors indicates a time point where the presynaptic
membrane voltage exceeds -lOmV.
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Figure 4.8 LGN response characteristics. Top panel (A): A raster plot of the
responses of 36 LGN cells to M1 Box isotrigon Textures over 750 ms. Note the LGNlike bursting pattern of spike trains and te1nporal correlations between trains. Such
associations n1ay reflect a mapping of spatial correlations to the te1nporal do1nain.
Lower panel (B): The probability distributions of responses to noise patterns (Red)
and M1 Box textures (Blue). A Poissonian distribution sharing the same mean
(Black) is also plotted (i.e. Fano factor= 1). In addition to bursting and other
dynainics, the present 1nodel has a Fano factor (~= 0.28) si1nilar to 1neasured LGN
responses (~= 0.2). Importantly, B demonstrates that stimuli cannot be differentiated
based on their average spike counts ( e.g. by only summating synaptic inputs). This
topic is exp lo red further in Figure 4. 9.
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To reiterate an important point (illustrated in Figure 4.8B), spatial frequency
encoding, such as that occurring in the LGN is essentially a 2nd_order process. A
process that 1nultiplicatively ( or logically) compared pairs of such LGN responses
would by extension be 4th order. Figure 4.9 attempts to further characterise LGN
responses to noise (Red) and M 1 Box textures (Blue) by their power and
autocorrelation spectrums (i.e. a 4th _order analysis). The spike trains of 36 LGN cells
were combined to generate a single train representing the temporal sequence of
synaptic events in each stimulus condition (Noise and M 1 Box). As can be seen,
almost no difference exists between the pairwise correlations of synaptic events in
each condition. Any differences may simply be due to noise. Discrimination based on
2-point correlations would likely be highly ineffective.
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Figure 4.9. The second order characteristics of LGN responses in Noise and isotrigon

M1 Box conditions. The spike trains of 36 cells were reduced to a single synaptic
event train, where an i1npulse at time t represents an action potential in one of the 36
cells at ti1ne t. Resolution is at 0.251ns (~400 events were lost to overlap). A) The
autocorrelation functions for Noise (Red) and isotrigon (Blue) driven LGN events. To
en1phasise any difference the correlation peak at zero is cut off. Secondary peaks at
3 15 ms indicate that events at sti1nulus onset are correlated with events at the second
sti1nulus onset. This would correspond to the peak of the ti1ne envelope defined in
EQ . 4.3. B) Power spectru1ns (i.e. Fourier transfonn of the autocorrelations) showing

sin1 ilar densities between the stimulus conditions.
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The distribution of LGN synapses on cortical cells is likely not spatially uniform (28).
Rather there appears to be a preference for 2nd and 3rd order basal dendrites (see
Figure 4.10). In addition, it is reported that 96% of TC synapses are found within
~120 µm of the soma. Intriguingly this corresponds to approximately the same area as

the gNa "hot spot" reported by (42). The 36 LGN inputs represent the lower end of
estimates of TC inputs to single units in Vl (74-77). This number was slightly
increased to account for axons making multiple synapses (9 cells were chosen at
rando1n to make a 2nd synapse) (28,74). Therefore the model synaptic input comprised
50 excitatory synapses: 36 LGN, 9 en passant and 10 noise.

LGN cells were associated with locations on the dendritic tree using probabilities

directly derived from data reported in Richardson (28) (Figure 4.10). Multiple
synapses could occur on the sa1ne segment or spine (7 4, 7 5, 77)}. As qutlined above
most TC inputs target short stubby spines, here 80% of synapses (N=40) were placed
on such spines - the rest occurring on dendrites (28).
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Analysis

The goal is to determine if intracellular mechanisms and morphology confer
sensitivity to complex signal correlations. Here sensitivity is measured in terms of
discrimination. That is, whether it is possible to discriminate between responses

(spike counts) (r) to noise ( p[r I noise] ) and structured input sharing lower order
correlations with noise ( p[r Itexture] ) . In the absence of well-established decision
rules in the nervous system, an ideal observer was chosen to perform discrimination
in this 2 alternative forced choice task (2AFC). Notably the performance of such an
observer often matches test subject performance (e.g. (78)). A general heuristic was to
detennine the performance of the ideal observer by calculating the normalised area
under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (79).

Here, for each of the 2 classes of stimuli (noise and isotrigon textures) the probability
of each spike count occurring during a 215 ms display period was estimated from the
nu1nber of trials in which it was observed (i.e. N/500 trials, with bins of+/- 1 spike).
This yielded probability densities p[r I noise] and p[r Itexture] , ROC curves could
then be computed on the cumulative distributions of these densities. Using a 2AFC
design, the distribution P[rltexture] (P denotes cumulative probability) was arbitrarily
set as the null distribution against which the probability of correctly detecting noise
(P[r lnoise]) was plotted. As such, each point on the ROC curve gives the trade-off

between correctly identifying a noise pattern and making a type I error ("false alarm"
or "false positive" rate, i.e. where r is instead due to a texture stimulus). In deciding
whether r belongs to noise or random the ideal observer simply makes the
companson:
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P[rlnoise]
P [r Itexture]

>l

EQ.4.6

Choosing noise when EQ.4.6 is greater than 1. It may be noticed that EQ.4.6
corresponds to the likelihood function ( or Bayes theorem under equal costs of
incorrect identification, and equal number of texture and noise presentations), which
is provably (Neyman-Pearson lemma) the optimal function for discrimination (79).
Analysis of performance may be reduced to consideration of the area under ROC
curves (referred to as ROC area) yielding a distribution-free (therefore non
parametric) estimate of observer performance (proportion of correct discriminations).
From equation 4.6 it follows that where the two probabilities are equal discrimination
is at chance level (i.e. signal detection no better than noise), by convention this line is
plotted along with ROC curves and has a normalised area of 0.5. ROC curves above
this line necessarily have areas greater than 0.5 and less than or equal to 1 (i.e. perfect
signal detection).

Results

Simple visual analysis suggests that responses (spike counts) to the two sets of sti1nuli
under standard physiological conditions differ considerably (Figure 4.11 ).
Unexpectedly, the cell responded more to noise stimuli than texture stimuli and the
distribution of these responses was somewhat leptokurtic, being peaked considerably
about the mean \Vith a kurtosis of 3.9 (a Gaussian has a kurtosis of 3). In contrast
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responses to texture stimuli were well described by a Gaussian. At-test indicated a
highly significant difference between populations (p<0.001). Essentially identical
distributions (not shown) to those shown in Figure 4.11 were generated using 500
alternative examples of textures and noise, suggesting adequate sampling of the
stimulus space.
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Figure 4.11. Spike count probability distributions in responses to 500 M 1 Box
textures (Blue) and 500 noise textures (Red). Spike counts are derived fro1n the
pyra1nidal neuron modelled with standard parameter values. The difference between
these populations was highly significant (t-test) at p<0.0001 (t = 9.22). The nonGaussianity (high kurtosis) of the noise spike count distribution would lead to an
underestimate of this significance.
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While Figure 4.11 illustrates considerable overlap in the 2 spike count distributions,
Figure 4.12 demonstrates that the model pyra1nidal cell is sensitive to differences
(synaptic correlations) in responses to the two sets of stimuli. Though the spike count
distributions of synaptic inputs is highly similar (Figure 4.8B) the ROC curve is
everywhere (except at 1 and zero) greater than chance. The ROC area implies that on
average any given spike count would be correctly associated with a stimulus class
66% of the time. The data in Figure 4.xA serves as a baseline for the investigations
detailed below.
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Figure 4.12. A pyramidal cell is sensitive to co1nplex (higher-order) correlations in its
synaptic input. Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve (A) and error rate (B)
for the discri1nination of noise or texture stimuli based on spike counts generated by a
model layer IV pyramidal neuron. Patterns of synaptic inputs from both sets of sti1nuli
did not differ significantly in the low-order moments of their spike count distributions
(see Figure 4.8). A) The diagonal dotted line represents chance (i.e. the two response
populations cannot be discri1ninated). The red line indicates that the probability of
correctly detecting noise (based on EQ.4.6) is generally greater than the probability of
1naking a type 1 error (i.e. attributing a texture driven spike count to noise). The ROC
area of O. 66 imp lies that the ideal observer would be correct 66 o/o of the time. B) The
con1bined probability of 1naking either a type 1 or 2 error (Probability of error) is
plotted against the probability of false alarm.
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The data presented below attempts to identify some of the mechanisms that confer
sensitivity to complex synaptic input correlations. In a physiologically detailed model
there are a large variety of parameters that may be manipulated. Here only basic
mechanisms are investigated for their contribution to discrimination. These relate to
spatial and te1nporal integration, the role of morphology (including spines), the
distribution of synapses and the role of AMPA vs. NMDA currents.

Sensitivity to input correlations must involve the integration of synaptic events over
both space and time. A simple way to manipulate this (though at the expense of
realistic currents) is to alter the cell's length (A) and time (Tm) constants. To this end
specific 1nembrane (Rm) and axial resistances (Ra) were each varied to exploit the
relations: A= -V(Rm/ Ra), and Tm= Rm

x

Cm. While either type of resistance would be

equally effective at modulating A, changes in Rm will more greatly it.1fluence
compartinental and local temporal signal integration (Tm = Rm

x

Cm). These

experiments also help estimate some of the influence inhibitory and excitatory
networks have on processing (see below).

Figure 4.13. Gives the results of investigations into altered A and Tm, Each data
point is the ROC area obtained from a single simulation. Holding Ra at default
(100 Q/cm), 3 values of Rm were studied such that A (A= -V(Rm/ Ra)) was either

reduced or increased by a third or unchanged (i.e. Rm=S.33, 12 or 21.33 kn/cm2).
This was repeated holding Rm constant and choosing values for Ra (66, 100 or
270 Q/cm). Note that these values are for the most part within plausible physiological

limits. It can be seen in Figure 4.13A that increasing Rm improves discrimination
(ROC area =0. 73), a 4th line is included showing that for Rm values above 25 kQ/cm2
167
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performance deteriorates. Conversely, decreasing or increasing Ra around its no1ninal
value has little effect on discrimination, which may be slightly decreased at 270
0 /cm, and improved at 66 0 /cm. Overall, the standard physiological values of Ra and
Rm appear well adapted to conferring sensitivity to input correlations.
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Figure 4.13. The roles of intracellular spatial and temporal integration were
investigated by varying length and time constants (A and Tm). A) ROC curves derived
fro1n varying Rm between 5.33, 12 and 21.33 kQ/cm2 while holdin_g Ra at lOOQ/cm
(see inset legend). A 4th ROC curve, showing discrimination at 25kQ/cm2 has also
been added (dashed Blue curve). Increasing Rm significantly improves sensitivity to
co1nplex input correlations until around 25kQ/cm2 ( dashed Blue curve) . B) Varying

Ra between 66, 100 and 270Q/cm while holding Rm at 12kQ/cm2 , has less effect on
discrimination performance. Slight improvements are made by decreasing Ra (Green),
while increases led to marginally worse performance (Blue).
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The role of temporal integration was further tested by randomly jittering
synaptic event times (evenly on the interval 1 to 3ms; longer times could not be
simulated within the present setup). Finally, at a larger time scale, playback of
synaptic activity was randomised by scrambling the start times of each of the S 0
sequences, this removed correlations between inputs while maintaining the
spike distributions of both stimuli (see Figure 4.8B). In Figure 4.14 it can be seen
that temporal jitter of around 2ms is sufficient to decrease discrimination, while
complete decorrelation of spike trains (to random chance) removes sensitivity
completely.
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The contribution of dendritic spines to correlation detection was investigated by
comparing discriminability of model responses to an equivalent model in which
spines were removed. For the aspiny cell, a spine factor of 2 (2~LF/crn2 , R n/2) was
applied to dendrite segments at distances greater than 2 0 µm from the soma. In
this new model synapses were mapped to dendritic segments corresponding to
the location of the spine upon which a synaptic input was attached in the original
model. The 10 non-spine synapses of the original model were left in place.
Perhaps to due to spines being somewhat electrically isolated (80), or because of
insufficient physiological detail in the model, the aspiny model performed
significantly better. In this case discriminability improved to 7 4°/o (Blue function,
Figure 4.15).
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An unbranched equivalent cable (Right, Figure 4.16) of the pyramidal cell (81)
was created to investigate the role of dendrite morphology. In constructing this 1nodel
(using the modified 3/2 power rule (81)) it was necessary to assume uniform RM
throughout. Comparisons are therefore made with an aspiny pyramidal neuron with
2

uniform RM (= 12 kQ/cm

)

from which the equivalent cable was constructed. Notably,

while responses to unitary current were fairly equivalent, sequential activation of
multiple synaptic currents produced only rough similarity. Figure 4.16 shows that
discrimination is poorer (though not at chance) using an unbranched neuron. ROC
area decreased from 0.71 to 0.59 (note: uniform RM decreases perfonnance fro1n 0.77
to 0.71).
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Investigations into how spatial distributions of synapses may influence
discrimination are plotted in Figure 4.17. Discrimination is relatively unchanged
by reassigning synapses using the original thalamocortical distribution specified
in the methods section (Figure 4.10) (Compare Red, Blue and Green functions
Figure 4.17). In contrast, a uniform distribution across the basal dendritic field
decreases performance (Green function, Figure 4.17). This result is presumably
because there is less probability of integration (both temporal and spatial) when
synapses are distributed across the whole field.
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A final investigation (Figure 4.18) compared the contribution of NMDA currents

to discrimination. It was hypothesised that the prolonged temporal evelope of
NMDA currents way be well suited for synaptic integration (82). It was found
that NMDA blockage leads to a very significant reduction in correlation
sensitivity. At least some of the decreased performance is simply attributable to
ROC curves being computed over a narrower range of spike counts. The
relationship between AMPA, NMDA and the detection of correlations is explored
in more detail below.
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Discussion

The demonstration of intracellular phenomena such as action potential back
propagation and dendritic spikes are beginning to reshape views of cellular
computation. These views are far removed from the thresholded linear su1nmation
units proposed by Hebb (83) or the somewhat equivalent simple cell models often
evoked to describe processing in the visual cortex (84,85). The present work suggests
that a reason for such nonlinear processing is that it confers the ability to detect
meaningful structure within a pattern of synaptic activity. In the visual do1nain this
structure corresponds to features such as comers and intersections (86). The
importance of these image-defining elements is evidenced by the fact that their
encoding can be demonstrated at the earliest stages of cortical processing (e.g. Layer
IV stellate cells (6).

Previous theoretical work has suggested that, compared with patterns sharing only the
same spike-rate, pairwise temporal correlations between synapses influence spike
probability and spike rate variation (1). Extending this research to a physiologically
detailed model of a cortical cell, it was recently demonstrated that both spike rate and
variation could be modulated significantly when only the

3rd

and higher-order

statistics were varied (2). While these papers de1nonstrate that co1nplex input
correlations contribute significantly to a cell's response, the present work provides an
illustration of why they may be important. Here the isotrigon property of the stimuli
1neant that the 2 11 d order (spatial frequency) analysis carried out by LGN units
generated synaptic patterns sharing spike rates: analysis of these LGN events (Figures
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4. 8B and 4. 9) suggests that little if any information can be extracted from 2nd order
correlations between synapses. Intracellular mechanisms must therefore allow
correlations (i.e. multiplication) between 2, or more likely 3 or more inputs.

Any number of mechanisms may subserve the necessary arithmetic (87) for
computing correlations. As a simple example, locust visual neurons have been shown
to have a nonlinear (power of~ 3) mapping between changes in soma membrane
potential and firing rate (88). In this case summation of 2 synaptic depolarisations (a
2

and b) at the soma would produce a response (a+b)3 containing correlation terms 3a b
and 2b 2 a along with self-terms (a 3 and b 3 ). As demonstrated by the theoretical work
done for 2-point correlations (1) mentioned above, such a model does not require
complex morphoelectric transforms as may occur at dendritic branch points
(19 ,87,89,90). This may in part explain why the cable representation (Figure 4.16)
vvas still sensitive to input correlations. Some simple models of recurrent excitation,
that, ould produce higher order products of synaptic inputs, have been shown to be
able to mimic human performance at discriminating isotrigon textures (23).

In the present ,vork, multiplication of inputs can be demonstrated by simultaneously
activating multiple synapses on the same dendritic branch. Figure 4.19 shows the
relationship bet een so1na potential (under passive conditions) and increasing
numbers of simultaneously acti ated synapses (from 1 to 5). Here each synap se is
spaced approximately 15µm apart at 80µm from the soma. With physiological
NMDA and AMP A conductances only 2 synaptic events are sufficient to produce a
supralinear response at the soma (the dashed line gi es the linear prediction= sum of
indi idual currents). Significantly, blocking NMDA currents reduces this supralinear
181
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behaviour markedly (Red functions in all panels). This relationship has previously
been reported both in cellular recordings and in detailed physiological models
( 18,49 ,91 ). Under active conditions, action potentials were found to backpropagate

into the dendrites causing the relationship between 1nultiple synaptic activations and
firing rate to become more supralinear than in the passive case (not shown). While
fascinating full exploration of the parameter space (e.g. summation across 1nultiple
dendrites) is outside the scope of the present work.
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The supralinear behaviour plotted in Figure 4.19 suggests that connectivity patterns
such as dendritic hotspots ( 13 ,92) may allow specific groups of inputs to be co1nbined
in a more nonlinear manner. For example, in the visual cortex, inputs coding 1nultiple
stimulus orientations 1nay synapse onto the same dendritic branch ( 13 ). If such
neurons are only studied using orientated 211d-order stimuli (e.g. gratings containing no
higher order correalton structure) then potentially important ele1nents of synaptic
processing (e.g. correlation between different orientations) would be missed.

Figure 4.14 suggests that effective discri1nination relies on thalamic signals being
temporally precise (i.e. on the millisecond scale). Mentioned above, in contrast to
Passion spike generators, which by definition have a Fano factor of 1, LGN neurons
(and retinal ganglion cells) have Fano factors at or below 0.2 (95). Indeed, for LGN
cells the jitter in the timing of the 1st spike within a burst event varies no 1nore than
3ms between trials with the sa1ne sti1nulus (63). The reason for such precision is a
source of debate (96). The present work suggests this precision may allow cortical
neurons to extract 1neaningful structure from their thala1nic input. It further points to
the need to reconsider the ahnost ubiquitous use of Poisson spike generators when
modelling early vision.

Detached fro1n its network and in absence of inhibition it is not reasonable to extend
these single cell findings to network-level processing of co1nplex structure. Some
network contributions to intracellular processing 1nay however be estimated. Within a
display period of215 ms feedback inhibition 1nay not be responsive enough (91) to
disrupt temporal integration on the ti1ne scales that appear important (Figure 4.14 ).
Feed forward inhibition is 1nore problen1atic, being both synaptically targeted and
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occurring at the relevant time scales (93). It has been shown that a function of this
inhibition is to sharpen the window for temporal integration to at most 1-2ms (93). In
such an instance it would still be possible to differentiate between sources at a level
greater than chance (Figure 4. 14).

Detached from its network and in absence of inhibition it is not reasonable to extend
these single cell findings to network-level processing of complex structure.
Nonetheless, some contributions of feedback, feed-forward inhibition to processing
may be captured or negated within the current modeling paradigm. Firstly, within a
display period of215ms feedback inhibition may not responsive enough (91) to
disrupt temporal integration on the time scales that appear important (Figure 4.14).
Feed-forward inhibition is more problematic, being both synaptically targeted and
occurring at the relevant time scales (93). It has been shown that a function of this
inhibition is to sharpen the window for temporal integration to at most 1-2ms (93). In
such an instance it would still be possible to differentiate between sources at a level
greater than chance (Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14 suggests that effective discrimination relies on thalamic signals being
temporally precise (i.e. on the millisecond scale). Mentioned above, in contrast to
Passion spike generators, which by definition have a Fano factor of 1, LGN neurons
(and retinal ganglion cells) have Fano factors at or below 0.2 (95). Indeed, for LGN
cells the jitter in the timing of the 1st spike within a burst event varies no more than
3 ms between trials with the same stimulus (63). The reason for such precision is a
source of debate (96). The present work suggests this precision may allow cortical
neurons to extract meaningful structure from their thalamic input. It further points to
185
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the need to reconsider the almost ubiquitous use of Poisson spike generators when
modelling early vision.

An interesting feature of the above data is that randorn sti1nuli consistently evoked
significantly higher (though only small) spike rates in the pyramidal cell (Figure
4.11 ). Moreover, responses to rando1n stimuli were also significantly less variable. As
such, random stimuli may be encoded in a narrower range of firing rates, while
texture responses cover a broader range of values. Fro1n a rate code perspective, this
may allow responses to random stimuli to be more effectively bandpass filtered, while
different properties of texture sti1nuli may be represented over a diverse range of
firing rates (e.g. Fisher information for neurons encoding multiple sti1nulus
dimensions (97)). Alternatively, for spike-ti1ning codes, lower firing rates (to a limit)
allow greater variation in spike-tin1e intervals and may therefore convey more
information (98-100). In either system the response pattern allows for effective
communication of the sti1nuli.

Conclusions

The role of neurons as coincidence detectors appears to be more complex than
previously supposed ( e.g. (4)). This may be a simple reflection of the fact that
co1np lexity is ubiquitous both within the nervous syste1n and the external
environ111ent. Pyramidal neurons may be well adapted to their role, having both the
passive and active properties necessary to perform the required computations. The
present work demonstrates that with suitable, physiologically plausible sti111uli (i.e
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thalmocortical- like spike trains) these mechanisms can be both demonstrated and
explored. Future work will seek to increase biological plausibility to better
characterise these mechanisms (e.g. inhibition, feedback and the role of spines) and to
investigate how single cell processing contributes to network behaviour.

In terms of visual processing, the present work reinforces a critical
electrophysiological finding (6): Even at the earliest stages of visual processing the
large majority of cortical cells (~70%) at all levels are performing much more
spatially complicated functions than edge detection. While these functions continue to
be relatively unexplored our understanding of both the visual cortex and visual
processing will remain limited.

Appendix
Table 1. Conductances For Membrane Mechanisms g(mS/cm
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Conductance abbreviations: kahp=slow Ca dependent K, km=muscarinic K, kct=
BK-type Ca- dependent K, cat= T -type Ca, cal = L-type Ca in distal dendrites to
account for distally restricted initiation of calcium spikes, h= H-tyPe.

Table 2. Kinetic parameters controlling conductances
Steady-state activation/inactivation constant and time
constant (ms)
HH

Currents (ionic)

111oo =1 /(1 + exp[-(v + v 1)/tl]) 'Im= 0.05

h:o =1/(1 + exp[(v + v 3)/t3]) 'Ih = 1
~

=1/(1 + exp[-(v + v 2)/t2]) 'In= 3.5

km
111oo = 1/ {1-(1-exp[-(v + 30)/9])/(1 - exp[(v +
30)/9])},
'Im= q2 - l x 1/(10- 3 x (v +30)/ (1 /(1 - exp[-(v
+ 30)/9])- l/(1-exp [(v + 30)/9]))

ik =(1 e-4) X
2.3(T(°C)-24)/10 x gkm x m x
(v +77)

kahp
111oo =[Ca]of([Ca] 0 +0.004)
+ 0.004)

ik=gkahp x m x (v+77)

kct

'Im= 150 + 0.004/([Ca] 0

2

koi = 1.0/(0.1 +exp[-(v + 1O)])
kic = 1.0/(0.1 + exp[(v + 120)/1 OJ)

kco=l.0/(0.001 + 1.0/(1.0/(1-0.00l)+exp [(v
+20)/7])) x 10 8 x ([Ca] 0 )3
koc = 1.0/(0.1 + exp[(v + 120)/5])

3
cat
111cc = 1/ { 1+ exp[- 10T)J} , Tm= 1.5

X

3

X

(v + 36)

X

F/(R

X

2

ica=gcat x m x hx (v-140)

h:o =ll{ l + exp[l0- 3 x 5.2 x (v+68) x F/(R x
T)]} , Lh= 10

cal
T)J}

3

111cc =l/{ l + exp[- 10- x 4.6 x (v + l) x F/(R x

Tm= 1.5
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S00 =([Ca] J 0.01)2/(([Ca] 0 /0.01)2 + 1), 'CS= 180 +
l/([Ca] 0 + 0.01)

h

IDoo

•

= g cal X ( ill-? X
(0.025 /(0.025 + [Ca] 0 ) ) + 8 x
s2 ) x (v - 140)

l ea

= 1- (1 /(1 + exp[-(v + 90)/8.5])),

'Cm= l (v >-30)
lh

'Cm= 2 x (1 /(exp[(v + 145)/-17.5] + exp[(v +
16.8)/16.5]) + 5) (v < - 30)

=g

X

(v-0)

Soma: v1=44mV, v2=46.3mV, v3=49mV, t1=3ms, t2=3ms, t3=3.5ms.
Dendrites and axon: v1=40mV, v2=42mV, v3=45mV, t1=3ms,
t2 = 2 ins, t3 = 3 ms. F = 96,485 C/mol, R = 8.314472 J/(K mol).
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Abstract

A growing body of research suggests that the visual system is highly adapted to the
statistical structure of natural scenes ( 1-5). In particular the earliest stages of visual
processing in the cortex appear to encode images in an opti1nally efficient manner ( 6).
In the present work it is shown that this adaption is well suited to encoding a highly
statistically distinct (7,8) and important subset of images - namely those at the centre
of gaze. Furthermore, when these images are considered, the 1nost linearly efficient
representation of such images ( determined by Independent Component Analysis)
appears to have an increased similarity with the extensively documented response
properties of so -called simple cells in the visual cortex (9). While adding further
support to the hypothesis that efficiency is a major constraint under which the visual
system has evolved ( 10), the present results also suggest that such adaption reflects
the structure of behaviourally relevant visual information. This adaptation favours
units that encode frequency and orientation at a resolution that would be predicted
fro1n a rando1n sampling of the image space. The relative cost of favouring resolution
in these dimensions (as also occurs in the visual system) can be theoretically predicted
(11). These costs may in tum predict the need for basic connectivity patterns and
other cell types observed in visual cortex, which in tum may help restore uniformity
to the representation of positional, spatial frequency and orientation information.
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Introduction

Image analysis techniques have offered significant insights into how efficient
representation of visual images may be a critical factor in the design of the visual
system (1-5). This work suggests that the nervous system encodes images in a manner
that takes advantage of the statistical properties of those images in order to achieve a
highly efficient representation in terms of the activity of a set of units representing
features within those images (see methods) (3,5). This is evidenced by the close
similarity between theoretically derived efficient representations (linear filters) and
the encoding properties of cells in the primary visual cortex (9). Mathematically and
visually these efficient representations of visual input also resemble two-dimensional
Gabor filters, which are the most efficient solution to the problem of simultaneously
encoding spatial frequency, orientation and local position (11 ).

The statistical properties of images that are exploited to achieve the above results
describe complex relationships defined by interactions (correlations) between
multiple (>2) points within an image (so-called higher-order correlations). Critically,
this work has relied on a random sampling of the potentially vast space of possible
natural images which in tum contain a much larger variety of complex visual structure
(12). Within 1nany such rando1n sa1nples much visual structure will be relatively
uninformative to an organism ( e.g. surfaces and patches of sky).

Conversely, the statistical structure of image patches at the centre of gaze is known to
be very different from that found in a random sampling of image patches (7 ,8). An
important question then is whether efficient representation of these inherently more
203
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meaningful images differs significantly from the efficient representation described
above. Detailed below, it appears that Gabor-like filters continue to be the optimal
representation of image structure. Importantly however, significant deviations in the
emphasis these centre-of-gaze-derived filters place on the parameters they encode
(spatial frequency, orientation and position) were observed. These deviations towards
both narrow orientation and frequency bandwidths 1natch those observed in simple
cells ( 13, 14) and 1nay be understood within a straightforward theoretical context
centred on the properties of optimal encoders. This work therefore adds further detail
to our knowledge of the constraints under which the visual evolved and operates.

Methods

Stimuli and Data Acquisition
17 subjects (8 female, 9 male), with a mean age of 30.1 years (std= 10.55 years)
participated. All subjects had normal or corrected to nonnal vision. None of the
subjects had previously taken part in eye tracking experiments. All subjects were
fa1niliar with at least some of the people and places contained within the set of 100
near-linear 8 bit greyscale images presented.

Half of the test i1nages ( 5 0) were randomly selected from the van Hateren database
(15). These images included forest scenes, scenes from built environments and some
scenes largely comprised of leaves and branches or grass. The resolution of these
images was reduced (via convolution w ith a Gaussian kernel) from 15 3 6x 1024 to
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768x512 pixels and intensity depth was set at 256 grey levels. The remaining 50
i1nages were captured with a Cannon digital SLR (EOS lOD) with a narrow aperture
(wide field of view). Using the manufacturer supplied ICC profile and known lens
aberrations (radial, pin cushion ect), linear 8-bit colour (sRGB) 3072x2048 RAW
images were converted to greyscale in MatLab (Natick, MA). Further processing
(Gaussian blurring) was preformed to reduce image resolution to 768x512 pixels.
This second set of images included more pictures of faces and familiar indoor and
outdoor environ1nents and in addition sought to provide scenes that had a wider depth
of field (more objects in sharp focus).

Experiments were conducted under normal lighting conditions (room illuminated with
fluorescent lights). Using a chinrest to stabilise head position, subjects viewed stimuli
binocularly at a viewing distance of 74.5 cm. In order to maintain attention, subjects
were told that they would be asked questions about the stimuli following the
experi1nent. In addition, subjects were asked to report whether the current image
contained a scene that was familiar or unfamiliar. Stimuli were presented on a 680
1nm widescreen 1nonitor at 60 Hz with a resolution of 1920
was displayed at double size (1536

x

x

1200 pixels. Each image

1024 screen pixels, such that 1 x 1 image pixel

= 2 x 2 screen pixels) using MatLab, therefore 22 image pixels spanned
approximately I degree of viewing angle, and each whole image subtended 34.9°

x

23.3° of visual angle.

Following similar studies (7 ,8), the 100 linear greyscale images were presented in
random order for 5 seconds each, followed by a fixation target (white cross with black
centre pixel) on a grey background (gamma corrected to half screen brightness)
205
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displayed for 1.3 seconds. Each fixation target was displayed at 1 of 25 randomly
chosen screen locations (on a 5 x5 grid). Targets were employed both to initially
calibrate the eye-tracker (prior to the experiment) and then to monitor tracker
accuracy during the experi1nent.

Eye position was recorded every 16 ms using a FaceLab v.4.6 infrared eye tracking
system (Seeing Machines, Canberra, ACT, Australia). Initial average system tracking
error for each subject was not greater than 0.6° of visual angle, further calibration
i1nproved average static accuracy to 0.1 ° of visual angle (approx 2 i1nage pixels) with
error not exceeding 0.25°. Figure 5.1 gives an example of the information extracted
during an image presentation on a sequence of saccades. The 19 x 19 pixel i1nage
patches shown represent the foveal view on each fixation. It can be seen that
particular parts of the image (face, person, door) are scrutinised, while other areas
(e.g. the centre of surfaces) are ignored.
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Figure 5.1. Examples of foveal image patches (Left) falling under the centre of one

subject's gaze (fovea) during the presentation of a test image. Using error-predicting
kernels the accuracy of the eye tracker was improved by an order of magnitude (to
within 0.1 ° of visual angle= approximately 2 image pixels). The content of these
patches (faces, edges, comers ect) clearly does not represent a random sampling of the
image. Previous work on the efficient representation of natural images has relied on
rando1n image patches that frequently lack complex visual structure. The present
work seeks to determine how the efficient representation of meaningful image
structure may be efficiently encoded. Results detailed below suggest that the visual
system may be adapted to efficiently encode such structure.
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Analysis

19

x

19 pixel regions (foveal image patches) (e.g. Figure 5.1) were selected around

each fixation point and these image patches formed the input to independent
component analysis (ICA). The inputs to ICA were therefore not rando1nly selected
( in contrast to previous studies), but rather reflect a statistically distinct subset of
image patches (16). ICA results for gaze-selected image patches are con1pared to
results derived from randomly selected patches. This co1nparison involved comparing
frequency tunning, orientation and bandwidth characteristics of ICA derived 'filters'
(see below).

ICA is concerned with discovering the underlying sources, known as basis vectors,
that generate a set of observations of random variables (here a series of images) (see
EQ. 5.1). Constraints on the properties of these sources - namely that they are
statistically independent, allow for an exploration of the mechanisms that generate the
observed data. Statistical independence (see below and Appendix) implies that the
representation of a signal with a 1nixture of such sources is efficient. Like a number of
other methods (e.g. Principal Co1nponent Analysis (PCA)) for finding sources of data
under minimal assun1ptions (Blind Source Separation) ICA is based on a generative
model (EQ.5.1). Each image patch containing greyscale pixel luminance values in x
and y (l(x,y) ) is assumed to be the product of so1ne underlying sources or basis vectors

n

l(x:,y)= Laz(x:,y)sz. (EQ.5.1.)
i=l
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where S i are stochastic coefficients that specify the mix of basis vectors (ai) that
generates an image patch (J(x,y)). In physiological terms S i corresponds to a response
from a cell (i.e. cell i) that is tuned (via its receptive field) to the stimulus that most
resembles the basis vector ai. The receptive field of such a cell, which when combined
with a stimulus (I(x,y)) generates the response Si can be found by inverting the linear
system in EQ.5.1 (for simplicity assuming here that the number of pixels equals the
number of basis functions):

st = Lwz<x,y)l(x,y). (EQ.5.2.)
x,y

where

Wi,

the (pseudo) inverse of the mixing matrix (ai) in EQ.5.2 is the receptive

field of cell i. It can be shown that ai are low-pass filtered versions of the receptive
fields

Wi ( 4).

At a high level of abstraction the goal of analysis can be rephrased

roughly as generating a set of cortical simple cells whose responses (§'i) are
independent from one another by virtue of their unique receptive fields (wi).
Independence is a much stricter requirement than decorrelation, requiring that the
probability of a given set of responses (joint probability distribution) is equal to the
product of the (marginal) probabilities of each source (si) (see Appendix) (17). Here
independence of sources was achieved with the FastICA algorithm (18) (Appendix).
To ensure the distribution of each source is independent FastICA uses a measure1nent
of non-Gaussianity (negentropy) to make the distribution of each source as nonGaussian (leptocurtotic) as possible.

There are five assumptions that allow ICA to determine each (wi), the first, and most
important of which, is that sources are independent (see Appendix). Secondly, that
there is no external noise (achieved partly by pre-processing with PCA), such that the
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vector of sources s (containing si) contains all of the stochasticity in the 1nodel
(EQ.5.2). In addition, at most only the distribution of one source can be described
entirely by it's mean and variance (i.e. be Gaussian), this requirement is inti1nately
related to independence via the central limit theorem (see appendix). The fourth
assumption is that the mixing matrix of basis vectors (ai) is square and of full rank,
such that the number of mixtures is equal to the number of sources and that the
mixtures are themselves linearly independent from each other. Finally, the data must
be centred so as to have zero mean.

As is standard in ICA image analysis, pre-processing was carried out both to achieve
the above assumptions (e.g. low external noise) and to allow faster convergence of the
algorithm. The first step was to set the average pixel greyscale value of each image
patch (DC component) to zero. This implies that the derived Si also have zero mean.
The image was then whitened in the spatial domain using PCA (18). This
transformation removes two-point spatial correlations such that the values of any two
points I(x,y) and J(x ',y ') in the transformed image are uncorrelated. Furthermore, all
points are normalised to unit variance. The removal of second-order correlations
allows analysis to focus on image features not dependent on covariance. It also
facilitates dimensionality reduction and the removal of (Gaussian) sources of noise. In
addition, data whitening mimics precortical visual processing that increases the
efficiency of encoding by removing uninformative second-order correlations (1) .

The obtained ICA filters (wi(x,y ), EQ.5.2) were then processed to extract their: Peak
frequency responses, frequency bandwidths, aspect ratios, orientation, and orientation
bandwidths, symmetry and position (with their 19 x 19 windo ws). Two 1nethods of
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extracting this information were considered: fitting the parameters of a Gabor
function to each patch (19) (using MatLab function lsqcurvefit, maximum likelihood
estimation and bootstrapping to avoid local minima), and analysis in the frequency
domain (15). Given a set of 100 Gabor patches with randomised parameters, the
frequency domain approach proved more accurate, an order of magnitude faster, and
made no assumptions about the data (e.g. pre-processing to "de-noise" patches, the
assumption that data is ideally Gabor-like). Both methods produced similar results
(see appendix).

Having mapped an IC filter into the frequency domain with zero frequency
components shifted to the centre of the spectrum the following parameters were
obtained (15):

1. Peak frequency response was given as the maxima of the amplitude spectrum

of the IC filter.
2. The (peak) orientation of the filter (in x ,y) was given by the angle of a line
orthogonal to a second line drawn through the origin (of the spectrum) and the
peak of the amplitude spectru1n. By implication the first line corresponds to
the long axis of the filter in the Cartesian plane. The line from origin to peak
was also employed to determine bandwidth.
3. The bandwidth was defined as the frequency range (in octaves= factors of 2
in frequency) along the orientation of the amplitude peak bounded by the full
width at half maximum (FWHM). To overcome interpolation error the whole
spectrum was rotated such that its long axis (line in 2.) fell along the y-axis.
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4. Orientation bandwidth was determined by drawing the edge (;:::; l pixel wide) of
a circle centred at the origin, with a radius equal to the distance from the
origin to the peak amplitude. The proportion of the circle covered by the part
of amplitude spectrum greater than FWHM was taken as the orientation
bandwidth. That is, the range of rotation around a peak orientation that could
evoke a response greater than FWHM (15).
5. The aspect ratio of the filter was obtained by dividing the bandwidth along the
peak orientation by the bandwidth along an orthogonal line also passing
through the peak spatial frequency (grey dashed line in Figure x). The ratio of
these two quantities holds (as a factor of 2) for the width and length of the
filter in the Cartesian plane.
6. The position (centre) of the filter within its window (19 x 19 pixels) was
obtained by finding the peak value within a rectified (absolute value)
smoothed (convolved with a 5 x 5 pixel Gaussian) version of the window.
Taking the centre pixel of the window as the origin, position was then
recorded.
7. The relative phase of each filter (re-centred to the middle of its window),
describing its even/odd symmetry was taken directly from the phase angle of
each filter's frequency response.
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Figure 2. Method of characterising filter parameters. The filter is transformed into its
amplitude spectrum (normalised frequency space), fro1n which key parameters are
easily extracted. Bandwidth is given by the green line, which runs (solid blue line)
along a portion of the line between the origin and peak spatial frequency ( vertical
thick black line), being bounded by the points at which amplitude drops below
FWHM (vertical thick black lines). The length of the grey line bisecting the
bandwidth (green line) is divided by the bandw idth to give the aspect ratio. The blue
lines indicate the range of orientations (ofan ideal stimulus, e.g.

ai

in EQ.5.1) capable

of producing a response greater than half the maximum response (i.e. dashed blue
lines point to FWHM). This method was favoured over fitting Gabor functions to ICA
filters because the parameters obtained (e.g. peak spatial frequency) are measured
directly, rather than estimated from a best-fit 1nodel (see appendix for co1nparison).
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Results

The eye tracking data consisted of 32,453 image patches, these were compared with
an equivalent number of patches taken at random intervals across the 100 in1ages.
Patches taken from the centre of gaze contained significantly different content fron1
their random counterparts, with more structure such as faces, eyes and edges (e.g.
Figure 5 .1 ). Power analysis showed that the two sets of patches differed in their
spatial frequency content, with gaze derived patches having slightly more high
frequency and less low frequency content than the random set (which contained 1nore
surfaces). There was also more variation in the frequency content of gaze centred
patches. Discussed above, these

2nd -order

( correlational) differences were re1noved by

whitening (pre-processing).

As FastICA is a stochastic process, multiple runs (of 10,000 iterations) were
perfonned on both sets of patches. The algorithm was run 22 times on both gazeselected data and rando1nly selected patches. A key source of variation was found to
be the images themselves, with images of indoor scenes tending to generate more
narrowband (:frequency and orientation) ICA filters. This effect has been previously
repo1ied ( 15) and was held constant across the two sets of data by not varying the
number of sa1nples taken fro1n each image ( determined by the nu1nber of fixation
points recorded). An i1nplication of this variation is that a highly detailed comparison
between the present results and specific parameter values recorded in animals would
likely require thousands of images - a task beyond the endurance of even the most
stoic human observer. Nonetheless, the results below compare favourably with data
reported for Vl units (13,20), and in the case. of gaze-based ICA filters are generally
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closer fitting than those derived from random samplings of the image space. The latter
results closely resembling those previously reported for ICA filters based on a larger
number of images and random sa1nples (15).

Examples of 50 ICA filters obtained from a single run for each data set (centre of
gaze Left, and random patches Right) are plotted in Figure 5.3 along with their
amplitude spectra. At 50 independent components both sets of data produced mainly
orientated simple cell-like receptive fields. As reported elsewhere varying image
patch size ( 12 x 12 or 21 x 21) did not change the appearance of the obtained filters
(15). About 10-15o/o ofICs in both groups were less orientated- having more than
30% of their power orthogonal to the main axis. These filters were not analysed
(3, 15), beyond their frequency of occurrence. A smaller subclass of these patches
tended to extend over only 2-4 pixels and have previously been descr.ibed as aliasing
effects (3,15). Such patches were also removed. It is noteworthy that cells with no
orientation preference (symmetry in the spectral domain such that >40% of their
power was orthogonal to the main axis) were observed significantly more often in the
set of gazed-based filters (5.6% compared to 2.3%, ttest, P<0.0001, excluding aliasing
type patches). Though overall the number of poorly orientated units (>30% of power
orthogonal to main axis, excluding alias type) was not significantly different (13.34%
for gaze and 13.27% for random image derived ICA filters).
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Figure 5.3. 50 ICA filters and their (normalised) frequency responses for each set of
image data. Left two panels are based on gaze centred image patches (N = 32,453), 10
sets of 50 gaze-based ICA filters form the basis for subsequent analysis. The right two
panels show ICA filters derived from a random sampling of the 100 i1nages (N =

32,453), 22 sets of these ICA filters were analysed. Both sets of filters (Left and
Right) contain 2-3 exa1nples of patches that are not orientated - showing significant
power orthogonal to the main axis (if one exists). Two exa1nples of poorly orientated
filters are in: 2nd last row and column of gave based filters, and the 3rd row, 3rd colu1nn
of rando1n patch based filters. A "blob-type" cell can be in seen in the 2nd last row,

4 th

colu1nn of the gaze based data set (Left), these occurred more often in filter derived
fron1 gaze centred i1nages.
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Inspection of Figure 5.3 suggests that there is little difference between the two sets of
filters. One potential difference that may be noted is that in the gazed-based set there
are more narrow-band filters (multiple evenly spaced ripples extending across much
of the extent of the window). The significance of such potential differences was
investigated by comparing histograms of derived parameter values for the two sets of
filters.

Figure 5 .4 investigates frequency response properties (Peak spatial frequency,
Bandwidth and Aspect Ratio) of the two sets (Blue= gaze-based data, Red= Rando1n
patch data). Significant differences (P/number of comparisons, i.e. Bonferonni
corrected) are marked with a"*". While some individual histogram values differ
significantly, only average bandwidth was found to be significantly different
(P=0.007) between the two sets of filters: with ICA filters derived from gaze-centred
i1nage patches being more narrowly tuned than their random counterparts (means of
1.49±.18 SE and 1.62±.1 SE respectively). These filters are in effect, more precise in
terms of responding to an optimal frequency. The median bandwidth of the gazebased filters (1.43) is nearly identical to that reported in macaque Vl (1.4) (13).
Aspect ratios (mean~0.45) are also very close to the average values reported for
simple cells (~0.5) (13,20). Of theoretical importance (see discussion), filters derived
from gaze-centred image patches exhibited significantly less variation in this
parameter (SD gaze= ±0.15, SD random= ±0.18, Chi square variance test,
P<0.0001). This result may be of theoretical importance (see Discussion).
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Figure 5.4. Histograms of average (Fraction of total observations) parameter values
describing filter frequency responses. B lue bars present data for filters derived fro1n
gaze centred image patches, Red bars filters based on randomly sa1npled image
patches. Histograms were computed for 50 filters fro1n each run ofICA (10,000
iterations) and the means and standard errors plotted. The average values of these
parameters closely matched physiological data (see text). Left: Spatial frequencies
( eye/deg) generating 1naximum responses from filters, only filters based on gaze
centred image patches generated filters tuned to the lowest spatial frequencies. On
average peak frequency responses did not differ between the two sets of filters.
Middle: Gaze centred i1nage patches generated filters that were on average
significantly n1ore tuned to a narrow range of spatial frequencies . Right: Aspect ratios
(width/length) were si1nilar on average in both data sets. The average standard
deviation of this parameter was however narrower for gaze-based filters (Chi square
variance test P<O.0001 ). This later result, the only significant difference in parameter
variances, 1nay have i1nportant theoretical implications ( 11) and help explain other
observed differences between the two sets.
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Peak spatial frequency, expressed in eye/deg of visual angle (at 74.5cms viewing
distance 22 image pixels= 1 degree), was found to have the most variation between
the two sets of ICA filters (middle Figure 5.4), though mean peak frequencies
overlapped (both ~ 3.7). These average values fit between those reported for primate
Vl units receiving input fro1n the fovea (mean of 4.25 eye/deg) and those receiving
parafoveal inputs (2.7 eye/deg) (13). A tendency for ICA to favour filters at a scale
close the sampling grid may have contributed to narrow range of peak spatial
frequencies observed (15,21). Intriguingly, only filters derived from gaze centred
image patches occurred at the lowest spatial frequencies.

The orientation properties of ICA filters are presented in Figure 5.5. As has been
reported in animal studies there is a bias for horizontal and vertical filters (13 ,20).
Interestingly, filters derived from gaze centred image patches are rarely orientated
along the diagonal, strongly favouring 0°, 90° and -90° orientations (here for
si1nplicity -90, and 90 have been binned together). A bias in ICA for aligning filters
(in order to achieve a scale close to the sampling grid as above) along vertical and
horizontal axes could have accounted for some of this effect, though this pattern of
horizontal/vertical alignment has previously been shown to at least in part reflect
underlying scene statistics (15 ,21). This may reflect why both orientation biases exist
for filters generated from both fo veal and random image patches (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5. Histograms of average(% of total observations) para1neter values
describing filter orientations. Right: A clear orientation bias for orientations at 0°, 90°
is evident for both sets of filters (B lue = data for filters derived from gaze centred
i1nages, Red = filters based on randomly sampled images). A significant proportion of
this trend may be accounted for by the ICA algorithm itself ( 15). Left: Considerable
variation in orientation bandwidth was observed in both sets of data. Removal of
filters with little orientation may lead to an underesti1nate of such variation (in left).
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As is the case for simple cells, a wide range of half-magnitude orientation bandwidths
was observed (13 ,20), with there being little to no difference between the two sets of
filters (Figure 5.5). In the macaque, median orientation bandwidths have been
reported to range from 33 ° to 42° (parafoveal and foveal mapping regions of Vl
respectively) (13). Here the mean bandwidths were 24° for filters generated from eyetracking data, and 28° for those generated from random image samples.

Presented in Figure 5.6, the phases of the ICA filters obtained from each set of images
differed significantly. In the space domain, the degree of symmetry about the centre
of the filter (not its window) is controlled by this parameter - that is its even/odd
symmetry (see images at bottom of Figure 5.6). This symmetry parameter sensitizes
the filter to the position (in x,y) of an input (carrier). A filter with a phase of -90° can
be decomposed into a linear combination of sine waves spanning a range of
frequencies, in tum such a filter responds optimally to sine waves (odd symmetric
functions) aligned with its centre. Conversely, a phase of 0° implies the filter is
optimally modulated by a cosine carrier.

As can be seen in Figure 5.6 symmetries lying between these extremes (-90°,+90°)
are favoured by both sets of ICA filters. This is particularly true of filters derived
fro1n gaze-centred image patches (Figure 5.6, right) . In the visual cortex, the output of
simple cells tuned to different phases are hypothesised to be pooled together to form
the input to so-called complex cells whose responses (under a narrow set of
conditions (22)) are modulated by orientation and frequency but not phase. Given a
pool of simple cells with a significantly less than uniform sampling of phase ( i. e.
Figure 5.6) the responses of such complex cells would have some phase sensitivity.
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Figure 5.6. Analysis of ICA filter symmetries (Blue= data for filters derived from
gaze centred images, Red= filters based on rando1nly sampled images). This
para1neter confers sensitivity to the position (relative to the centre) of the opti1nal
input (carrier) signal. For example, a filter described by -90° phase responds
opti1nally to a sinusoidal surface whose origin (odd symmetry) is aligned with the
centre of the filter, one described by 0° phase responds opti1nally to a cosine surface.
Here both sets of filters prefer alignments lying between these extremes. This is
particularly true of filters derived from gaze centred i1nage (Left). Note: data is sign
invariant (the interval [- 180°, 180°] has been n1apped to [-90°,90°]) such that "on" and
"off' cells of the same symmetry are counted together (see appendix).
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Sensitivity to position is also reflected by the location of the filter within its window.
Visual inspection of the obtained filters revealed a large variation in the location of
filter densities within their 19 x 19 windows. This variation was analysed in terms of
distance (r) and angle (8) away from the centre pixel of the window. Analysis of
histograms, and patterns of variation revealed no trends in this data, with filters being
centred at random within their windows. Figure 5. 7 gives a sample of this data where
rand 8 for 100 randomly selected patches are plotted as angle and magnitudes (rei8).
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Figure 5. 7. The position of filters within their windows was investigated for
systematic variation. No trends were evident. This is demonstrated above where the
length/magnitude and angle of each vector gives the distance and direction to the
centre of a filter from the centre of its 19 x 19 window. 100 vectors were selected at
random from each set of filters (Left= gaze centred data, Right = random data).
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Discussion

The present work sought to determine whether the statistical properties of images at
the centre of gaze produced ICA filters resembling simple cell receptive fields. In
other words, whether simple cells are well optimised to efficiently represent this
statistically distinct (8, 16) and behaviourally relevant subset of image structures. The
examples provided in Figure 5.3 demonstrate that despite the unique properties of
these images, simple cell-like receptive fields remain the optimally efficient linear
encoders. Moreover, when gaze selected image patches form the input to ICA the
subsequent filters appear to become more simple-cell like. This may hint at an
adaption of the visual system to an ecologically important subspace of images (23).

A priori there was little reason to suppose simple cell-like filters would emerge from
the present analysis. In one sense, Gabor-like filters are an understandable choice for
a syste1n representing 2D information, in that for four axes of information: position in
x,y, orientation and frequency sets of such filters are optimally efficient ( 11 ). To the
extent that uncertainty constraints (for joint representation of 2D spatial and
frequency information) limiting resolution along these dimensions is optimally
minimalized by these functions (11). Nonetheless, given a much higher likelihood of
finding complex image structure within gaze centred patches (8, 16), it may have been
reasonable to expect a more complex set of basis filters. For example, it is possible
that in such a situation either space or frequency resolution may require accurate
representation beyond the limit of a single unit encoding both.
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While there are some biases in solutions arrived at bv
., ICA, Gabor-like wavelets are
far fro1n an inevitable outcome. This is demonstrated in Figure 5. 8 using i1nages that
contain similar 2 11 d and

3rd

order statistics (see Chapter 2) to the natural images falling

under the centre of gaze (lif power spectrum and evenly distributed bispectru1n (7)),
in this case the optimal encoders look very different to those presented in Figure 5 .3.
In these examples the joint representation of position, frequency and orientation has
apparently been split in favour of so1ne filters with high frequency resolution (narrow
bandwidths) (see row 1 column 3 of Figure 5.8) and others highly specific for position
(row 1 column 2). This solution is not unique to the images in Figure 5.8, the visual
syste1n also has encoders 1nore selective for periodic patterns (i.e. grating cells) (24),
and position (e.g. end stopped cells) (25,26).
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Figure 5.8. A basis set (ICA filters) for complex images (Left) sharing statistical
similarities with natural i1nage patches at the centre of gaze (lif power spectru1n and
evenly distributed bispectrum). In addition these images (lif filtered isotrigon
textures) have a similar degree of complexity (Shannon entropy) to natural images
(27). 32,453 samples were taken fro1n 100 such images (i.e. processed as in Fig 5.3).
The filters derived from ICA based on these i1nages share little in cormnon with those
in Figure 5 .3. Interestingly, some of these filters appear suited to detecting complex
edges (comers, end-stopping, circular features) and highly periodic patterns.
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In contrast to Figure 5.8 ICA has decided upon a system of units that each occupy a
volume in the information hyperspace spanning (in a relatively independent 1nanner)
local dimensions of position, frequency, and orientation. Due both to the optimality of
Gabors for this purpose (11) and the efficiency criteria ofICA (independence) it is not
surprising that having made this decision, the arrived at filters are highly Gabor-like
(see appendix Figure A.3 for example) . At least two questions arise: why are these
dimensions most important? And how does image structure at the centre of gaze bias
( if at all) the accurate encoding of one dimension over another?

A simple answer to the first question may be that position, spatial frequency and
orientation are the most linearly separable elementary image features and may
therefore be encoded with reasonable efficiency by single units. It should be noted
that what is encoded is a coefficient - the combination of spectral and spatial structure
not the specific values in each domain. These though are represented in a way that
minimises uncertainty in both domains (11,20). The same response 1nay result from
different combinations of parameters.

Other statistical properties such as topological openness and closedness (28) are for
example are not so linearly separable from position, orientation and frequency
(though closedness could be detected by supressing orientation) and may not be
efficiently/unambiguously added as a 5th dimension to such units. At least one of the
original di1nensions must be supressed to encode such information (e.g. circular filters
as in the retina or see row 1, column 2 Figure 5.8). For natural images, orientation
appears to be the dimension most likely to be supre sed by ICA (i.e. 10-15 % of filters
\ ere blob like, e.g. Figure 5.3.

4 th

row from bottom, column 1).
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In addressing the question of how image structure at the centre of gaze biases the
derived optimal ICA filters it is worth noting that such filters tended to more closely
resemble Vl simple cell parameters than their randomly generated counterparts. This
observation is necessarily made within the limitations of ICA itself. In particular a its
tendency to generate filters at a scale close to the sampling grid, which in tum
generates a narrower range of orientations (15,21). Nonetheless differences between
rando1nly generated and gaze based filters necessarily reflects differences in the
complex image structures found in both sets of images.

As Gabor filters are optimally efficient simultaneous encoders of their 4 dimensions
(11), their properties can be used to better understand the obtained ICA filters. In
particular, when holding the volume of a Gabor function constant, it-is provably true
( 11) that changing the aspect ratio to improve orientation resolution (decreasing
orientation bandwidth) comes at the cost of decreasing bandwidth orientation (i.e. the
range of orientations that produce a significant response by the filter). Conversely,
holding the aspect ratio constant and allowing variation in filter volume inverts this
relationship such that improving orientation resolution also improves frequency
resolution (i.e. narrows bandwidth).

This latter situation is preferred by the visual cortex, where the orientation and
frequency tuning of simple cells have long been noted to be positively correlated ( 14).
In tum, these cells exhibit a relative narrow range of aspect ratios (11,13,14). This
fundamental pattern is also true of filters derived from gaze-centred image patches
(Figure 5.4) relative to their random image-based counterparts. These filters have a
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significantly narrower range of aspect ratios and a correspondingly higher frequency
resolution that is achieved without a decrease in orientation sensitivity. As is
theoretically predicted for optimal encoders, this is associated with a significantly
greater variation in volume ( chi squared variance test, P<O.0001) for gaze-based
filters. Efficient encoding of meaningful image structure e1nphasises orientation and
frequency detail more than would be expected fro1n an optimal encoder or from a
random sampling of the image space. This appears to be a bias also preferred by the
visual cortex (13,14,20).

In the information hyperspace containing such units this preference for an uneven
resolution of some parameters has consequences. Namely that to reinstate a uniform
volume within the dimensions of position, orientation and frequency it is necessary to
either either pool over units with similar positions and/or to have a subset of cells
tuned to a subset of these parameters. Both solutions are observed in the visual cortex,
where for example orientation columns pool units tuned to the same position, and
cells tuned only to frequency and position ("blob cells" (29)) are commonly observed.
Si1nilarly, a twofold larger number of filters tuned to position but not orientation (i.e.
blob cell-like) were observed in the set of gaze-centred filters than in the set derived
from rando1n patches.

Conclusions

Given markedly different statistics at the centre of gaze, there was little reason to
suppo e si1nple cell-like filters would emerge from the pre ent analysis. While an
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exploration of the differences between receptive fields derived from experimental
ani1nals, images fro1n central vision or random inputs is provided, it this general
finding that is most important. Classical simple cell receptive fields, and indeed
Gabor functions are well suited to encoding the distinct set of images falling under the
centre of gaze (Figure 5.3). The present results may also suggest a reason for sub
specialisation of units within the visual cortex, namely to rectify the non-uniform
processing of important visual structure.

As is often the case in visual neuroscience, these assertions are made by ignoring the
well-established nonlinear behaviours of cortical cells, focusing instead upon their
linear properties. Even simple cells are highly nonlinear when given stimuli more
complex than sinusoidal surfaces, being modulated by parameters outside those
discussed above (30,31 ). In addition it is still unclear how much information is
trans1nitted in these responses. For exa1nple, if the rate of action potentials is all that
matters then an infinite number of co1nbinations of parameter values will produce the
same response. In contrast more complex spike-timing codes may multiplex
information about each parameter (32). The true implications of an efficient linear
encoding cannot therefore be fully known until such phenomena are better
understood.
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Appendix

1) ICA:
Independence of sources.
For rando1n variables r1, r2, ... rm, with a probability distribution function (pdf),flr 1,

r2, ... rm), the variables

n are considered mutually independent if and only if:

That is, if no more or less information is gained fro1n the joint probability of random
variables compared to the product of their 1narginal probabilities. This is clearly a
1nore strict condition than correlation where two uncorrelated variables are not
necessarily 1nutually independent. With E(.) denoting the expected value, random
centred variables can be described as uncorrelated if:

Conversely, for all functions g 1 and g 2, expectation can be used to define
independence as ( 17):
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Finding independent components by maximising non-Gaussianity (FastICA
algorithm).

The FastICA algorithm exploits the assumption that underlying sources have nonGaussian distributions. This fo Hows from the Central Limit Theorem, where the
product of two non-Gaussians is more Gaussian. In this sense, the Gaussian can be
considered the least interesting distribution ( 15) - being a blend of more informative
distributions. FastICA forces the distributions of components to be as non-Gaussian
as possible using negentropy (17), a measure of the distance from normality:

N(X) - H(XGauss) - H(X) , EQ .A. l

where X is a non-Gaussian random vector, XGauss is a normally distributed equivalent
to X, sharing the same covariance matrix, H(.) is the Shannon entropy (e.g. Chapter
3), and N(.) is negentropy. Because for any given covariance matrix the distribution
with the highest entropy is the Gaussian, negentropy is by implication a positive
measure of non-Gaussianity. FastICA, avoids the computational intensity of
computing EQ.A. l by using an approximation based on standardised variables (zero
mean, unit variance) (18):

where V and U are standardised non-Gaussian and Gaussian random variables
respectively. (J)(.) is a non-linear function (here Tanh(.)). FastICA then proceeds as
follows (18):
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1. Initialise by setting each
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Wi

to random

4. If i== 1, go to step 7, else go to step 5.

6.

7.

Each

Wi

If convergence ( step 6) move to

v\Ji+ 1 ,

else return to step 2.

is a colunm vector of the unmixing matrix (see EQ.2). Here

(unnormalised) intermediate variable used to recalculate

Wi.

Wi +

is the

cJl (.) is the first

derivative of the nonlinear function (EQA.2). For i> 1 the algorithm generates

Wi

orthonormal to previously generated components ( step S and 6).

2) Frequency domain analysis
Here the accuracy of the method for analysing ICA filters is examined. A
contrasting approach would have been to surface fit the parameters of a Gabor
function to the data (20). There are a nu1nber of flaws in this later approach, for
example the underlying data may not be purely Gabor-like (either for ICA patches or
simple cell receptive fields) , secondly many of the parameters estimated from best
fitting Gabors can be taken directly during frequency analysis of the filter without
making any assu1nption ( e.g. smoothing of noise). The approach also more
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accurately detects the parameters of a set of I 00 rando1n Gabor filters than a
computationally intense surface fitting procedure that determines parameters through
maximum likelihood (least-squares) (33) (Figure A. I). The estimates being further
refined using the Matlab function: lsqcurvefit.

Figure A. I presents 6 reconstructions of Gabor functions based on the two different
methods. The performance of the frequency domain approach is given at left
(Fig.A. I), where the first column is the input filter, the second is the estimate, and the
third gives the squared error between estimate and the true filter. The performance of
frequency domain analysis is further investigated in Figure.A.2 where the true
randomly generated parameters (Red functions) are plotted against their counterparts.
Finally, Figure A.3 demonstrates the accuracy of this approach in describing ICA
filters ( columns I and 3), equivalent Gabor functions were generated from estimated
ICA filter parameters (2nd and

4th

columns) and squared errors computed. This

residual error was found to be fairly structure devoid (i.e. little systematic error). At
least some of the residual error also reflects the fact that the underlying ICA filters are
likely to be rarely entirely described by Gabor functions, even if the para1neters
supplied to the function are perfectly accurate. This is not saying that the underlying
wavelets are not highly similar.
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Figure.A.1. 100 random Gabor filters were generated (12 examples in columns 1

and 4) and their parameters estimated by analysis largely in the frequency
domain (1 st 3 columns), or by curve fitting the parameters of a second Gabor to
the first (see last 3 columns). Squared errors are presented in the 3rd and 6th
columns based on subtracting the estimated Gabor from the original. Both
methods were accurate, though summing over the summed error for each filter
revealed that the first approach ( columns 1-3) made 31 °/o less errors overall.
Also note, error residuals in the curve tended to be more random. Added to this,
curve fitting r equired

~s hours of computation, in contrast the alternate method

was complete in ~10 seconds.
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Figure A.2. 100 Estimates (Blue) of true para1neters (Red) for the approach detailed
in the methods section (see Figure 2). Spatial frequency and orientation are almost
perfect fits. Phase was the most poorly estimated parameter. Large bandwidths may
be slightly overestimated. Overall the present method is accurate.
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Figure A.3. 6 ICA filters ( colu1nns 1 and 2) and their esti1nated equivalent Gabor
filters. Columns 3 and 6 give the error (squared differences) between ICA filters and
corresponding estimate. At least some of the error in these columns is due to the
underlying data (ICA filters) not being perfectly Gabor-like. The last set of filters
(botto1n row, last 3 columns) show considerable error due to the phase being reversed
in the Gabor esti1nate. This parameter was the largest source of noise in the data (see
Figure A.2).
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Opinions, Speculation, Philosophy and Conclusions

"Information: the negative reciprocal value of probability." Claude Shannon

Opinions, Speculation, Philosophy and Conclusions

Each of the previous chapters differed considerably in how the cortical encoding of
comp lex image structure was investigated. Fro1n these different approaches it is
difficult to pick a dominant theme. Data in Chapter 2 suggests that relatively few
independent statistical mechanis1ns (2-3) are sufficient to explain variations in human
performance on the isotrigon texture discrimination task. Conversely Chapter 4 points
to the complex, nonlinear subcellular mechanis1ns that encode such information. In
the author's opinion it is perhaps the findings in Chapter 4 that are most important,
namely that single cortical units possesses the ability to compute complex correlations
in their input.

While both top-down and bottom-up approaches are needed, arguably too 1nuch
abstraction may have crept into our understanding of the system we atte1npt to 1nodel.
The appeal of such linearization is an internally consistent set of theories from which
innumerable papers may be generated. This comes however at the cost of ignoring a
significantly more nonlinear reality. As for example has been pointed out a number of
times in this thesis, it has been known for more than 20 years that even so-called
simple cells are much 1nore complex than optimised linear filters (1-3). Basic
extensions such as non-classical receptive fields are not sufficient to account for these
response properties. While some abstraction is necessary, this observation is arguably
too often forgotten (e.g. (4)). The behaviour of a unit as complex as a cortical neuron
under a li1nited set of experimental conditions is exactly that - the behaviour of a
neuron under limited conditions.
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A growing body of well-established physiological data demonstrating phenomena
such as back-propagating action potentials (5,6) and dendritic spiking (7) underscore
the ubiquitous presence of nonlinearities even at the dendritic level (see Figure 4.6).
Indeed it is even possible that dendritic segments are the true elementary
computational units of the nervous system (8). Chapter 4 gives a function to these
processes: the computation of correlations. These computations endow the responses
of a neuron with a deeper message than just the average state of its inputs (when a
threshold is exceeded), they express a comment on how the activity of downstream
neurons is related. This information describes structure in data, not just in images (e.g.
(9)).

Not all such correlations will be useful or meaningful and moreover one quickly
.
1 exp 1os1on
. w h en trymg
. to compute even 5th
encounters a computatlona
_ or 6th or d er

correlations between 3 or 4 values. Perhaps in order to detect a sufficient range of the
(meaningful) correlations possible it is therefore more practical to perform their
computation with single units rather than networks. In either case, Chapter 3 (and the
psychophysical data in Chapter 2) demonstrates that at least for vision there may be
considerable limitations (both spatial and correlation order) on the types of
correlations computed or needed. Current work, not presented in this thesis is
attempting to define limits i1nposed at the single cell level on these computations. A
general search of the parameter space of Chapter 4 is also yielding interesting results.
For example thalamic bursting (which can be controlled by adjusting the parameters
of the Izhevick equation) seems well optimised for effective efferent decoding of
higher-order correlations. Discrimination (area under the receiver operator
characteristic curve) appears to be directly proportional to this variable.
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How the visual system decides which structure is important under these necessary
computational constraints is an interesting and fundamental question. Chapter 5
suggests that at least part of the decision on what to encode 1nay be driven by the goal
of efficient representation of natural images and potentially a subset of correlations
within them - those at the centre of gaze. As discussed above, more work is needed
into the nonlinear properties of cells before these findings in the linear domain can be
put in context. Gabor wavelets are optimal simultaneous encoders of position, spatial
frequency and orientation (10). It is appealing to speculate that this optimality confers
advantages for computing correlations. Prima facie, the extent to which this is true
may be answered through a straightforward theoretical exploration. Conversely, when
second and higher-order kernels (response modulation due to nth-order positional
input correlation) are estimated for simple cells they tend to have a Gabor-like
appearance ( 11).

In a similar way, it is curious that some of the ICA filters (horizontal ripples
spreading across their window) derived from isotrigon textures resemble the spatial
do1nains recovered in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.5). When sampling of these textures is
based on eye tracking data (not presented in this thesis) this result becomes more
interesting: almost all of the filters look like the spatial domains in Chapter 2. This
preference for structure efficiently described by very narrowband, wide aspect ratio
(square) filters is interesting. It cannot arise fro1n the high image frequency or high
contrast content of the textures as this is whitened in the pre-processing analysis. A
reason perhaps is that precision is needed to follow a line of pixels across a screen.
Further interesting results are obtained when the cliques (3

x

3) falling under the
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centre of gaze are examined. These appear to be the ternary equivalents of recently
reported salient/informative visual structures (e.g. all black, or all white patches)
common to both isotrigon textures and natural i1nages (12). Both these results will be
the topics of future papers.

The entropy minimising spatial domains of Chapter 3 may also relate more directly to
these recent findings. In that study the authors argue that, as for simple image
information, the visual syste1n filters out much of the predictable and therefore
uninformative complex structures in images (12). Thereby focusing on transmitting
less predictable (visually salient) and potentially more informative aspects of visual
scenes. If this is the case, then the spatial domains discovered in Chapter 3 may
suggest that unpredictable events falling along narrow lines may be either particularly
informative and/or important to the visual system. Certainly many n~tural images
contain horizon lines, and facial symmetry implies important features (e.g. mouth or
eyebrow line) may fall within narrow elongated spatial domains (13).

To the extent that wavelet-like filters exist in the nervous system, one can perhaps
take a detour into philosophy. Undergraduate philosophy students are taught that the
philosophical argument for materialism (that minds are purely composed of
1naterial/physical elements) is fatally flawed. This, it is clai1ned, is because
materialism implies determinism - the state of the system at t6 is a purely
deterministic function of events at t0 . Armed with a small knowledge of physics one
may recognise that the universe is not so Newtonian as this. For example, the open
and closed states of ion channels reflect truly probabilistic events at the quantum level
(14). Chaotic systems such as recurrent cortical netvvorks and their individual neurons
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may well have sensitivity enough (to initial conditions) to be modulated by such
noise. Considerable sensitivity to initial conditions was for example observed in a
simple near-chaotic model of texture processing (15).

Returning to wavelets, in a 1nanner analogous to the derivation of the uncertainty
relations of quantum physics, Dennis Gabor used the Schwartz inequality to prove
that a signal's specificity in both frequency and time (simultaneously) is
funda1nentally bounded by the product of its bandwidth and duration (16, 17). Fro1n
this he determined the uncertainty relation for information and derived the optimal
(minimised joint uncertainty between time and frequency) encoder (16). In his
quantum theory of information Gabor mapped signals to regions of an information
space whose co-ordinates of :frequency and time have a minimal resolution or quanta!

grain(l 7). The minimal size of this grain (i.e. the limit of resolution) being the limit to
which the optimal encoder can 1ninimise uncertainty. Beyond this limit lies pure
uncertainty - not determinism. Between this ideal limit and the encoders of the cortex
even 1nore uncertainty in the substrates of our perception may exist.

The focus of this thesis has been on the encoding of structure. The main chapters
have, by virtue of information theory, shown some limitations and important
theoretical constraints on this process. Despite the inherent complexity of computing
this data, it is a task individual cortical neurons appear capable of performing. This in
tum may add another layer of complexity to our view of neurons and their networks.
These findings therefore generate significantly more questions than answers. This is a
natural outcome of the process of science. From a personal perspective, this process
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has left in its wake not so much a feeling of finality, but rather a rough sense of how
truly difficult it will be to reach a general understanding of most neural systems.
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